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Djevojka iz moga kraja A girl from the homeland

Provela je noć na putu She spent the night on the road
kojim kreću od davnina over which from long ago
naši snovi prema svijetu our dreams set off to the world
s Perkovića preko Knina from Perković through Knin

U očima njenim more The sea is in her eyes
svjetluca joj sol u kosi salt shimmers in her hair
ona ne da da je slome she won’t allow to be broken
otima se i prkosi she fights and defies

Djevojka iz moga kraja A girl from the homeland
na usnama njenim kušam on her lips I feel
okus prvih poljubaca the taste of first kisses
okus prvih oskoruša the taste of first rowan berries

Ona pamti davne riječi She remembers the old words
slatke boje zavičaja sweet colours of motherland
ima želju da me liječi she feels the wish to cure me
djevojka iz moga kraja a girl from the homeland

Provela je noć na putu She spent the night on the road
na kojem se nade gase on which hopes disappear
ostala je svu noć budna she stayed awake the whole night
u vagonu druge klase in the second class wagon

U očima njenim more The sea is in her eyes
svjetluca joj sol u kosi salt shimmers in her hair
ona ne da da je slome she won’t allow to be broken
otima se i prkosi she fights and defies

Arsen Dedić
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Short abstract

Currently, electric automobiles are predominantly powered by interior permanent magnet elec-

tric machines which possess high efficiency and torque density in comparison to alternative

machine types. Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the use of rare earth perma-

nent magnet materials has historically been a commercial risk. To mitigate the potential issues,

the automotive industry is considering alternative electric machine designs, which will either

use none or a minimal amount of rare earth material. In parallel, synchronous reluctance ma-

chines are "magnet-free" electric machine type currently the focus of process industry. Electric

power take-off was selected as the application niche for the introduction of synchronous reluc-

tance machine to the automotive sector. The goals of the thesis are to improve the synchronous

reluctance machine optimization process by reducing rotor radial cross-section parametric com-

plexity, and to create a software framework for the rotor geometry feasibility validation. The

research concentrates on a novel approach of defining rotor geometry on a shape object level,

instead of the classical approach which uses geometrical primitives like points, lines, and arcs.

This methodology allows simple and robust feasibility validation and robust calculation of at

least one point inside every object, which is extremely important for assigning the material to

different regions in the finite element analysis tool. The presented solution can be applied on any

electric machine type. Furthermore, the thesis defines a set of absolutely feasible synchronous

reluctance machine rotor geometries using a minimal set of parameters in order to reduce design

complexity. Consequently causing a reduction of overall optimization time due to the smaller

number of parameters that define the optimization problem. After selecting the geometry and

commencing optimization, the optimization system (software code) must be able to detect if

generated geometry is unfeasible (e.g., rotor barriers are overlapping). One of the proposed so-

lutions is a novel concept of forced feasibility, where every unfeasible design is forced to change

parameters until reaching feasibility. Otherwise, the infeasible candidate is rejected, which can

affect the optimization convergence. Both approaches were compared concluding that forced

feasibly causes faster optimization convergence.

Scientific contribution of the thesis is reflected in:

1.Robust feasibility and region detection algorithm based on the shape object approach in

the definition of electrical machine geometry.

2.Improvement of optimization convergence through the reduction of feasible geometry

search-time for synchronous reluctance machines using novel forced feasibility approach

3.Method for synchronous reluctance machine rotor geometry parametrization with the re-

duced parameter set.

Keywords: synchronous reluctance machine, optimization, robust feasibility, forced feasi-

bility, minimal complexity



Extended abstract (Prošireni sažetak)

U svrhu smanjenja emisije ispušnih plinova, otpada i buke, direktive Europske Unije trenutno

obvezuju proizvod̄ače automobila na drastično prosječno smanjenje emisije ispušnih plinova

ukupne flote vozila. Tehnologija motora na unutarnje izgaranje je u pogledu korisnosti doseg-

nula vrhunac, što znači da je jedini način za ispunjavanje navedene direktive postupno povećanje

proizvodnje automobila s električnim i hibridnim pogonom. To je uzrokovalo tektonske prom-

jene u automobilskoj industriji, poglavito u primjeni novih znanja i tehnologija u tradicional-

nim proizvodnim lancima. Zbog visoke cijene i ograničenog prostora, nove komponente kao

što su baterija, pretvarači i električni strojevi postaju najvažniji faktori pri projektiranju vozila.

Baterija je najčešće modularna komponenta, a pretvarač ima relativno mali volumen što pojed-

nostavljuje integraciju u vozilo. S druge strane, električni stroj je najčešće integriran s nekom

vrstom prijenosnika koji zauzima razmjerno velik prostor. Kako bi se smanjio volumen vučnog

sustava, električni stroj treba imati minimalne dimenzije pri čemu korisnost i gustoća snage

moraju zadovoljiti tražene karakteristike.

U automobilskoj vuči trenutno prevladavaju strojevi s permanentnim magnetima postavl-

jenima unutar rotora koje u usporedbi s alternativnim tipovima strojeva karakterizira visoka

korisnost i gustoća momenta. Premda imaju najbolje tehničke karakteristike, korištenje perma-

nentnih magneta s elementima rijetkih zemalja (eng. rare-earth) kao što su neodimij i disprozij

predstavlja značajan problem. Narodna Republika Kina kao najveći proizvod̄ač je 2011. i

2012. zaprijetila prestankom opskrbe te uzrokovala dramatični kratkoročni skok cijene (cijena

disprozija je privremeno narasla 3000%).

Naziv "elementi rijetkih zemalja" može navesti čitatelja na zaključak, da im je pojava u

prirodi analogna primjerice zlatu ili srebru. Zapravo, elementi rijetkih zemalja se dosta često

pojavljuju u prirodi, a visoka tržišna cijena je proporcionalna količini ulaganja u rudarenje.

Stoga je razumljivo zašto Narodna Republika Kina trenutno vlada tržištem, prvenstveno zbog

jeftine radne snage, te zbog iznimno razvijenog rudarskog sektora. Teoretski postoje i jeftinije

alternative, kao što su primjerice feritni magneti. Med̄utim, praksa je pokazala da feritni ma-

terijali ne mogu zadovoljiti zahtjeve auto-industrije za visokom gustoćom momenta i snage pri

maksimalnom opterećenju. Nadalje, automobilska industrija ne može dozvoliti značajno kole-

banje cijene strateških sirovina, što je usmjerilo inženjere na razvoj električnih strojeva bez ili s

minimalnom količinom permanentnih magneta s elementima rijetkih zemalja.

Rješenje koje bi obuhvatilo nižu cijenu asinkronog stoja uz bolju korisnost i performanse

motora s permanentnim magnetima je sinkroni reluktantni stroj s pripadajućim podvrstama.

Glavna karakteristika sinkronog reluktantnog stroja je dominantna reluktantna komponenta mo-

menta što znači da stroj teoretski ne treba permanentne magnete ili kavez unutar rotora. Sinkroni

reluktantni strojevi su robusni, imaju relativno nisku proizvodnu cijenu i male rotorske gubitke.
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S druge strane, nedostatak magneta u rotoru rezultira s manjom gustoćom momenta, manjim

faktorom snage i većom valovitošću momenta. Kao niša za primjenu u automobilskoj industriji

je odred̄en kamionski priključak za pokretanje vanjskih tereta (eng. PTO - power take-off ).

PTO priključak je tradicionalno pogonjen pomoću diesel motora na unutarnje izgaranje. Med̄u-

tim s prijelazom na baterijski pogonjene električne kamione, PTO takod̄er mora biti pogonjen

električnim putem, stoga se uvodi naziv električni PTO (eng. e-PTO - electric power take-off ).

Klasični PTO je karakterizan izraženom valovitošću momenta koje su posljedica rada dizel mo-

tora. Uzevši u obzir da sinkroni reluktantni strojevi inherentno imaju slične karatkteristike,

e-PTO je idealna niša za primjenu u automobilskom sektoru.

Optimizacijski algoritmi su danas jako popularni u projektiranju električnih strojeva. Zbog

utjecaja elektromagnetske nelinearnosti i složenosti geometrije na performanse električnih stro-

jeva, općenito se smatra da matematička optimizacija može znatno poboljšati konačni dizajn.

Iznimno popularna klasa optimizacijskih algoritama su evolucijski stohastički algoritmi temel-

jeni na populacijama mogućih rješenja (populacija čini veći broj individualnih jedinki dizajna

stroja) koje se mutiraju i kombiniraju prema pravilima odabranog algoritma za svaku sljedeću

generaciju. Najbolje jedinke propagirane su kroz generacije do postizanja optimalnog rješenja.

Potreba za optimizacijom je posebno izražena zbog regulatornih zahtjeva za povećanjem

korisnosti u industriji što korelira s osnovnim zahtjevima u automobilskom sektoru. Računalna

zahtjevnost je proporcionalna složenosti geometrije stroja, što vodi k velikom broju optimizaci-

jskih parametara i dužem vremenu optimizacije. Uzevši to obzir, jedan od ciljeva istraživanja

bio je razvoj geometrijskog opisa sinkronog reluktantnog stroja s minimalnim brojem rotorskih

parametara. Korištenje programskih alata baziranih na metodi konačnih elemenata u projek-

tiranju sinkronih reluktantnih strojeva je nezaobilazno zbog izraženog zasićenja u rotorskim

barijerama i mostićima koje ima veliki utjecaj na konačne performanse. Navedeni alati zahti-

jevaju veliku procesorsku moć, pri čemu evolucijska optimizacija uslijed populacija s velikim

brojem jedinki (do 50) i velikog broja generacija (do 200) može zahtijevati provod̄enje više

tisuća proračuna.

Ključni problem u projektiranju sinkronih reluktantnih strojeva odnosi se na projektiranje

barijera na rotoru. To se posebice odnosi na oblik i raspodjelu zračnih barijera te željeznih

mostića koji su bitni za mehaničku čvrstoću rotora. Rotorske barijere kod sinkronog reluk-

tantnog stroja mogu biti pravokutne, kružne, hiperboličke ili izvedene iz teorije konformnih

preslikavanja i teorije Žukovskog o tokovima fluida. Istražene su razne varijante konstrukcije

barijera kako bi se definirale najjednostavnije metode parametrizacije koje se mogu implemen-

tirati kao automatski generirani predlošci rotorskih geometrija. Na primjer, tipična definicija

rotora temeljena na barijerama Žukovskoga zahtijeva N = 3 ⋅k geometrijskih parametara, gdje k

predstavlja broj barijera. Predloženi pristup smanjuje broj parametara na N = 2 ⋅k+1. Jedan od

ciljeva istraživanja je definiranje smanjenog seta parametara za svaki tip rotorskih barijera.
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Neovisno o vrsti stroja, tijekom izvršavanja optimizacije, odabrani tip optimizacijskog algo-

ritma generira set parametara koji opisuju geometrijski oblik rotorskih barijera odnosno pojed-

inu jedinku u trenutnoj populaciji. Bez obzira na raspon ulaznih parametara, sustav mora moći

detektirati ako je generirana geometrija neizvediva. Pojam "izvodljivost" ili "izvedivost" (eng.

feasibility) je najčešće vezan za rezultat i znači da rješenje ispunjava sva definirana ograničenja.

Postoji i drugi tip izvedivosti, tzv. geometrijska izvedivost. Model je geometrijski izvediv ako

se oblici ne preklapaju, ne postoje negativne duljine ili neki drugi nekonvencionalni odnosi

koji redovito uzrokuju greške pri rješavanju alatima temeljenim na metodi konačnih elemenata.

Posebno je važno riješiti navedeni problem u slučaju korištenja programskih alata čije su ge-

ometrije bazirane na preddefiniranim predlošcima.

U slučaju da je geometrija neizvediva, postoje dva načina osiguravanja geometrijske izvedi-

vosti. U prvom slučaju, cijeli set parametara se nasumično generira dok god nije postignuta ge-

ometrijska izvedivost. Alternativa je prisilna izvedivost koja mijenja parametre svakog neizve-

divog dizajna do zadovoljavanja izvedivosti. Navedeni pristup može biti iznimno složen i zahti-

jeva naprednu parametrizaciju s minimalnim brojem uvjeta izvedivosti. S druge strane, moguća

prednost ovog pristupa je skraćenje vremena optimizacije iz dva razloga. Prvo, pristup prisilne

izvedivosti je vrlo brz stoga gotovo da nema čekanja da se pojavi geometrijski izvediv dizajn.

Drugo, intervencija u genetsku progresiju evolucijskog algoritma je u slučaju nasumične gen-

eracije parametara značajna, dok je u slučaju prisilne izvedivosti minimalna.

Bez obzira na odabrani pristup, u slučaju da sustav ne uspije detektirati neizvediv dizajn,

doći će do neželjenih posljedica. Ovisno o korištenom alatu, u najboljem slučaju sustav će

dojaviti grešku i optimizacija će se zaustaviti. U najgorem slučaju, proračun će se nastaviti, a

konačni rezultati neće biti upotrebljivi. Ovo je veliki problem koji se može riješiti jedino strogim

definiranjem svih mogućih parametarskih ograničenja. To je jako složen zadatak, posebno u

slučaju višeslojnih rotorskih geometrija i može rezultirati suboptimalnim konačnim rješenjem.

Kako bi se riješio navedeni problem, istraživanje je rezultiralo razvojem i implementacijom

robusnog algoritma za odred̄ivanje geometrijske izvedivosti.

Razmatrani strojevi imaju radijalni magnetski tok, što znači da se u svrhu optimizacije ge-

ometrija poprečnog presjeka rotora i statora može reducirati na 2D Euklidski prostor. Parametri-

zacija geometrije se izvodi u kartezijskim ili polarnim koordinatama koje odred̄uju geometri-

jske primitivne elemente: točke, linije, lukove i tzv. polilinije (setove više linija koji modeliraju

kompleksnu krivulju). Set med̄usobno spojenih primitivnih elemenata definira oblik (npr. ro-

torsku barijeru) koji ima matematička svojstva (površinu, opseg, težište).

Ako cijelu geometriju stroja definiramo pomoću oblika koji su ujedno i programski ob-

jekti bilo bi iznimno korisno koristiti funkcijski alat koji na jednostavan način može proraču-

nati odnose med̄u pojedinim oblicima (Booleove funkcije, presjeci, površine...). Spomenuti

inovativni pristup odred̄ivanja izvedivosti je moguć na temelju Matlabove klase polyshape koja
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omogućuje podizanje nivoa apstrakcije s razine primitivnih elemenata na razinu objektno opisanih

oblika. Nakon definicije, objekti se mogu organizirati u obliku vektora. Funkcionalnost polyshape

klase omogućava brzu analizu vektoriziranih objekata oblika. Jedna od posebno zanimljivih

funkcija je funkcija Intersection koja vraća informaciju postoji li preklapanje med̄u pojedinim

elementima vektora oblika. Ovo omogućava robusnu provjeru izvedivosti bez obzira na granice

inicijalnih geometrijskih parametara i na složenost geometrijskog oblika.

Dodatno, svi alati za elektromagnetski proračun strojeva zahtijevaju precizno definiranje

geometrijskih područja (regija) pojedinog oblika što predstavlja problem u slučaju stohastički

generiranih geometrija. Općenito, generirani oblik može biti konveksan ili konkavan (oblici koji

sadrže šupljine nisu dozvoljeni). Pojednostavljeno, konveksni oblici uvijek imaju težište unutar

rubova elementa, što ne mora biti slučaj kod konkavnih oblika. Tipičan primjer konveksnog

oblika je pravokutnik permanentnog magneta. S druge strane, zračne barijere su uglavnom

konkavne i imaju težište izvan svojih granica. Prezentirani problem je riješen razvojem al-

goritma za odred̄ivanje regija oblika temeljenom na Matlab polyshape klasi. Prednosti pred-

loženog pristupa objektno definiranih oblika su jednostavno povezivanje s bilo kojim elektro-

magnetskim alatom koji podržava skriptiranje, značajna sloboda u projektiranju složenih ge-

ometrija i jednostavno uklanjanje softverskih grešaka. Literatura ne pokriva navedeni pristup u

projektiranju električnih strojeva što dokazuje znanstvenu izvornost.

Zaključno, istraživanje se koncentrira na parametrizaciju rotorskih barijera, unaprjed̄ivanje

postizanja izvedivosti rotorskih geometrija, i razvoj algoritama za baratanje geometrijom stroja

temeljenom na objektno opisanim oblicima. Primjena rezultata istraživanja nije ograničena

samo na automobilsku industriju jer se stečena znanja i zaključci mogu primijeniti i u energetici

te procesnoj industriji.

Sukladno navedenim koracima, doprinos provedenog istraživanja opisani kroz doktorsku

disertaciju s naslovom "Optimizacija sinkronih reluktantnih strojeva temeljena na reducira-

nom skupu geometrijskih parametara s poboljšanom konvergencijom i robusnom provjerom

geometrijske izvedivosti" sastoji se od sljedećeg:

1.Robusni algoritmi za ocjenu geometrijske izvedivosti i pronalaženje geometrijskih po-

dručja temeljeni na objektnom pristupu definiranja oblika s primjenom u geometrijskom

opisu električnog stroja.

2.Poboljšanje konvergencije optimizacije temeljeno na skra ćenju vremena pronalaska izve-

dive geometrije električnog stroja korištenjem metode prisiljene geometrijske izvedivosti.

3.Metoda parametrizacije geometrije rotora sinkronog reluktantnog stroja sa smanjenim

skupom parametara.

Modeli su razvijeni i implementirati u programskom okruženju Matlab, a za izračun karak-

teristika električnih strojeva je korišten programski paket Ansys Motor-CAD.

Disertacija ujedinjuje opis teorijske pozadine i implementiranih metoda. Kroz disertaciju
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su opisani doprinosi te su konkretno povezani s različitim dijelovima objavljenih radova koji

ih definiraju i pojašnjavaju. Pseudo kod za generiranje apsolutno izvedivih rotora sinkronih

reluktantnih strojeva, te izvorni kod za robusnu detekciju izvedivosti su objavljeni u relevantnim

znanstvenim časopisima.

Ključne riječi: sinkroni reluktantni stroj, optimizacija, robusna izvedivost, prisiljena izve-

divost, minimalna kompleksnost
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In order to reduce emissions, air pollution, resource waste, and traffic noise, global legislation

is pushing towards the increase of electric and hybrid vehicle production [1]. This has caused

a tectonic change in the automotive industry, both knowledge, and production-wise. New trac-

tion components like battery, inverter, and electric machine are becoming the most important

factors in vehicle design in a matter of cost and packaging (component layout within the ve-

hicle) [2,3]. The battery is usually modular component and inverter is small in size, which

means they can in most cases be packed efficiently within the vehicle. On the other hand, the

electric machine is usually integrated within some sort of transmission system, which is inher-

ently space-consuming [2]. To reduce the size of the drivetrain, electric machine size must be

minimized, while efficiency and power density must be kept on the sufficient level.

1.1 Background and motivation

Currently, electric automobiles are predominantly powered by interior permanent magnet elec-

tric machines (IPM) which possess high efficiency and torque density in comparison to alter-

native machine types. Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the use of rare earth

permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as neodymium or dysprosium, has raised concerns in

several areas. In 2011 and 2012, China reportedly threatened to cut off international supplies

of these materials [4], leading to dramatic, though short-term, increase in the material price,

increasing as much as 3000% in case of dysprosium [5]. These volatilities have forced the auto-

motive industry to search for the alternative electric machine design, which will either use none

or minimal amount of rare earth material. The risk can potentially increase as electric vehicles

(EVs) start to penetrate the market on a large scale Fig.1.1.

One of the magnet-free alternatives are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM) and their

derivatives [6]. These solutions rely on high reluctance torque, thus theoretically needing no

PM material in the rotor structure. They have relatively low material costs, low rotor losses
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Figure 1.1: Historical rare-earth material prices

and are considered as robust [7,8]. On the other hand, the lack of permanent magnet field in

the rotor is penalized with lower torque density, lower power factor, and higher torque ripple

[9,10] . Up to now, SyRM machines have not been considered for automotive applications

which presents a niche for academic research.

1.2 Problem statement

Nowadays, optimization algorithms enjoy high popularity among electrical machine designers

[11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18]. Due to the influence of electromagnetic nonlinearity and ge-

ometrical complexity of electrical machines on their performance, it is commonly understood

that mathematical optimization can significantly improve the final design. Very popular class

of optimization algorithms are evolutionary stochastic algorithms that are based on populations

of possible solutions (population is a number of individual machine designs) which are mu-

tated and combined according to selected algorithm rules for the next generation. The best

machine designs are propagated through generations until reaching the optimal solution. Opti-

mization necessity is especially noticeable in the problem of increasing efficiency [19,20,21].

Currently, there is a substantial focus on optimization tool-chain improvements, especially in

design of traction drives, where high efficiency within limited packaging space is an absolute

imperative [22].

According to Pellegrino [23,24], computational load is proportional to the geometrical

complexity. This is inherently the case for IPM and SyRM machines, leading to a high number

of optimization variables and longer optimization time. The utilization of the finite element

analysis (FEA) is practically unavoidable in the case of SyRM and IPM machines due to the

significant influence of saturation in rotor barrier bridges and posts on machine performance.

FEA is computationally intensive and may naturally require thousands of calculations through

evolution-based optimisation due to large population size (up to 50) and large number of gen-

erations (up to 200). Having this in mind, one of the research goals is the definition of SyRM

geometries with a minimal set of rotor parameters.

SyRM rotor barrier profiles can be rectangular, circular, hyperbolic [25] or derived from
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the conformal mapping theory and the Zhukovsky air-flow potential formulation [26]. Barrier

design variants have been studied to define the simplest parametrization approach which can be

implemented as automated geometry templates.

During the design process on any electric machine type, the selected optimization procedure

generates a set of parameters which describe the geometric shape of rotor barriers of a candidate

motor in the current population. Regardless of the range of input parameters and the machine

type, the system must be able to detect if the geometry is infeasible. The term feasibility is

usually related to the solution and it denotes that the solution satisfies all the given constraints.

There is another type of feasibility, so-called "geometrical or model feasibility". Geometrically

feasible model is valid for solving if: there are no overlapping edges, negative lengths or non-

conventional geometric relations that will inevitably create issues after the start of the FEA

solver.

This is a cumbersome issue that can be solved only by strictly defining all parameter con-

straints. This is an extremely complicated process, especially in the case of complex multi-layer

rotor geometries and can result in suboptimal designs. To mitigate the problem, the research

has resulted with a robust feasibility verification and material region detection procedure. The

proposed method is applicable to any type of electric machine.

1.3 Objective of the Thesis

The objective of the research is to improve the optimization process for synchronous reluctance

machine (SyRM) regarding geometrical definition complexity and software implementation for

the geometry feasibility validation. After selecting the geometry and commencing optimiza-

tion, the optimization system (software code) must be able to detect if generated geometry is

unfeasible (i.e. rotor barriers are overlapping).

The first part of the research concentrates on a novel approach of defining rotor geometry

on a shape object level, instead of classical approach which uses geometrical primitives like

points, lines, arcs. This methodology allows robust determination of at least one point inside

every object which is extremely important for assigning the material to different regions in

finite element analysis tool. Additionally, the introduction of shapes enables the development

of a global feasibility detection procedure.

An alternative solution to shape-based feasibility detection is a novel concept of forced fea-

sibility (the second part of research), which forces every unfeasible design to change parameters

until reaching feasibility. The expected benefit is again overall optimization time reduction.

The final part of the research is the definition of SyRM rotor geometries using a minimal set

of parameters in order to reduce design complexity. Consequently, a reduction of overall opti-

mization time is expected due to the smaller number of parameters that define the optimization
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problem.

The objectives of the research were:

1.Development of innovative software algorithms for accurate and fast design compatible

with any finite element analysis software. When implemented and proven, the source

code will be published online and shared with the electrical machine design community.

2.Implementation of forced feasibility approach in the optimization of synchronous reluc-

tance machines with the aim of convergence improvement and consequently reduction of

optimization time.

3.Development of rotor geometries for synchronous reluctance machine with a reduced set

of parameters.

The robust rotor feasibility and region detection algorithms fall into software implementa-

tion domain, and their contributions to electric machine design community will be significant

because the proposed method can be easily implemented in any FEA software package. Another

hypothesis is that forced feasibility subroutine will yield a reduction of optimization time. This

needs to be proven by consecutive optimization runs on the selected example. In the domain of

geometry parametrization, the hypothesis is that Zhukovsky barriers have a minimal number of

parameters and yet yield optimal machines with the best performance. This needs to be proven

by comparison with circular and hyperbolic barrier designs.

1.4 Structure of the thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 provides an introduction to theoretical aspects of

synchronous reluctance machines and discusses potential applications. The emphasis is placed

on comparison of IPM and SyRMs. Chapter 3 summarizes the automated rotor geometry script-

ing of smooth-barrier SyRMs, and validation of corresponding pseudo-code. Chapter 4 presents

the robust feasibility detection method and inner-point detection algorithm as a part of opti-

mization framework. Chapters 3-5 are designed to summarize the background for the thesis

contributing publications. Further reading section is added at the end of each chapter referring

to the relevant publications. Chapter 5 summarized the scientific contributions of the thesis.

Chapter 6 provides a list of all related publications that contain different segments of the re-

search contributions. The author’s contributions to the publications included in the thesis are

summarized in Chapter 7. Finally, Chapter 8 concludes the thesis and provides a potential

direction of the future research.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical aspects and applications of
Synchronous Reluctance Machines

2.1 General facts

Currently, due to the inherently high torque and power density, rare earth based IPM syn-

chronous machines are predominantly used for automotive traction (Fig.2.1a-b). A landmark

for IPM machines in automotive hybrid/electric traction was the adoption by both Toyota and

Honda, for the first generation of Prius and Insight, respectively [27,28]. Due to the mechanical

limitations for high speed operation, surface permanent magnet machines (SPM) are currently

not used by any major vehicle manufacturer. On the other hand, some vehicle producers have

considered alternative machine designs, which either use none or a minimal amount of rare

earth material. Notable passenger vehicle examples are 1th gen. Tesla Model S and Audi e-tron

which use induction machines (IM), and 2nd gen. Chevrolet Volt which uses rare-earth-free

Ferrite IPM.

The alternatives which have not been in recent automotive focus are synchronous reluctance

machines (SyRM) and its derivatives [6].

One advantage of SyRM compared to IM and IPM is the lack of squirrel cage and mag-

nets, which results in reduced material and manufacturing costs (Fig.2.2). This feature leads

to SyRM having minimal rotor losses compared to both alternatives [29], and higher efficiency

compared to IM [30]. Furthermore, the SyRM control algorithm is very similar to IPM, meaning

that the same drive can be used in both cases. Obviously, there are no issues with demagnetiza-

tion. And finally, SyRM does not produce open-circuit back electromotive force, which secures

fault tolerance and can simplify the electric vehicle drive train (mechanical disconnect is not

required), resulting in a cheaper transmission system.

On the other hand, lack of the permanent magnetic field in the rotor is penalized with lower

torque density, lower power factor, and higher torque ripple.
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Figure 2.1: Example of four pole machine families with corresponding dq axes: IPM with a) distributed
and b) concentrated winding stator; SPM with c) distributed and d) concentrated winding stator; e)
SyRM; f) Axialy lamminated SyRM (AxLam); g) "weak" PM material PMASR; and h) "strong" PM
material PMASR. Green arrows indicate PM magnetization direction, Pub.1

The main SyRM disadvantage compared to IPM is reduced power and torque density. The

situation can be improved by using hairpin stator technology which increases the fill factor [31],

or by improvements in rotor design. Rotor has to be designed for high-speed operation [30],

ideally without barrier posts [32], with minimal barrier bridge thickness [33,34], Fig.2.2. This

will obviously compromise mechanical integrity. Nevertheless, the issue can be solved by the

use of "smooth barrier" topologies (e.g. circular, hyperbolic...) with injected epoxy resin [32],

and carefully applied barrier corner fillets [33,34,35].

The next SyRM disadvantage compared to IM and IPM is higher torque ripple [9,10].

Depending on the application, ripple has to be reduced to an acceptable level which is usually

2-4% for vehicle traction or ≈ 10% in industrial applications.

Typical a posteriori (post optimization) method for torque ripple reduction is rotor (or stator)
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skewing. The disadvantage of the approach is the reduction of average torque and increased

production cost.

Figure 2.2: SyRM rotor nomenclature

On the other hand, a priori (prior to optimization) ripple reduction methods are: increasing

the number of poles, application of barrier corner fillets [35], use of barrier notch (Fig.2.2),

and use of asymmetric pole designs [36]. Considering that the high pole number has a strong

negative impact on power factor, SyRM machines typically have 4 or 6 poles (more than 6

poles correspond to power factors ≤ 0.6). In case inverter size is not a design constraint, higher

pole number combinations can be investigated. Nevertheless, implementation of other a priori

methods will effectively reduce torque ripple without major design penalties. Asymmetric pole

design is especially interesting because it can significantly reduce torque ripple [37] and po-

tentially eliminate the need for a posteriori skewing, thus making SyRM the cheapest machine

variant on the market. Detailed comparison of different SyRM skewing strategies is available

in [38].

The unavoidable disadvantage of SyRM is the lowest power factor compared to IM and IPM.

The only solution to compensate for this drawback is in mass production of inverter switching

modules which will enable cheaper technology, with higher current ratings. This will most

likely happen when electric vehicles (EVs) penetrate the market on a large scale.

SyRM design can theoretically be upgraded by adding permanent magnet material to the

rotor structure, thus creating an assisted synchronous reluctance machine (PMASR, Fig.2.1g-

h). The perfromance effects of adding different grades of PM materials to the rotor are available

on Fig.2.3. The detailed comparison is available in Pub.1.
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Figure 2.3: Theoretical performance comparison of SyRM, ferrite and NdFeB PMASR at fixed saliency
ratio, Pub.1

The purpose of the magnets in PMASR is to saturate barrier bridges, to increase the torque

and especially the power factor, which reduces the size of the attached variable frequency drive

[9].

As previously mentioned, a penalty of SyRM is the inability to have a large number of

poles (in practice, pole numbers are limited to 4 and 6). Obviously, if the number of poles is

increased, magnetic bridges and posts must be reduced to maintain the saliency ratio, which is

directly related to electromagnetic performance. This puts pressure on rotor structural integrity

with increase of operational speed. On the other hand, PMASR technology is well suited for

high pole-number designs because magnet flux saturates the barrier bridges and posts (12 poles

in case of Chevrolet Volt [39]). In this way, bridges can be thicker, which increases structural

robustness of the rotor.

2.1.1 Electromagnetic torque

Machines listed in Fig.2.1can be divided in two families. First is alignment torque component

dominant group, which includes IPM and SPM machines where PM magnetization direction is

aligned with positive d axis (Fig.2.1a-d). Second is reluctance torque component dominant

group, which includes SyRM and PMASR machines. It is important to emphasize that PMASR

magnetization direction is opposing positive q axis (Fig.2.1g-h), [9].

In general, there are two different rotor paths for the flux (Fig.2.1). A distinction of the

reluctance machines is a switch of rotor d and q axes in relation to alignment torque dominant

family. High permeability path (high magnetic conductivity, d-axis path) is parallel to the flux-

barriers. Low permeability path (low magnetic conductivity, q-axis path), is vertical to the rotor

flux barriers [9].

For both families, torque output consists of alignment and reluctance component and can
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be written as (2.1), (2.3), where Ld,Lq are inductances, id, iq currents in d and q axis, p is the

number of pole pairs and λm is magnet flux. In case there is no PM material (SyRM, λm = 0), the

relation between Ld and Lq will determine the machine torque capability (2.1). The inductance

ratio is reffered as saliency ratio ξ , whose formula depends on the machine family (2.2), (2.4),

[9]. Detailed equation list is available on Fig.2.5.

Dominant

reluctance component

machine family
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ξ = Lq⇑Ld (2.4)

Figure 2.4: Voltage phasor diagram of SyRM (green) and PMASR (blue) for a given stator current
(stator resistance is neglected Rs = 0) [9].

A high number of cavity layers in each pole combined with a small air-gap typically leads

to saliency ratios higher than 3,5 [40]. Lipo and Matsuo report that ξ = 7−8 can be expected

[41], usually achieving power densities in the order of 5.5−7.5 kW/l [42], [43]. Apart from the

stator and rotor cross-section design, lamination steel selection has an impact on final saliency

ratio (∆ξ = ±7%) [44].
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Figure 2.5: Voltage and current constrains, voltage vector diagrams and equations for dominant reluc-
tance torque component family (left) and dominant alignment torque component family (right).
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2.1.2 Combination of PM and reluctance: IPM design plane

Depending on the amount of the rotor PM material and rotor cross-section, IPM and PMASR

properties can often overlap and one can argue that IPM is actually PMASR and vice versa. Ac-

cording to the informal rule, if reluctance torque component is greater than 50% of maximum

torque at base speed, the machine is considered PMASR. To further differentiate machine fam-

ilies, Soong [45] introduces "IPM design plane" (Fig.2.6). From left to right, the plane starts

with SyRMs (λm = 0, high saliency, only reluctance torque, Fig.2.1e-f) and ends with SPM

machines (no saliency ξ = 1, only magnet torque, Fig.2.1c-d). In between, all IPM machines

and PMASR combinations are included.

Figure 2.6: IPM design plane [9].

The optimal IPM design line defines special matches of PM flux and saliency ratios resulting

in optimal field weakening (FW) capability, indicating infinite constant power speed range under

limited voltage and current constraints (this is valid for ideal machine [45]). SyRM is out of

the optimal design line, whereas PMASR fall into the optimal FW area when the appropriate

quantity of magnets is added to a baseline synchronous reluctance design.

2.1.3 Rotor laminations assembly

SyRM with transversally (conventially) laminated rotor (TrLam) has been proposed in early

nineties [46], [47], [48], (Fig.2.7a). Machine laminates are produced by punching tool or laser

cutting, which removes extra material. The other, non standard production technique is rotor

lamination mounting alongside shaft axsis (AxLam, Fig.2.7b). Theoretically, this method

increases the saliency ratio above the levels achievable with TrLam machines (ξ > 10, [39])
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using fixed strips of steel separated by thin layers of insulating material [49].

Figure 2.7: a) Transversally laminated rotor (TrLam) and b) Axially laminated rotor (AxLam) [50].

According to Vagati [48], the better suitability of TrLam structure for industrial manufactur-

ing is evident from several aspects: the laminates can be punched with conventional methods,

assembly process is straightforward and either constant (in case of PM injection molding), or

segmental skewing can be applied on the rotor. In large scale machine manufacturing, stator

skewing is normally avoided in favor of using automatic winding devices [51].

On the other hand, AxLam structure theoretically enables high saliency ratio by increasing

the number of laminate layers nl (Fig.2.8a). However, this is only true for a two-pole structure

(p = 1) [48], while for p > 1, Bianchi et al. [52] shows that due to the saturation effects, the ideal

structure should have a variable ratio between the depths of magnetic and non-magnetic struc-

tures where k1 < k2 < k3, which reduces saliency ratio (Fig.2.8b). To summarize, production

difficulties of AxLam rotors are:

•Every laminate segment has different design and size.

•Inter-segment insulation thickness ki has to vary in-between layers.

•There is no straightforward skewing possibility.

•Rotor circumference needs to be machined after laminate mounting, which can change

the material properties and increase iron losses [53].

Figure 2.8: Sketch of rotor with uniform, and non-uniform distribution of the AxLam laminations.

Due to the rotor magnetic reaction to stator slot harmonics, both TrLam and AxLam options

face problems with torque ripple, which makes either rotor or stator skewing a necessity [54].

As mentioned, TrLam rotor can be easily skewed, which is not the case for AxLam rotors,

leaving stator skewing as the only option.
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2.2 SyRM commercial applications

2.2.1 Industry

The first notable modern industrial commercialization of the SyRM was done by ABB in 2012.

As an example, 90 kW machine measured nominal efficiency of 96.1% at cosϕ = 0.73, illustrat-

ing both the strengths and challenges of this technology [55], [9]. Today, in addition to ABB,

various manufacturers such as Kaiser Motoren, REEL, SIEMENS, and Končar MES provide

solutions in the 0.55−315 kW range [7], [56]. The main reason SyRM designs came in to spot-

light is the introduction of the new IEC 60034-30-1 standard with harsher efficiency constraints.

Introduction of IE4 super-premium efficiency class [57], and better efficiency in comparison to

IMs, makes SyRM attractive for industrial use.

2.2.2 Automotive traction

Up to today, SyRM has not been commercialized in large scale automotive traction. One of the

rare examples adapted for the electric vehicle is Ricardo 85 kW 6ph SyRM [58]. MotorBrain

project [59] has investigated an inverter power module integration with SyRM stator for auto-

motive application. The project resulted in 97.6% efficiency inverter and 93.6% efficiency 6ph

60 kW SyRM (overall system 91.6%).

The conclusion is that the current low volume production of electric/hybrid in comparison

to internal combustion vehicles still favors the use of IPM machines.

On the other hand, PMASR machines are a direct competitor to IPM machines and have

already been commercialized in the automotive industry. The example is second generation

Chevrolet Volt which uses ferrite [39] and BMW i3 which mounts NdFeB magnets [60], [61],

[6]. Second-generation Toyota Prius machine [62] is slightly on the side of the IPM family

(alignment torque component at base speed is slightly above 50% of maximum torque).

2.2.3 Ship propulsion and freight traction

SyRM is considered to be a direct competitor of IMs which are often used in railway and ship

propulsion. This has been confirmed by [29], concluding that both IM and SyRM have sim-

ilar electric, magnetic, and thermal performance, with SyRM having lower rotor losses. Ger-

mishuizen et al. emphasize that SyRM compared to IM have lower stator winding temperature

rise, which allows an increase of the power rating by 5 - 10% [63]. All authors agree that the

main drawbacks of the SyRM solution is low torque in FW range and inherently large variable

frequency drive.

Although SyRM in relation to PMASR has a lower power factor, its main benefit is high

overload capability, without any demagnetization problems [64].
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2.2.4 Commercial vehicles

To power the special equipment (cranes, refuse system, refrigerators, etc.), the commercial

vehicle must be fitted with an extra means of a power supply, a power take-off (PTO). One or

more PTOs transfer power from the engine to drive attachments or load handling equipment.

The PTO provides a mechanical link (output shaft) towards load (usually some sort of hydraulic

system) with most of the systems having power demand < 80 kW [65]. Historically, the PTO

output shaft has been a part of the combustion engine or transmission (Fig.2.9a-d). With

recent commertial vehicle electrification trends [66], [67], PTO will probably be an extra electric

machine (ePTO) mounted on the vehicle chassis (Fig.2.9e-h) powered via stand-alone inverter

attached to the traction battery.

Most commercial vehicle manufacturers have strategy of reusing components when possible

to increase volume which leads to price reduction. The presumption is that ePTO inverter will

have the same part number as traction inverter. The obvious conclusion is that the inverter

will be oversized for ePTO application which effectively eliminates low power factor issue.

Considering price, overload capability and production simplicity, SyRM can be a viable ePTO

solution [68,69]. More details about the ePTO SyRM design is available in Pub.3,2and [38].
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Figure 2.9: a) Diesel engine rear PTO mount; b) diesel engine with mounted hydraulic pump; c) Trans-
mission with direct PTO mount; d) transmission with geared PTO [70]; geared PTO propelling hydraulic
pump e) and universal joint shaft f); direct PTO propelling hydraulic pump g) and universal joint shaft
h).

2.3 Further reading

More detailed information about SyRM design criteria and theoretical performance is available

in Pub.1. ePTO load cases for different electric multi purpose vehicle types are covered in

Pub.2. SyRM optimization strategies for the ePTO use are presented in Pub.3and7, while

[38] elaborates torque ripple mitigation strategies.
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Chapter 3

SyRM rotor cross section parametrization

In recent decades, SyRM research has focused on improving the rotor barrier design, minimiz-

ing the torque ripple, and increasing the power factor [71]. Literature provides references to

several barrier topologies: circular [72,73], hyperbolic [25,74], Zhukovsky fluid type [26,75],

segmented, etc. Open-source SyRE project offers more details and instructions on geometry

generation [76].

The common goal in barrier construction strategy is the reduction of parametric complexity.

However, too simplified rotor topologies can lead to decreased performance, while too complex

geometries yield better performance, but also tend to increase optimization time (increase is

proportional to the parametric complexity). By merging both approaches, the research presented

in Pub.5formulates a set of flux barrier construction methods with an increased degree of

freedom and minimal parametric complexity, based on non-dimensional rotor parameters. Four

rotor topologies based on smooth analytical functions have been analyzed and implemented in

a form of pseudo-code:
1.Circular variable depth (CrVD), Figure3.1b

2.Variable eccentricity hyperbolic (HyVE), Figure3.1c

3.Original Zhukovsky (Zh), Figure3.1d (red)

4.Modified Zhukovsky variable depth (MZhVD), Figure3.1d (blue).

Figure 3.1: (a) SyRM terminology; SyRM rotor barrier types: (b) Circular variable depth; (c) Hyper-
bolic variable eccentricity; (d) Modified Zhukovsky (blue), original Zhukovsky (red).
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3.1 Rotor design Automation

The initial step in electric machine optimization is the development of automated geometry gen-

eration. An example of the procedure is provided in Figure3.2. Design automation functions

are covered in detail in Pub.5. The same strategy is applied to all rotor geometries.

Figure 3.2: Rotor barrier construction procedure. Initial rotor construction step (a); Construction of
inner and outer barrier line starting points (b); calculation of barrier intersection points (c); calculation
of barrier vertices (d); vertex mirroring (e); rotation around center and addition of barrier fillets (f);

All bolded variables in the further text represent arranged vectors. Upon completion of

the steps illustrated on Figure3.2a-c, the function returns all inner and outer barrier line ver-

tices XXX in,YYY in,XXXout,YYY out,XXXn,YYY n), Figure3.2d. Variables XXX in,YYY in,XXXout,YYY out,XXXn,YYY n specifically,

represent the arranged vertices, a set of x,y coordinates which form an inner, outer and notch

barrier poly-line. The next step is mirroring line vertices around the horizontal axis (Figure

3.2e). The final step is the rotation around the center point by the angle αF = π⇑(2p). Barrier

fillets (rrr1..kin ,rrr1..kout) responsible for securing mechanical integrity of the rotor are added to the

geometry, and final rotor geometry is exported as to the FEA tool (Figure3.2f). Adding precise

fillets to the discrete lines is a complex problem which is planned to be explained in the future

publications.
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Barrier Depth Variation

Considering that the barrier width has a substantial impact on the machine performance, this

section will explain how inner and outer barrier depth coefficients affect each of the studied

topologies, with a simplified presumption of equal line starting points.

Width of the each barrier depends on initial inner and outer line starting points EEE in,EEEout, and

depth coefficients DDDin,DDDout. Depending on the depth parameter combination, barrier width can

be variable, or uniform. Uniform width is a special case where CrVD barriers are concentric

(Figure3.3a, green). HyVE barriers can be approximately uniform when they have equal eccen-

tricity (Figure3.3b, green). These special cases are covered by CrVD and HyVE pseudo-code

(Pub.5), and will not be studied in detail.

In general, CrVD and HyVE depth variation is unconstrained resulting in variable barrier

width (Figure3.3a,b, blue).

Zh barrier type (Figure3.3c) is a special case because it does not support any depth variation.

Barrier line depths are defined directly from starting points and cannot be modified. In order to

explore the possible benefits of depth variation, Zh type has been modified as MZhVD where

barrier depths have full freedom (Figure3.3d).

An example of different barrier line depth parameter combinations is provided in the (Table

3.1).

Figure 3.3: Barrier depth variation influence on different 2-barrier (k = 2) SyRM topologies. Circular
(a); Hyperbolic (b), Zhukovsky (c) and Modified Zhukovsky barrier types (d).

Table 3.1: Illustrative depth coefficient table for Figure3.3.

Baseline Barrier Depths Modified Barrier Depths

Abbr. D1out D1in D2out D2in D1out D1in D2out D2in

(a) CrVD 0.35 0.50 0.65 0.90 0.40 0.55 0.70 0.80
(b) HyVE 0.40 0.50 0.80 0.90 0.35 0.45 0.60 0.85
(c) Zh 0.10 0.45 0.60 0.85 - - - -
(d) MZhVD 0.10 0.45 0.60 0.85 0.20 0.40 0.80 0.90
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3.2 Parametric Complexity

A high number of optimization variables is associated with a longer optimization time [77,78],

so the imperative is to simplify barrier topology parametrization. Gamba et al. [26] state that

three parameters per barrier (total complexity of 3k, where k is the number of barriers) are

the appropriate number for a fast yet accurate description of multi-barrier SyRM (barrier fillet

parameters are not included). In the first iteration of automated rotor design (Pub.4), our group

of authors has reduced the complexity to 2 ⋅k+1 per barrier [79].

The final, further simplified pseudo-code version of automated rotor design strategy is im-

plemented in the Pub.5. Table3.2shows the calculation of total number of SyRM parameters.

Note that the parameters ϑ1out ,ϑkin are subtracted from the count because they are constant and

equal to zero within the pseudo-code.

Table3.3lists the complexity comparison of the presented procedures and similar ap-

proaches in [26,73,79]. The examples in [26,73,79] do not have a notch feature, so to have

a fair comparison, the notch is not included in the complexity calculation (Table3.2). Com-

pared to [26], and [79], Zh, respectively, yields smaller complexity (2k), while CrVD, HyVE,

MZhVD have the same complexity as in [73].

Overall, the construction principle explained in Section3.1enables the higher degree of de-

sign freedom. Considering that the simple barrier topologies are sub-optimal compared to more

complex types, developing the set of different parametrization methods with equal parametric

complexity is certainly a novel contribution.

Table 3.2: Calculation of total parameter number. Color coding is according to Fig.3.2variables.

Sum: Description Symbol Topology

1Min. angle ϑmin
2Max. angle ϑmax

k+2Barrier angle in ϑ1..kin

2k+2Barrier angle out ϑ1..kout

2k+2−2Remove constants ϑ1out = ϑkin = 0

2k - - Zh

4k
Barrier depths D1..kin HyVE
Barrier depths D1..kout CrVD

MZhVD
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Table 3.3: Summary of parametric complexity presented in Pub.5.

Topology Complexity k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

Zhukovsky; Gamba et.al. [26] 3k 6 9 12
Circular; Stipetic et.al. [73] 4k 8 12 16
Zhukovsky; Ban et.al. [79] 2k+1 5 7 9

Zh 2k 4 6 8

HyVE

4k 8 12 16CrVD
MZhVD

3.3 Pseudo-Code Validation

After the implementation of the proposed pseudo-code, a set of questions naturally arises.

Which barrier topology yields the best performance for the given requirements? Is Modified

Zhukovsy barrier type better than alternative topologies? For this reason, a detailed optimiza-

tion study based on meta-modeling (surrogate modeling) approach which compared the differ-

ent barrier topologies was conducted (details are available in Pub.7).

The optimization process couples automated geometry generation (Matlab), electromag-

netic finite element analysis (Ansys Motor-CAD), and metamodel optimization (Ansys Op-

tiSlang). Seven rotor topologies have been derived from circular, hyperbolic, and Zhukovsky

barrier types:

1.Circular concentric (CrC)

2.Circular variable depth (CrVD)

3.Hyperbolic with fixed eccentricity (HyFE)

4.Hyperbolic with variable eccentricity (HyVE)

5.Original Zhukovsky (Zh)

6.Modified Zhukovsky variable depth (MZhVD)

7.Modified Zhukovsky with equal barrier depth (MZhED)

The same optimization strategy (maximize torque per volume (TPV), minimize losses) has

been applied to all variants, and results prove that barrier type substantially affects the final

machine performance. For easier comparison, seven designs (one per topology) with approxi-

mately the same losses (5200 W) have been selected (Figure3.4, Table3.4).

Performance wise, HyFE topology yields the worst results and is considered as baseline

design (Gain = 0%). Performance gain is calculated via: Gain = (Tavg⇑THyFE avg−1) ⋅100%. The

best results are achieved by MZhVD topology. In relation to the worst (baseline) topology, the

performance gain is 14.9% and the power factor is increased from 0.61 to 0.69. It is important

to note that these comparisons are valid for design requirements presented in Pub.7. Other
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combinations of optimization objectives and requirements might yield a different results.

HyFE, CrC and MZhED are special case topologies covered in CrVD, HyVE and MzVD

pseudo-code. The summary of the optimized cross-sections are provided on Figure3.5. It is

important to note that optimization was conducted on the entire machine cross section (rotor

and stator).

Table 3.4: Optimization result comparison table, Pub.7.

Name Unit HyFE CrC HyVE CrVD Zh MZhED MZhVD

TPV Nm/dm3 32.5 33.1 34.3 35.4 36.2 36.4 37.3
Vactive dm3 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47
Ploss kW 5188 5199 5209 5182 5188 5197 5184
Pmech kW 37.4 38.1 39.5 40.8 41.7 41.9 43.0
Tavg Nm 210.1 214.2 221.9 229.0 234.1 235.6 241.3
Tripp. % 12.1 14.1 11.7 12.7 9.7 9.3 13.7

n rpm 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700
ls mm 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
γ ○ 57.9 60.3 61.4 62.5 61.8 61.8 62.9

Imax Arms 95.6 95.6 94.3 94.1 95.9 95.7 95.7
cosϕ - 0.61 0.62 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.69
Gain % 0.0 1.9 5.6 9.0 11.4 12.1 14.9

Figure 3.4: Validated Pareto fronts for each design variant, Pub.7
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SyRM rotor cross section parametrization

Figure 3.5: Optimized cross sections per topology, Pub.7.

3.4 Further reading

The first iteration of automated design procedure (not covered in this chapter) inspired by [26]

is covered in Pub.4. The refinement of the procedure led to further geometrical complexity

reduction. More detailed information about final SyRM rotor design automation strategy, in-

cluding the pseudo-code is available in Pub.5. Overall, the presented pseudo-code provides a

valuable starting point for the designer who wants to investigate different SyRM smooth barrier

topologies.

Finally, the optimization, performance analysis and comparison of all considered design

variants is available in Pub.7. As expected, SyRM rotor barrier topology substantially affects

the final machine performance. The consequence of barrier depth variation is variable flux

carrier thickness which has a positive impact on performance and mechanical integrity. The

novelty of the proposed approach reflects in the systematic comparison of different "smooth

barrier" SyRM topologies via metamodel-based optimization. This offers a fair topology com-

parison and finally proves that modified Zhukowsky-based topologies yield the best results in

terms of TPV and higher power factor.
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Chapter 4

Feasibility detection as a part of
optimization strategy

In most cases, the search for the optimal design of an electrical machine is closely related to

its 2D radial cross section. When optimizing a 2D cross section, special attention must be paid

to the geometry and to the definition of the parameters along with their boundaries. Even if

properly bounded, complex geometries generated by optimization algorithms can lead to geo-

metrically infeasible candidates. These cannot be manufactured because they contain generally

undesirable geometric relationships between air, magnets, and steel. Different commercial and

open-source finite element analysis (FEA) design tools treat the infeasible designs in various

ways. The results vary from simulation stop to successful FEA calculation of the infeasible

candidate, which wastes time by producing useless data. To prevent the infeasible designs from

entering the optimization competition and possibly appearing incorrectly as optimal solutions,

and to reduce optimization time, it is important to capture the infeasible designs during opti-

mization. Moreover, the FEA tool requires a precisely determined interior point to assign the

material to each closed region (air, steel, epoxy, magnet...). This can be very challenging for

complex geometries.

Pub.6provides a solution to both problems through a novel robust feasibility verification

procedure and inner-point detection using Matlab polyshape objects. The generality of approach

is demonstrated through a set of simple, but extremely robust algorithms. The approach elevates

geometric design analysis from geometric primitives (points, lines and arcs) to the level of

objects (shapes), applicable to any type of machine geometry as an upgrade to existing code.

4.1 Optimization methodology

Most of the requirements for the design of electric machines are in conflict with each other (re-

duction of volume or mass, increase of efficiency, etc.). Therefore, a manual design that satisfies
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all constraints can be an overwhelming task due to a large number of coupled parameters that

affect the performance and quality of the machine. The solution is in the use of mathematical

optimization.

Optimization algorithms can be divided into gradient based methods and stochastic or meta-

heuristic methods. Gradient-based methods converge quickly but have difficulty with global

optima. Usually they require feasible starting point which can be a problematic task in complex

problems (Quasi Newton method [80]). Stochastic methods are heavily used in electrical ma-

chine optimization (Powell’s method [80]). Popular metaheuristic methods are based on natural

behaviour (Genetic algorithm, Differential evolution [81,82], Particle swarm [83]), but they can

also be iterative [84], or based on approximation [85]. The disadvantage is that convergence can

take days and the global optimum cannot be mathematically proven. On the other hand, from

the engineer’s point of view, these methods can find a satisfactory global result.

All methods are generally set to solve a multi-objective problem, which is mathematically

defined as follows: find the vector of parameters (4.1), subject to D parameter boundary con-

straints (4.2) and subject to m inequality constraint functions (4.3), that will minimize (or maxi-

mize) n objective functions (4.4). A vector x⃗ of D variables specifies dimensions, dimensionless

ratios, current densities, material types used, etc. The goal of design optimization is to have a

chosen objective function f (x⃗) reach its minimum or maximum value while keeping other en-

gineering indices within an acceptable range.

x⃗ = (︀x1,x2, . . . ,xD⌋︀, x⃗ ∈ RD (4.1)

x(L)i ≤ xi ≤ x(U)i , i = 1, . . . ,D (4.2)

g j(x⃗) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m (4.3)

min( fk(x⃗)), k = 1, . . . ,n (4.4)

4.1.1 Optimization workflow

A typical optimization workflow is a series of computations consisting of: optimization algo-

rithm that generates optimization variables according to the given parameter boundaries, ge-

ometry generation block that passes the design to the selected FEA tool for performance cal-

culations, and finally post-processing block that returns the computed data to the optimization

algorithm for further evaluation (Fig.4.1, black). Additionally, a geometric feasibility checking

(FC) block can be part of the optimization workflow (Fig.4.1, red).

4.1.2 Geometric feasibility

The term feasibility usually refers to the solution and means that the solution satisfies all given

constraints. In other words, the region enclosed by ∀g j(x⃗) = 0 is called a feasible region.
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Figure 4.1: Feasibility detection as an optimization workflow add-on feature

The research concentrates on another type of feasibility called geometric or model feasibil-

ity. Geometrically feasible model is valid for solving if there are no overlapping edges or

non-conventional geometric relations. Infeasible candidate is the one that cannot be produced

as a real machine because there are overlapping magnets, non-rectangular shaped magnets, air

pockets overlapping magnets etc. Infeasible candidates should not be evaluated for performance

because theoretically they can falsely appear as optimal solutions but can never be considered

for manufacturing/production.

Figure 4.2: Infeasible geometry (a) and forced feasibility (b)

Optimization workflow without FC

If the optimization software does not include a feasibility check (FC), two different scenarios

may occur during the FEA calculation (depending on the selected FEA tool).

In the first case, the FEA tool detects that the design is erroneous and throws an error.

In this case, the designer must implement a try-catch procedure which will capture the event,

otherwise the optimization procedure will fail (try-catch adds textra ≥ 4s per design evaluation).

In the second case, the FEA tool does not detect the infeasibility and a full FEA calculation

is performed. This is the worst case scenario which will produce useless results and cause

significant increase of optimization time (e.g., detailed transient electromagnetic simulations

can take textra ≥ 15min).
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Optimization workflow with FC

However, if the optimization software includes a feasibility detection procedure, the designer

can either attempt to correct the problematic instance or skip it. There are two typical ways

to correct the optimization candidate prior to performance evaluation (passing it to the FEA

calculation).

First, the entire set of optimization variables for that candidate is reinitialized randomly

within the specified parameter bounds until geometric feasibility is achieved. This is a brute-

force approach, but it is mandatory since evolutionary optimization algorithms (e.g. Genetic

Algorithm, Differential Evolution) must have the same number of members in each population

of optimization candidates. This is due to the fact that the each generation must be equal or

better than the previous as the algorithm advances towards the optimum.

The alternative is forced feasibility, where each infeasible design is subjected to minimal

parameter modification until feasibility is reached (e.g., the magnetic layer angle αV is modified

until wmin is reached, Fig.4.2b). This approach can be complicated and requires an advanced

parameterization with minimal feasibility constraints. Benefits of the method are covered in the

Pub.4.

Depending on the complexity of the design, both methods may increase execution time

(textra = 2−15s). On the other hand, detecting and skipping the infeasible design actually does

not impact execution time (textra = 0).

4.1.3 Feasibility detection importance

If feasibility detection is not considered, or if it fails because the method is not robust enough,

there are two possible scenarios.

First case: the FEA tool (computation engine) outputs an error when it tries to solve an

infeasible candidate. This error can be easily handled in the optimization code with the typical

try-catch structure so that the whole optimization code does not crash. The presence of the error

and catching it is actually a good thing because it is not desirable to waste time on evaluating

infeasible candidates and to consider them valid in optimization competition. However, from the

programming point of view, it is better to recognize the infeasible design by having an algorithm

to analyze it, rather than relying on the FEA tool error and try-catch procedure. Depending on

how the optimization algorithm application is connected to the FEA software (via a Python

script, a Visual Basic script, or Windows ActiveX interface), model creation and data transfer

from the optimizer to the FEA tool can also take an unnecessary amount of time that adds up

in long-term optimization. To explain this more precisely: some FEA tools require drawing

line by line and arc by arc for each object which requires individual function calls. Even if the

geometry (usually in .dxf format) is transferred from optimizer to FEA software, creation of
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regions, assigning materials and defining coils is usually done programatically line-by-line (e.g.

Tools 1,4) and this can last a few seconds depending on the geometry complexity.

Second case: the FEA tool does not report an error, the design is evaluated, but the final re-

sult is useless because such an optimization candidate is infeasible and therefore not valid. This

case is very problematic because it unnecessarily increases the optimization time with regard to

the previous case due to the full duration of the calculation (Table4.2) and potentially misleads

the optimization algorithm towards impossible and non-manufacturable practical solutions.

For both cases, just as in the case of detected infeasibility, this means that an optimization

candidate is wasted and has to be reinitialized randomly within specified parameter boundaries

or the forced feasibility approach must be applied. However, second case yields an additional

computational cost because an useless design is evaluated, which again proves that feasibility

detection is important. Moreover, some sensitivity analysis and optimization tools prefer to

know which combination of parameters leads to an infeasible geometry (e.g., Ansys OptiSlang

[86],[87]). When such an event is reported, the tool can adjust the creation of the optimization

metamodel to avoid the infeasible parameter space. If the optimization is based on the use of

such advanced tools, the information about the infeasibility of the colliding regions can be a

valuable upgrade, with minimal impact on the overall computation time increase (0.5-2 seconds

per feasibility evaluation).

To prove that the two different cases exist, various open-source and commercial electro-

magnetic tools were fed with intentionally generated infeasible IPM and SyRM geometries

(.dxf cross-sections, material regions, and magnetization directions were generated according

to Fig.4.3b,d. Table4.1summarizes the results of the single load point calculation, where some

tools report an error (Tools 1-3), while others continue the simulation, waste optimization time

and give an unusable result (Tools 3-5).

Figure 4.3: Illustration of feasible (a,c) and infeasible geometry (b,d)
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Table 4.1: Analysis of infeasibility detection in different FEA tools

No. FEA software Category .dxf Fig.4.3b .dxf Fig.4.3d

1 FEMM Open-source Error reported Error reported

2 Ansys Motor-CAD Commercial Error reported Error reported

3 Ansys Maxwell Commercial No error Error reported

4 Infolytica Magnet Commercial No error No error

5 JMAG Commercial No error No error

4.2 Standard approach for feasibility detection

The standard approach to feasibility detection is specific to each parameterized template, which

typically requires immense programming/development resources for research groups engaged

in electric machine design optimization. Not only are top-level differences between templates

relevant, e.g., a single-layer V-shape geometry compared to spoke interior permanent magnet

machine (IPM), but also peculiarities such as air-pockets around magnets and curvature of posts

and bridges have a significant impact on potential geometric feasibility. This means that an

extensive study of the mathematical geometry dependencies has to be performed between arcs

and lines that are either adjacent or have the possibility to touch or intersect during optimization

process.

However, when it comes to IPM rotors, especially multi-layered configurations as in Fig.

4.4, the mathematical description is much more complicated and, more importantly, it needs to

be refined after each intervention in the template change.

Algorithm 1 Feasibility verification example for 2-layer V-shape IPM geometry
1: function CHECK FEASIBILITY
2: for all points do
3:verify whether radial coordinates are inside rotor
4:verify whether angular coordinates are inside one pole
5: for all layers do
6:verify whether x-coordinates of all points are sorted
7:verify that arcs do not cross interpolar line
8:verify layer disposition
9:verify possible intersection between two layers

The procedures for feasibility verification are specific and different for each different geom-

etry. The pseudocode for a 2-layer V-shape IPM is shown in Algorithm1. It is difficult to tackle

all possible geometry failure cases so sometimes the algorithm can let the infeasible geometry

further down the optimization pipeline.

It can be seen that this method is not robust and needs to be modified even for small changes

in the geometry features of the topology under study. Therefore, a novel feasibility handling

algorithm is presented in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.4: Example of 2-layer V-shape IPM: (a) feasible case, (b) barrier definition point crossing polar
lines, (c) barrier arc crossing polar lines, (d) barrier collision

4.3 Robust feasibility detection

For optimization purposes, the cross-sectional geometry of the stator and rotor of the machine

can be reduced to 2D Euclidean space. Geometry parameterization is performed in either

Cartesian or polar coordinates, specifying all geometric primitives: Points, Lines, Arcs, and

Polylines, which are sets of multiple lines that model a complex curve(polyline can be approx-

imated with series of arcs and lines before sending a drawing .dxf to FEA solver).A set of

connected primitives forms an object as a shape, such as a rotor barrier, which has mathemat-

ical properties: Area, Perimeter, Centroid etc. If the entire machine geometry can be defined

by shapes - software objects, it would be very convenient to have some sort of functional tool

to determine the correlation between different shapes. Correlations include Boolean functions,

intersections, areas etc. This novel approach is made possible by the Matlab Polyshape class

[88], which enables elevation of primitives to an object (shape) level. Once created, the shape

objects can be organized in the form of a vector. The polyshape functionality allows a quick

analysis of vectorized shape objects. One of the functions is Intersection, which returns infor-

mation when there is an intersection between members of the shape vector. This provides a

robust feasibility check regardless of parameter boundaries and regardless of the complexity of

the geometry shape.

The main advantage of this approach is moving away from strict mathematical feasibility
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verification to shape object level which allows great design freedom, instead of relying on the

rather complicated procedure described in the previous chapter.

4.3.1 Region inner-point detection

A robust region detection algorithm was developed in combination with the existing polyshape

functions and applied to all objects.

E.g., the selected polyshape (Fig.4.5a green). Polyshape vertex limits are extracted result-

ing in a 4x4 vectorized polyshape rectangle mesh (Fig.4.5b). Each rectangle is intersected

with the polyshape to form an output vector of intersection points (Fig.4.5b). The intersection

element with the largest area is then identified with (Fig.4.5c).

Figure 4.5: Shape robust region detection meshing example (a-d)
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4.3.2 Feasibility check

The complete machine cross section with all polyshapes and assigned material regions includ-

ing the rectangular mesh intersections is shown in Fig.4.6a. In this example, a total of 15

polyshapes are stored in a vector form. The polyshape vector is passed to the overlap detection

function which returns overlaps matrix Movl . If Movl is a unitary matrix, the design is feasi-

ble and there are no overlaps (Fig.4.6a,b), otherwise the generated design is infeasible (Fig.

4.6c,d).

Figure 4.6: Feasible (a,b) and infeasible geometry (c,d)

4.3.3 Impact on total execution time

The feasibility and region detection procedure is performed only once during geometry gener-

ation, with a typical duration of 0.5-2 seconds. The transient calculation of a single operating

point in ANSYS Motor-CAD for a two-layer IPM machine geometry typically takes between

30-60 seconds. If additional calculations are performed during the design evaluation (thermal

transients, drive cycle analysis, etc.), the cumulative time can increase to 10-15 minutes.

As an experiment, a sensitivity analysis with 4 consecutive runs of 1000 iterations was

performed for a well-defined two-layer V-shape rotor geometry with 44 parameters (Table4.2).

The design space has been specified by defining upper and lower bounds of all design param-

eters. A set of parameters for each design has been generated by scanning the multidimensional
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Table 4.2: FC impact on total optimization time

Run 1 2 3 4

Feasible designs 758 749 731 749
Infeasible designs 242 251 269 251
Total 1000 1000 1000 1000
Calculation time using try-catch, without FC [h] 64.0 63.2 61.7 63.2
Calculation time with FC [h] 63.6 62.8 61.3 62.8
Calculation time worst case [h] 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3
Time saving, try-catch to worst case [%] 23.2 24.1 25.9 24.1
Time saving, FC to worst case [%] 23.6 24.6 26.4 24.6

space via Space filling Latin Hypercube sampling method using Ansys OptiSlang surrogate

modelling tool.

The average design evaluation time is 300 seconds (5 minutes). Using try-catch adds 4

seconds (304s per design evaluation), while using feasibility check adds 2 seconds (302s per

design evaluation).

Let us first consider the worst-case scenario without try-catch or FC (FEA tool runs the

entire simulation). This approach leads to a maximum duration of 83.3h per run. On the other

hand, the try-catch procedure detects all possible errors, leading to an average execution time

of 63.1h (here we assume the scenario where the FEA tool outputs an error for each infeasible

design). Finally, using FC results in an average execution time of 62.6 hours.

As expected, the try-catch and FC procedures result in virtually the same execution time

and a significant overall time savings (25% or 20h shorter execution time). The conclusion is

that the use of FC has no impact on the total execution time. Unlike the try-catch procedure, FC

can provide the information about the colliding regions and parameters that can be exploited in

surrogate (metamodel) optimization, or tools such as Ansys OptiSlang [86,87].

4.4 Further reading

Pub.6contains detailed extended elaboration of this chapter.
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Chapter 5

Main scientific contribution of the thesis

The emphasis of the research described in this thesis is on developing a software framework that

would allow higher design freedom for any machine cross-section, exploring SyRM optimiza-

tion improvement potential via forced feasibility strategy, and finally, developing an automated

SyRM rotor generation strategy with minimal parameter number. The research was conducted

in 3 steps. As previously stated, after selecting the geometry and commencing optimization, the

optimization system (software code) must be able to detect if generated geometry is unfeasible

(i.e. rotor barriers are overlapping). The first step included the development of robust geometry

feasibility and region detection algorithms using the Matlab software package. The second step

is development of an alternative approach of forced feasibility, where every unfeasible design

is forced to change parameters until reaching feasibility. The benefit is an overall optimization

time reduction. Finally, the third step is is the definition of SyRM rotor geometries using a

minimal set of parameters in order to reduce design complexity. Consequently, a reduction of

overall optimization time is expected due to the smaller number of parameters that define the

optimization problem.

The achieved scientific contribution of the research described in this doctoral thesis is briefly

summarized in the following sections:

5.1 Robust feasibility and region detection algorithm based

on the shape object approach in the definition of electri-

cal machine geometry

Optimization is an important and inevitable part of the modern electric machine design process.

When properly applied, optimization leads to a design that satisfies all imposed requirements.

Even when properly constrained, complex geometries generated by optimization algorithm

can lead to infeasible designs that in worst case increase optimization time or propagate non-
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manufacturable candidates. In addition, the accurate detection of interior points for each closed

region in order to assign material can be a serious challenge.

The proposed scientific contribution provides a solution to both problems through a novel ro-

bust feasibility verification procedure and inner-point detection using Matlab polyshape objects.

The generality of the approach allows application in any other script language. The polyshape

approach elevates geometric design analysis from geometric primitives (points, lines and arcs)

to the level of objects (shapes), applicable to any type of machine geometry as an upgrade to

existing code. In addition to geometrical properties (vertex coordinates), elevation to shapes

allows severely simplified surface area, mass and Boolean calculations. When implemented,

the method represents a paradigm shift in electric machine design.

The main benefits of robust feasibility checking are: preventing infeasible (non-manufacturable)

candidates to be propagated or to win in the optimization competition, gathering information

about which shapes and parameters cause problems and finally, greater freedom in defining ge-

ometry parameter boundaries when describing complex geometries. The procedure can be used

with any electric machine type. The scientific contribution is covered in Pub.6.

5.2 Improvement of optimization convergence through the

reduction of feasible geometry search-time for synchronous

reluctance machines using novel forced feasibility approach

Considering that the previous scientific contribution currently depends on the Matlab software

package (polyshape class), I wanted to explore an alternative approach applicable in open-

source optimization algorithms.

A traditional way of securing geometrical feasibly is the application of strict parameters

bounds to completely avoid the occurrence of infeasible models. The solution is well suited for

simple problems. On the other hand, in complex problems, the issues cannot be avoided, but

still, the method reduces the probability of the occurrence of the infeasible candidates. For this

reason, optimization algorithms must include a method for dealing with geometrically infeasible

candidates.

In general, a geometrically infeasible candidate is discarded while the new candidate takes

its place. To generate a replacement candidate, Žarko et al. [82,89] randomly initialize the

entire parameter set until a geometrically feasible replacement candidate appears. The drawback

of this method is a possible rejection of candidates with some good properties. Moreover, this

method may lead to slow convergence to the optimal solution if the optimal candidate is on the

boundary of the feasible space.

The alternative approach is forced feasibility, where each infeasible design (Figure5.1a)
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is subjected to parameter modification until feasibility is achieved (i.e., barrier 1 (blue) and

barrier 2 (yellow) are modified until the candidate achieves the specified flux carrier width

wgoal, Figure5.1b). This approach requires smart parametrization with minimum feasibility

constraints and can potentially be extremely complex. On the other hand, potential benefits

include reduced optimization time (no need to wait for a random feasible design to emerge) and

faster convergence to the final result.

Figure 5.1: Infeasible geometry (a) and forced feasibility (b).

The second part of the scientific contribution is the introduction of novel forced feasibility

concept which improves optimization convergence proved by successive comparative optimiza-

tion runs with randomly generated rotor barrier geometries. The results show that properly

implemented forced feasibility leads to a reduction in optimization time (12.3% shorter). Pub.1

concentrates on theoretical aspects of SyRM design. Pub.2develops the ePTO design require-

ments used in Pub.3,4,7. The scientific contribution is covered in Pub.4.

5.3 Method for synchronous reluctance machine rotor geom-

etry parametrization with the reduced parameter set

The third scientific contribution is the definition of smooth-barrier SyRM rotor geometries using

a minimal set of parameters in order to reduce design complexity. Consequently, a reduction of

overall optimization time is expected due to the smaller number of parameters that define the

optimization problem.

SyRM barrier generation procedure was studied in detail. A pseudo-code solution that se-

cures absolute feasibility, barrier topology complexity minimization, and simple implemen-

tation is provided. Four smooth barrier types have been presented: circular variable depth

(CrVD), hyperbolic with variable eccentricity (HyVE), original Zhukovsky (Zh) and modified

Zhukovsky with variable depth (MZhVD). MZhVD is contracted by applying a conformal map-

ping based modifications of the original Zh topology. Absolute feasibility is a very important
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feature because it enables the use of dimensionless parameters which secure code robustness

and design scalability to any physical dimension. Barrier topology complexity has been min-

imized via a systematic approach to design automation and careful analysis of construction

features of each topology. The scientific contribution is covered in Pub.5. The proposed

pseudo-code is validated in Pub.7.
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cles (refuse, concrete mixer, hook-loader and vacuum trucks). These can be used for

continuous and peak requirement calculation and optimal ePTO machine sizing. The

study was crucial for the development of the ePTO SyRM design requirements used as a

starting point of Pub.2,3,4,5,7. The author performed the study, processed the results,

discussed them with the coauthor, written and revised the manuscript.

Pub 3. In the conference paper titled "Design and optimization of Synchronous Reluctance
Machine for actuation of Electric Multi-purpose Vehicle Power Take-Off" [90] the

author designed the SyRM for ePTO application. This paper presents the SyRM parame-

trization, design constraints and optimization via improved differential evolution algo-

rithm. The most important research outcome was the first iteration of Zhukovsky rotor

cross-section parametrization (later presented in Pub.4). The author developed the rotor

parametrization, performed the optimization, processed the results, discussed them with

the coauthor, written and revised the manuscript.
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Pub 4. In the journal paper "Minimum Set of Rotor Parameters for Synchronous Reluctance
Machine and Improved Optimization Convergence via Forced Rotor Barrier Feasi-
bility" [91] the author documented the first iteration of novel SyRM rotor parametrization

with reduced number of parameters. Furthermore, the paper introduced the novel forced

feasibility concept, applied on rotor barrier parameters, resulting in improved optimiza-

tion convergence with overall optimization time reduced by 12.3%. Proposed approaches

were demonstrated using optimization procedure based on the existing differential evolu-

tion algorithm framework. The author developed the rotor parametrization, performed the

SyRM optimization using the forced feasibility approach, processed the results, discussed

them with the coauthors, and written and revised the manuscript.

Pub 5. In the journal paper "Absolutely Feasible Synchronous Reluctance Machine Rotor
Barrier Topologies with Minimal Parametric Complexity" [92] the author presented

a final iteration of automated SyRM rotor barrier construction with an increased degree of

freedom and minimal geometrical complexity. The paper proposes four topologies based

on circular, hyperbolic, and original Zhukovsky lines. Furthermore, a novel Modified

Zhukovsky variable depth type geometry was introduced. The step-by-step construction

of each topology was presented in a form of pseudo-code with detailed comments and

illustrations. The author developed the rotor parametrization, created the pseudo-code,

written and revised the manuscript.

Pub 6. In the journal paper "Robust Feasibility Verification and Region Inner-Point Detec-
tion Algorithms for Geometric Shape Objects applied to Electric Machine Opti-
mization Workflow" [93] the author introduced the novel software framework which

solves one of the most cumbersome electric machine design issues, determining if gen-

erated cross-section is feasible or not. Additional novelty is an introduction of geomet-

ric shape objects instead of classic point, line and arc primitives. Furthermore, a set of

functions for calculation of shape inner-points for assigning the material to each closed

region (air, steel, epoxy, magnet...) was developed. The author implemented the shape-

based parametrization and all related software functions in Matlab, created the figures

and pseudo-code, discussed them with the coauthor, written and revised the manuscript.

Pub 7. In the journal paper "Systematic Metamodel-based Optimization Study of Synchronous
Reluctance Machine Rotor Barrier Topologies" [91] the author validated the pseudo-

code from Pub.5. Nine rotor topologies with different complexities have been compared

via novel metamodel-based strategy, which enables systematic and fair comparison of dif-

ferent rotor topologies. The approach significantly reduces total optimization time from

several weeks to a few days. Additionally, the study confirms that a Modified Zhukovsky

variable depth topology yield the best results for the given requirements. The author im-
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plemented metamodel optimization framework in Matlab and OptiSlang tools, processed

the results, discussed them with the coauthor, written and revised the manuscript.

All the papers in their final versions are included in the “Publications” section of the Thesis.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Directions
Nowadays, especially in the automotive sector, electric machine designers primarily rely on

simulation. This is both cost and time effective. There is a substantial confidence in FEA

modelling compared with the experiment, especially for machine topologies like SyRM. The

FEA simulations for SyRMs are becoming a standard proof, almost a virtual prototyping vali-

dation of the machine performance. Another benefit of FEA based design of experiments is the

reduction of prototype variant number.

Having this in mind, the main thesis objective is the improvement of the optimization pro-

cess for synchronous reluctance machines. Considering that SyRM rotor parametrization can be

designed for absolute feasibility, and that IPM machines are currently the automotive industry

standard when it comes to traction application, the research was expanded to development of

robust feasibility detection methods.

The novel research results are described through three achieved scientific contribution. The

first contribution is of the thesis is the development of the framework for robust feasibility detec-

tion and material inner-point calculation of any electric machine type. The second contribution

is the forced feasibility method which shortens the optimization time. The third contribution

is achieved trough development of novel absolutely feasible rotor geometries with minimum

set of parameters. All three contributions create a unique optimization framework aimed at

optimization of SyRM and IPM machines. The research is shared with the community trough

pseudo-code for the construction of absolutely SyRM rotors, and open-source code for robust

feasibly detection.

Further research will concentrate on developing fast methods for SyRM torque ripple re-

duction and further development of SyRM rotor parametrization. Several follow-up projects

are planned to be derived from the presented work:

1.Asymmetric rotor topologies with the purpose of torque ripple reduction without skewing.

2.Torque ripple mitigation methods based on non-uniform rotor skew angles and variable

segment lengths.

3.Algorithm for the addition of precise corner fillets to arbitrary poly-line curves.
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Abstract—The volatilities in the permanent magnet price
have raised interest within the automotive industry for finding
substitute electric machine designs. The proposed alternatives
are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM) and its derivatives,
assisted synchronous reluctance (PMASR) machines. These so-
lutions rely on high reluctance torque thus theoretically needing
no magnet material in the rotor structure. This paper covers
reluctance machine theoretical background, rotor parametriza-
tion, design alternatives, structural analysis, and optimization.
Commercially available traction reluctance machines applications
have been investigated. Marine and freight traction and com-
mercial vehicle power take-off have been selected as application
niches. Finally, a performance comparison for different saliency
ratios of the ideal SyRM, ferrite and neodymium PMASR has
been conducted.

Keywords—electric machine; traction; permanent magnet; syn-
chronous reluctance; assisted; optimization; comparison; axially
laminated; design; power take-off; commercial vehicles; rare
earth free.

TABLE I. Abbreviation list

Abbreviation: Desciption:

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

DE Differential evolution

FEM Finite element method

FW Field weakening

FOS Factor of safety

IM Induction machine

IPM Interior permanent magnet

NdFeB Neodymium iron boron magnet

PM Permanent magnet

PMASR Permanent magnet assisted synchronous reluctance

PTO Power take-off

SPM Surface permanent magnet

SyRM Synchronous reluctance machine

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce emissions, air pollution, resource waste,
and traffic noise, EU government legislation is pushing to-
wards the increase of electric and hybrid vehicle production
[1]. This has caused a tectonic change in the automotive
industry, both knowledge, and production wise. New traction

components like battery, inverter, and electric machine are
becoming the most important factors in vehicle design in a
matter of cost and packing (component layout within the ve-
hicle) [2], [3]. The battery is usually modular component and
inverter is small in size, which means they can in most cases
be packed efficiently within the vehicle. On the other hand,
the electric machine is usually integrated within some sort of
transmission system, which is inherently space consuming [2].
To reduce the size of the drivetrain, electric machine size must
be minimized, while efficiency and power density must be kept
on the sufficient level.

Currently, due to the inherently high torque and power
density, interior rare earth permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPM) are predominantly used for automotive trac-
tion (Fig. 2a-b). A notable landmark for IPM machines in
automotive hybrid/electric traction was the adoption by both
Toyota and Honda, for the first generation of Prius and Insight,
respectively [4], [5].

Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the use
of rare earth permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as
neodymium or dysprosium, has raised concerns in a number
of areas. In 2011 and 2012, China reportedly threatened to
cut off international supplies of these materials [6], leading
to dramatic, though short-term, increase in the material price,
increasing as much as 3000% in case of dysprosium [7]. These
volatilities have forced the automotive industry to search for
the alternative electric machine design, which will either use
none or minimal amount of rare earth material.

The alternatives which have not been in recent industry
focus are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM) and its
derivatives [8]. These solutions rely on high reluctance torque,
thus theoretically needing no PM material in the rotor struc-
ture. They have relatively low material costs, low rotor losses
and are considered as robust [9], [10]. On the other hand, lack
of the permanent magnetic field in the rotor is penalized with
lower torque density, lower power factor, and higher torque
ripple [11], [12]. This paper will present the theory, state of
the art trends in reluctance machine technology and potential
applications in vehicle traction. The survey will be performed
on pure synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM), and its
derivative designs improved by adding permanent magnet
material, assisted synchronous reluctance machines (PMASR).

978-1-7281-0389-1/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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II. SYRM AND PMASR THEORY AND DESIGN ASPECTS

A. General facts

The stator of the SyRM or PMASR machines is not different
from other machine types, therefore, to be able to evaluate and
compare different designs, only rotor cross sections will be
discussed. Furthermore, this paper will consider only machines
for traction applications which are coupled to multi-phase
variable frequency drive.

In 1923, Kostko [13] has calculated that if properly designed
and manufactured, SyRM performance is comparable with
induction machine (IM) of the same volume. During the years
SyRM concept evolved from simple squirrel cage, to complex
design implementations (Fig. 2e-h), [14], [15].

All of the concepts rely on rotor anisotropic properties
designed to produce high reluctance torque. Rotor anisotropy
is achieved by large magnetic conductivity differences in d
and q axis caused by several flux barriers, and saturation
effects in different parts of the rotor core. The purpose of
the barriers is to create high resistance path for the flux along
the q axis to achieve high saliency ratio, thus producing a
high reluctance torque component (Fig. 2e-f). However, barrier
bridges and posts are required (at the ends and sometimes
in the middle of each barrier) for sustaining rotor structural
integrity. A portion of flux flows through these bridges causing
a consequent reduction of the torque. Another downside is
limited operation in FW area and inherently low power factor
(Fig. 3), which requires large variable frequency drive.

If permanent magnets are inserted in each rotor flux barrier
(Fig. 2g-h), SyRM is transformed to PMASR. The purpose
of the magnets is to saturate barrier bridges, to increase the
torque and especially the power factor, which reduces the size
of the attached variable frequency drive [11].

Two most commonly used types of PM material are "strong"
neodymium (NdFeB) and "weak" ferrite. PM material proper-
ties are a function of remanent flux density, coercive force (de-
magnetization field proportional to demagnetization current)
and temperature. Fig. 1 demonstrates operational contrast of
NdFeB and ferrite PMs.

At −40 ◦C, NdFeB have remanent flux density around
1,17 T and large coercive force (large current is required
for demagnetization) while ferrites have approx. flux density
of 0,42 T and smallest coercive force [16]. The main ferrite
PM disadvantage is demagnetization at low temperatures [17]
which can be an issue (−40 ◦C is the minimal operational
temperature of most road vehicles). At high temperatures
(> 150 ◦C), similar phenomena happen with NdFeB magnets
where rapid reduction of coercive force makes them vulnerable
to demagnetization (in practice max. operational temperature
of NdFeB magnets is 150 ◦C). Here ferrites demonstrate their
unique advantage, increasing coercive force with temperature
rise, a feature that makes them more resilient to demagnetiza-
tion. Both PM materials remanent flux density decreases with
temperature increase.

Another benefit of ferrite PMs is rotor injection molding,
which allows complete filling of the rotor structure (Fig. 2g).

Fig. 1: Comparison of ferrite and NdFeB PM curves at different
temperatures [16].

This is not the case with NdFeB PMs, which are produced
in specific shapes (Fig. 2h), thus leaving empty space in the
rotor flux barriers [18]. This method can further increase power
output and reduce losses.

A penalty of SyRM is the inability to have a large number
of poles (in practice maximum pole pair number is p = 2).
Obviously, if the number of poles is increased, magnetic
bridges and posts must be reduced to maintain the saliency
ratio. This puts pressure on rotor structural integrity. On the
other hand, PMASR technology is well suited for high pole-
number designs because magnet flux saturates the barrier
bridges and posts (p = 6 in case of Chevrolet Volt [19]). In
this way, bridges can be thicker, which increases structural
robustness of the rotor. As an example, in-wheel 12-pole
PMASR machine with an external rotor is presented in [20],
achieving a 30% reduction of the torque ripple compared with
the reference design. In [21], a 16-pole design with a double
stator and 3D air-gap concept is presented, improving the
efficiency by 5% when compared to a conventional design.

B. Electromagnetic torque

Machines listed in Fig. 2 can be divided in two families.
First is alignment torque component dominant group, which
includes IPM and SPM machines where PM magnetization
direction is aligned with positive d axis (Fig. 2a-d). Second is
reluctance torque component dominant group, which includes
SyRM and PMASR machines. It is important to emphasize
that PMASR PM magnetization direction is opposing positive
q axis (Fig. 2g-h), [11].

In general, there are two different rotor paths for the flux
(Fig. 2). A distinction of the reluctance machines is a switch
of rotor d and q axes in relation to alignment torque dominant
family. High permeability path (high magnetic conductivity,
d-axis path) is parallel to the flux-barriers. Low permeability
path (low magnetic conductivity, q-axis path), is vertical to the
rotor flux barriers [11].
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Fig. 2: Example of four pole machine families with corresponding
dq axes: IPM with a) distributed and b) concentrated winding stator;
SPM with c) distributed and d) concentrated winding stator; e) SyRM;
f) AxLam SyRM; g) "weak" PM material PMASR; and h) "strong"
PM material PMASR. Green arrows indicate PM magnetization
direction.

For both families, torque output consists of alignment and
reluctance component and can be written as (1), (3), where
Ld, Lq are inductances, id, iq currents in d and q axis, p is
the number of pole pairs and λm is magnet flux. In case there
is no PM material (SyRM, λm = 0), the relation between Ld

and Lq will determine the machine torque capability (1). The
inductance ratio is reffered as saliency ratio ξ, whose formula
depends on the machine family (2), (4), [11].

A high number of cavity layers in each pole combined with
a small air-gap typically leads to saliency ratios higher than 3,5
[22]. Lipo and Matsuo report that ξ = 7− 8 can be expected
[23], power densities in the order of 5, 5−7, 5 kW/l can usually
be achieved [24], [25]. Apart from the stator and rotor cross-
section design, lamination steel selection has an impact on
final saliency ratio (∆ξ = ±7%) [26].

Dominant
reluctance
component
machine
family





Tem =
3

2
p

[
PMASR︷ ︸︸ ︷

λmid︸ ︷︷ ︸
Alignment

+

SyRM︷ ︸︸ ︷
(Ld − Lq)iqid︸ ︷︷ ︸

Reluctance

]
(1)

ξ = Ld/Lq (2)

Fig. 3: Voltage phasor diagram of SyRM (green) and PMASR (blue)
for a given stator current (stator resistance is neglected Rs = 0) [11].
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ξ = Lq/Ld (4)
C. Combination of PM and reluctance: IPM design plane

Depending on the amount of the rotor PM material and
rotor cross-section, IPM and PMASR properties can often
overlap and one can argue that IPM is actually PMASR
and vice versa. According to the informal rule, if reluctance
torque component is greater than 50% of maximum torque
at base speed, the machine is considered PMASR. To further
differentiate machine families, Soong [27] introduces "IPM
design plane" (Fig. 5). From left to right, the plane starts with
SyRMs (λm = 0, high saliency, only reluctance torque, Fig.
2e-f) and ends with SPM machines (no saliency ξ = 1, only
magnet torque, Fig. 2c-d). In between, all IPM machines and
PMASR combinations are included.

The optimal IPM design line defines special matches of PM
flux and saliency ratios resulting in optimal field weakening
(FW) capability, indicating infinite constant power speed range
under limited voltage and current constraints (this is valid for
ideal machine [27]).

SyRM is out of the optimal design line, whereas PMASR
fall into the optimal FW area when the appropriate quantity of
magnets is added to a baseline synchronous reluctance design.

D. Rotor laminations assembly

Fig. 4: a) Transversally laminated rotor (TrLam) and b) Axially
laminated rotor (AxLam) [28].
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Fig. 5: IPM design plane [11].

SyRM with transversally (conventially) laminated rotor (Tr-
Lam) has been proposed in early nineties [14], [29], [30],
(Fig. 4a). Machine laminates are produced by punching tool
or laser cutting, which removes extra material. The other, non
standard production technique is rotor lamination mounting
alongside shaft axsis (AxLam, Fig. 4b). Theoretically, this
method increases the saliency ratio above the levels achievable
with TrLam machines (ξ > 10, [19]) using fixed strips of steel
separated by thin layers of insulating material [31].

According to Vagati [30], the better suitability of TrLam
structure for industrial manufacturing is evident from several
aspects: the laminates can be punched with conventional meth-
ods, assembly process is straightforward and either constant
(in case of PM injection molding), or segmental skewing can
be applied on the rotor. In large scale machine manufacturing,
stator skewing is normally avoided in favor of using automatic
winding devices [32].

On the other hand, AxLam structure theoretically enables
high saliency ratio by increasing the number of laminate layers
nl (Fig. 6a). However, this is only true for a two-pole structure
(p = 1) [30], while for p > 1, Bianchi et al. [33] shows
that due to the saturation effects, the ideal structure should
have a variable ratio between the depths of magnetic and
non-magnetic structures where k1 < k2 < k3, which reduces
saliency ratio (Fig. 6b). To summarize, production difficulties
of AxLam rotors are:

• Every laminate segment has different design and size.
• Inter-segment insulation thickness ki has to vary in-

between layers.
• There is no straightforward skewing possibility.
• Rotor circumference needs to be machined after laminate

mounting, which can change the material properties and
increase iron losses [34].

Fig. 6: Sketch of rotor with uniform, and non-uniform distribution of
the AxLam laminations.

Due to the rotor magnetic reaction to stator slot harmonics,
both TrLam and AxLam options face problems with torque
ripple, which makes either rotor or stator skewing a necessity
[35]. As mentioned, TrLam rotor can be easily skewed, which
is not the case for AxLam rotors, leaving stator skewing as
the only option.

Furthermore, when comparing TrLam machine of similar
rotor volume, AxLam machines have increased iron losses
(Tab. II).

TABLE II. TrLam and AxLam iron loss comparison

Variable TrLam [36] AxLam [37] Unit

n 1500 1500 rpm

p 2 2 -

Rotor diameter 140 136 mm

Stack length 134 160 mm

Power at the shaft @ 1500 rpm 3,6 2,5 kW

Power density @ 1500 rpm 1,7 1,1 kW/l

Iron loss 119 665 W

ξ 8,1 12,5 -

These can be explained in different ways, Maronghiu and
Vagati [29] suggest that these losses are due to flux oscillations
in stator teeth. A different explanation is given in [37],
where losses are caused by rotor eddy currents. Anyway,
the additional losses are considerable and represent a further
drawback for the AxLam setup [38].

The above-cited reasons are largely sufficient to choose
the TrLam rotor type. However, interest on the AxLam type
is probably due to the belief that this solution gives a better
saliency. This is not correct as comparable anisotropy values
are obtained from both rotors, with condition that the pole
number is the same. Saliency ratio ξ = 10 is a typical, non
saturated value for four-pole (p = 2) AxLam machine [32].

E. Rotor flux barrier design and number

According to Bianchi [11] and Pellegrino [18], there are
multiple parameters which define basic rotor structure in both
SyRM and PMASR. Also, asymmetric rotor structures are
possible [11], [39], but they are complicated to parametrize
and will not be covered in this paper. To simplify the process,
several terms are defined (Fig. 7): flux barriers (air cavities
in q axis direction), flux carriers (steel guides alternated to
flux barriers), barrier bridges (flux barrier ends, whose angular
positions at the air-gap are key to minimize torque ripple and
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Fig. 7: SyRM/PMASR rotor geometry parameters.

iron losses) and barrier posts (steel reinforcements between
flux carriers).

The fundamental rotor design variable is the number of flux
barriers (nl), which can be calculated from (6), where nr is
the number of stator slots (Ns) per pole pair (p), (5). The
example machine from Fig. 7 has Ns = 24, p = 2 meaning
nl ≤ 24/(4 · 2) ≤ 3. In this case, barrier bridges have been
designed angularly equidistant (e.g. barrier bridge pitches are:
ϑb1 : ϑb2 : ϑb3 = 3 : 2 : 1), barrier bridge pitch (∆ϑr)
is considered regular and can be calculated from eq. (7). In
practice this does not need to be the case [18]. Obata et al.
reports that non uniform pitch distribution can reduce torque
ripple [17].

nr = Ns/p (5)
nl ≤ nr/4 (6)
∆ϑr = 360/nr [el. deg.] (7)

A second important set of parameters is barrier thickness
distribution (tbi) which correlates to rotor saturation [18].
Referring to Fig. 7, Bianchi defines two coefficients for
determining optimal barrier size. kair r is calculated by eq.
(8) where, tbi are the flux barriers thickness, Dr is rotor
diameter and Dsh is the shaft diameter. Too large kair r can
cause saturation of flux carriers, thus reducing torque output
[39]. Second coefficient kair s, is related to the stator geometry
(10), where ps is the stator slot pitch (9) and wt is tooth width.
To keep machine equally saturated coefficients kair r and kair s
should be kept as equal as possible [11], [23].

kair r =

[
nl∑

i=1

tbi

]
/
[
(Dr −Dsh)/2

]
(8)

ps = (πDst)/Ns [rad] (9)
kair s = (ps − wt)/ps (10)

According to [34], the optimal design of a PMASR has
to consider PM demagnetization. To avoid demagnetization,

ferrite PMASR flux barriers thickness are recommended to
be the same along their length. Alternatively, short NdFeB
magnets may be placed on the bottom of rotor flux barriers.

F. Barrier bridges and posts reduction methods

In practice, barrier bridge (Fig. 8c) and post (Fig. 8b)
thickness is minimized to reduce torque ripple and losses,
while keeping the structural integrity of the rotor.

After a preliminary design is done, mechanical structural
finite element method (FEM) and fatigue analysis have to be
performed. If rotor design is angularly symmetrical, only one
rotor pole has to be considered. Rotor material properties are
key inputs for mechanical analysis. In case of SyRMs, only
laminate steel data is required (Fig. 8d). PMASR calculation
requires additional PM mechanical data. PMs are considered to
be a part of the rotor mass without any load-carrying capacity.
To avoid calculation issues, a good practice is to "glue" PMs
to the laminate surface within FEM software.

Static resistance (one operating point, i.e. at 5220 rpm) to
centrifugal load is assessed by using a classic approach based
on the average stress over the reduced section [40]. Vibrations
and shaft dynamical forces are neglected. The analysis result
is often presented in a form of Von Misses stress distribution
(Fig. 8b-c), and maximum material displacement (Fig. 8a).
The common way of determining design quality is the factor
of safety (FOS), which measures how much load will the
designed part actually be able to withstand (Fig. 8e). FOS is
calculated by equation (11), where σmax is maximal simulated
Von Misses stress, and σ0,2 is yield strength at 0,2 strain,
which represents material elastic deformation limit. Typically,
it is required that the maximum rotor stress calculated at
maximum over-speed (1, 2 · nmax [41]) is approximately 2
times lower than the nominal yield strength of the rotor
lamination (FOS ≈ 2).

FOS = σ0,2/σmax (11)

Fatigue analysis is performed to assess the iron bridge
lifetime, resulting from cyclic loading. It requires careful
considerations due to the reduced value of the tip radii at the
corners of the flux barriers and cavities. FEM mesh needs
to be sufficiently dense in these areas for a valid result.
Extreme operating conditions have to be considered, consisting
of repeated start and stop cycles (zero to maximum speed,
[40]).

Apart from barrier bridges and posts minimization through
electromagnetic and mechanical optimization, Reddy et al.
[25], [42] propose a rotor retaining sleeve. The sleeve reduces
laminate stress, allowing smaller bridge dimensions. Another
approach in [24] proposes a magnetic material which allows
the selective introduction of non-magnetic regions in the
barrier bridges and posts. This is achieved by local heat
treatment of laminations.
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Fig. 8: a) Exaggerated pole displacement; b) Barrier post stress detail; c) Barrier bridge stress detail; d) Material properties table; e) FOS
calculation table;

G. Machine design and rotor optimization

The machine design is performed in several steps. Each step
usually requires multiple iterations until satisfying results are
obtained [43], [44].

Fig. 9: Electric machine design algorithm example [43].

If the machine volume envelope is defined, the performance
will be determined by electromagnetic and thermal design
(cooling capability) [45]. There are two approaches to elec-
tromagnetic and thermal design. First is lumped parameter
modeling which allows fast iterative computations with a
precision penalty (especially in case of thermal design). The

second approach is based on FEM where electromagnetic
design can be downsized to a 2D problem, while precise
thermal modeling requires 3D computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations (the penalty is prolonged simulation time).
In practice, a combination of both approaches together with
empiric methods yields acceptable results [45].

This paper concentrates only on SyRM and PMASR elec-
tromagnetic performance which is mostly determined by rotor
topology optimization. According to Pellegrino [18], a golden
rule for a good PMASR is a SyRM baseline which is then
gradually modified towards optimal design.

As previously stated, there are many parameters (Fig. 7)
which define the rotor cross section and machine performance.
In example, Liu et al. in [46] reports that PMASR efficiency
can be improved by 6% with optimal magnet placement.
Finding the optimal parameters is a classic Pareto multi-
objective optimization problem [47].

Some of the optimization methods are genetic algorithms,
differential evolution (DE), and simulated annealing [48]. DE
is stochastic evolutionary optimization algorithm [49], [50],
[51], which gives the best results in terms of convergence
time and repeatability [48]. Together with the machine pa-
rameters, the optimization algorithm requires one or several
goal functions, which provide a parameter selection boundary
(i.e. maximize torque [52], minimize torque ripple, minimize
material cost, etc.).

In comparison to other machine types, SyRM and PMASR
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can have a large number of rotor parameters. Reduction
of parameter numbers will simplify the design and reduce
computational time. The recommended compromise between
output performance and computational time is to limit the
number of degrees of freedom for two [53], or three [54] per
rotor barrier.

III. COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

A. Industry
The first notable modern industrial commercialization of

the SyRM was done by ABB in 2012. As an example,
90 kW machine measured nominal efficiency of 96,1% @
cosφ = 0, 73, illustrating both the strengths and challenges of
this technology [55], [11]. Today, in addition to ABB, various
manufacturers such as Kaiser Motoren, REEL, SIEMENS,
and Končar MES provide solutions in the 0, 55 − 315 kW
range [9], [56]. The main reason SyRM designs came in
to spotlight is the introduction of the new IEC 60034-30-1
standard with harsher efficiency constraints. Introduction of
IE4 super-premium efficiency class [57], and better efficiency
in comparison to IMs, makes SyRM attractive for industrial
use.

B. Automotive traction
Up to today, SyRM has not been commercialized in large

scale automotive traction. One of the rare examples adapted
for the electric vehicle is Ricardo 85 kW 6ph SyRM [58].
MotorBrain project [59] has investigated an inverter power
module integration with SyRM stator for automotive appli-
cation. The project resulted in 97,6% efficiency inverter and
93,6% efficiency 6ph 60 kW SyRM (overall system 91,6%).

The conclusion is that the current low volume production of
electric/hybrid in comparison to internal combustion vehicles
still favors the use of IPM machines.

On the other hand, PMASR machines are a direct competi-
tor to IPM machines and have already been commercialized
in the automotive industry. The example is second generation
Chevrolet Volt which uses ferrite [19] and BMW i3 which
mounts NdFeB magnets [60], [61], [8]. Second-generation
Toyota Prius machine [62] is slightly on the side of the IPM
family (alignment torque component at base speed is slightly
above 50% of maximum torque).

C. Ship propulsion and freight traction
SyRM is considered to be a direct competitor of IMs

which are often used in railway and ship propulsion. This has
been confirmed by [63], concluding that both IM and SyRM
have similar electric, magnetic, and thermal performance,
with SyRM having lower rotor losses. Germishuizen et al.
emphasize that SyRM compared to IM have lower stator
winding temperature rise, which allows an increase of the
power rating by 5 - 10% [64]. All authors agree that the main
drawbacks of the SyRM solution is low torque in FW range
and inherently large variable frequency drive.

Although SyRM in relation to PMASR has a lower power
factor, its main benefit is high overload capability, without any
demagnetization problems [65].

D. Commercial vehicles

To power the special equipment (cranes, refuse system,
refrigerators, etc.), the commercial vehicle must be fitted with
an extra means of a power supply, a power take-off (PTO).
One or more PTOs transfer power from the engine to drive
attachments or load handling equipment. The PTO provides a
mechanical link (output shaft) towards load (usually some sort
of hydraulic system) with most of the systems having power
demand < 80 kW [66]. Historically, the PTO output shaft has
been a part of the combustion engine or transmission (Fig.
10a-d). With recent commertial vehicle electrification trends
[67], [68], PTO will most likely be an extra electric machine
mounted on the vehicle chassis (Fig. 10e-h). The PTO machine
will be powered via inverter attached to the traction battery.

Fig. 10: a) Diesel engine rear PTO mount; b) diesel engine with
mounted hydraulic pump; c) Transmission with direct PTO mount; d)
transmission with geared PTO [69]; geared PTO propelling hydraulic
pump e) and universal joint shaft f); direct PTO propelling hydraulic
pump g) and universal joint shaft h).

IV. THEORETICAL SYRM AND PMASR PERFORMANCE

This section examines theoretical limitations of the SyRM,
and ferrite and NdFeB PMASR for different saliency ratios
(ξ = 4 − 10). The calculations are assuming lossless linear
machine (Rs = 0), driven from inverter with limited voltage
and current [16], [70], [71]. All machines have the same
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cross section for the given saliency ratio (Ld is fixed and
Lq = Ld/ξ). In case of SyRM, magnet flux is zero, in
ferrite PMASR λm = 0, 095 [11], and NdFeB PMASR
λm = 2, 5 · 0, 095 = 0, 2375 [65]. Theoretical maximum
performance has been calculated using Matlab based MTPA
optimization method described in [72]. All inputs variables are
listed in Table III in normalized form.
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Fig. 11: Performance comparison of SyRM, ferrite and NdFeB
PMASR at fixed saliency ratio.
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Fig. 12: Current amplitude and angle comparison of SyRM, ferrite
and NdFeB PMASR at fixed saliency ratio.
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Fig. 13: Voltage amplitude and power factor comparison of SyRM,
ferrite and NdFeB PMASR at fixed saliency ratio.

A. Comparison at fixed saliency

If saliency ratio is kept constant at ξ = 4, by adding
PM material, base torque increases from 0,5 to 0,6 (ferrite
PMASR) and 0,7 (NdFeB PMASR) (Fig. 11). There is a large
power difference in FW operation. SyRM and ferrite PMASR
power rapidly drops, while NdFeb PMASR remains constant
up to the maximum speed. Such NdFeb PMASR behavior is
due to the fact that the λm has been chosen to achieve the
characteristic current Ic close to the maximum inverter current
Is max. The characteristic current (also known as short circuit
current) is defined as Ic = λm/Lq [11].

Fig. 12 confirms that inverter is operating on the current
limit (current amplitude is always 1 in case of NdFeb PMASR)
and voltage limit is not reached. Prior to FW, SyRM current
angle is fixed to 45◦ which follows constant torque hyperbola
vertex. Adding the PMs reduces the angle which is always
< 45◦ in case of PMASRs. As SyRM and ferrite PMASR
reach voltage limit, the current amplitude reduces and angle
becomes constant.

Fig. 13 shows another important effect of adding PMs, the
increase of the power factor in the whole operating region.
The power factor increases with PM strength and it is always
higher than in the case of SyRM machine. The power factor
improvement is more beneficial as the speed increases. In the
case of PMASR solution, it means that the size of the inverter
could be decreased for the same performance requirement.

TABLE III. Parameters of SyRM and ferrite/NdFeB PMASR

Variable [SyRM; Fe PMASR; NeFeB PMASR] Unit

ξ [4 6 8 10] -

λm [0; 0,095; 0,2375;] -

Ld 1,379 -

Lq Ld/ξ -

p 2 -

ωel base 1 -

Us max 1 -

Is max 1 -

nbase ωel base · 30/(πp) p.u.

Ubase Us max p.u.

Ibase Is max p.u.

Sbase 3/2 · Ibase · Ubase p.u.

Zbase Ubase/Ibase p.u.

Lbase Zbase/ωel base p.u.

Tbase Sbase/(p · ωel base) p.u.

ψbase Ubase/ωel base p.u.

B. Saliency ratio variation effects to maximum performance

Higher saliency ratio by large margin improves SyRM (Fig.
14) and ferrite PMASR (Fig. 15) performance in FW range.
NdFeB PMASR (Fig. 16) has satisfactory performance trough
whole FW range. Table IV summarizes the performance at
n = 1, 5.
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Fig. 14: Performance curves of SyRM for ξ = 4− 10
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PMASR ferrite peak performance curves
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Fig. 15: Performance curves of ferrite PMASR for ξ = 4− 10
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PMASR NdFeB peak performance curves
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Fig. 16: Performance curves of NdFeB PMASR for ξ = 4− 10

TABLE IV. Comparison of peak performance values of SyRM, ferrite
and NdFeB PMASR at n = 1, 5 and ξ = 4− 10.

ξ n TSyRM TFe TNdFeB PSyRM PFe PNdFeB

4 1,5 0,40 0,46 0,55 0,60 0,70 0,83

6 1,5 0,47 0,52 0,60 0,71 0,79 0,90

8 1,5 0,50 0,55 0,62 0,75 0,83 0,93

10 1,5 0,52 0,57 0,63 0,78 0,86 0,95

V. CONCLUSION

The paper has covered the SyRM and PMASR theory, de-
sign aspects, and prospective commercial applications. Special
attention has been addressed to differentiate reluctance and
alignment torque component dominant families, and to list all
PM machine theory equations and principles in one paper.

In comparison to the alignment torque component dominant
machine family, reluctance machines have a large number
of rotor parameters, which increases the duration of the
electromagnetic design process and create issues for rotor
mechanical analysis. Nevertheless, when properly designed,
reluctance machines can be robust and contain no rare earth
PM material, making them attractive from the cost point of
view.

Replacing high-performance IPMs with rare-earth-free ma-
chines poses difficult challenges above all in terms of power
density. A number of drawbacks, such as the demagnetization
risk of the ferrite magnets at low temperatures, and reduced
rotor mechanical strength, should be taken into account for the
successful introduction of the technology.

Considering all available information, reluctance machine
technology seems promising. However, each particular appli-
cation has to be analyzed to find out which design variant
(SyRM or PMASR, etc.) should be used.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF FIGURES AND EQUATIONS TO

DIFFERENTIATE RELUCTANCE AND ALIGNMENT TORQUE
COMPONENT DOMINANT FAMILIES

A detailed review of the literature has confirmed that
reluctance and alignment torque component machine families
are still not strictly separated in the scientific community.
Depending on the author, different dq reference frame ap-
proaches can be used, leading to PMASRs being described
with IPM equations. This is mathematically correct, but differs
from dq frame convention described in section II-A. This
appendix summarizes the approaches used for different ma-
chine families. Equations valid for both families are listed in
(12-14), while current and voltage constraint, constant torque
hyperbolas, torque and saliency ratio equations are listed in
Fig. 17.
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Fig. 17: Voltage and current constrains, voltage vector diagrams and equations for dominant reluctance torque component family (left) and
dominant alignment torque component family (right).
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Abstract—While electric vehicle (EV) technology has been
established in passenger vehicle sector, commercial multipurpose
vehicle (MPV) penetration is strictly related to the niche end-
markets, like medium-duty, short-haul and last mile applications.
Some of the examples of short-haul applications are electric
multipurpose vehicles (eMPV) like refuse, hook-loader or vacuum
trucks. This paper will concentrate on eMPVs, which apart from
electric traction, have to actuate additional body systems by the
means of electric power take-off (ePTO).

This paper provides load cycle approximations of ePTO
load cycles (refuse, concrete mixer, hook-loader and vacuum
trucks). These can be used for continuous and peak requirement
calculation and optimal ePTO machine sizing. Taking into con-
sideration that the machine needs to be affordable and reliable,
synchronous reluctance machine (SyRM) ePTO is proposed for
future evaluation.

Keywords—electric machine; traction; synchronous reluctance;
optimization; comparison; refuse truck; concrete mixer; vacuum
truck; hook-loader truck; design; power take-off; commercial;
multipurpose; electric; vehicle; rare-earth free; neodymium.

TABLE I. Abbreviation list

Abbreviation: Description:

ePTO Electric power take-off

EV Electric Vehicle

ICE Internal combustion engine

IPM Interior permanent magnet

OEM Original equipment manufacturer

MPV Multipurpose vehicle

eMPV Electric multipurpose vehicle

PTO Power take off

SyRM Synchronous reluctance machine

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to reduce emissions, air pollution, resource waste,
and traffic noise, government legislation is pushing towards the

increase of electric vehicle (EV) production [1]. In addition to
legal requirements, shippers and consumers demand cleaner
and safer vehicles. This has caused a tectonic change in the
automotive industry, both knowledge, and production wise,
forcing the industry into a quick development curve. Addition-
ally, the increasing number of start-ups is likely to upset the
economics for the traditional original equipment manufacturers
(OEM) and suppliers.

Passenger vehicles like Tesla and BMW are well ahead in
technology development, which can be used in commercial
vehicle industry as leverage (particularly in battery segment)
to penetrate niche end-markets like medium-duty, short-haul
and last mile applications. Long-haul applications are likely
to take more time and be more sensitive to economics.

Short-haul and last mile applications seem to be best suited
for immediate EV adoption, with large fleets such as Amazon,
UPS and FedEx already making sizable orders for local
EV delivery vehicles. Furthermore, the purchasing decisions
on these smaller multipurpose vehicles (MPV) face fewer
uncertainties than in the case of larger heavy-duty vehicles.

Some of the examples of short-haul applications are electric
multipurpose vehicles (eMPV) like refuse, hook-loader or
vacuum trucks. This paper concentrates on eMPVs, which
apart from electric traction, have to actuate additional body
systems (usually powered by some sort of hydraulic pump).
Traditionally, this actuation is done via diesel engine or
gearbox mounted output shaft, referred as power take-off
(PTO). In case of electric trucks, to reduce space claim,
weight, and price, the additional electric machine (ePTO) can
be the interface to the hydraulic pump shaft. Due to the
hydraulic pump and diesel engine operational characteristics,
PTO operation is limited to narrow speed range with high
torque.

When switching to eMPV, diesel engine does not exists,
which creates a big challenge for single size ePTO design. Ad-
ditionally, hydraulic system load characteristics vary between
the applications. This paper will concentrate on providing
comprehensive background in eMPV applications including
PTO performance requirements and load cycles.
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II. PTO PERFORMANCE AND REQUIREMENTS

A. General PTO facts

To power the special equipment (cranes, refuse systems,
refrigerators, etc.), the MPV must be fitted with an extra means
of a power supply, a power take-off (PTO). One or more
PTOs transfer power from the engine to drive attachments or
load handling equipment. The PTO provides a mechanical link
(output shaft) towards load (usually some sort of hydraulic
system) with most of the systems having power demand < 90
kW [2]. Historically, the PTO output shaft has been a part of
the combustion engine or transmission (Fig. 1a-d). With recent
MPV electrification trends [3], [4], PTO will most likely be an
extra electric machine mounted on the vehicle chassis (Fig. 1e-
h). The ePTO machine will be powered via inverter attached
to the traction battery.

Fig. 1: a) Diesel engine rear PTO mount; b) diesel engine with
mounted hydraulic pump; c) Transmission with direct PTO mount; d)
transmission with geared PTO [5]; geared ePTO propelling hydraulic
pump e) and universal joint shaft f); direct ePTO propelling hydraulic
pump g) and universal joint shaft h).

B. Hydraulic pumps

In the applications covered by this paper, the PTO actuates
a hydraulic pump (the most common type of PTO attachment).
This enables the transmission of mechanical force through
the hydraulic system, to any location around the vehicle.

Depending on the application, the hydraulic flow can be
finally transformed to linear motion via the piston (e.g. refuse
compression), or to torque via a hydraulic motor (e.g. concrete
mixer drum rotation) [6].

The main parameters for the pump selection are the required
system flow Qpump in l/min and pressure ppump in bars. Pump
shaft speed npump depends on the PTO output speed, which
varies depending on the ICE or gearbox gear ratio. For the
applications listed in figure 3, PTO output speed can be defined
by the referent speed range described by (1) [7].

nPTO ∈ [1500, 3000] rpm (1)

Furthermore, the pump type is system related. The most
common types are bent axis piston pump 2a), and variable
displacement pump 2b). Bent axis piston pump has fixed
displacement, meaning that output flow is proportional to the
shaft revolution (more flow requires higher shaft speed). These
pumps are considered simple and robust, but the disadvan-
tage is a higher level of vibrations in comparison to other
alternatives [8]. Variable displacement pumps, as their name
indicates, have variable displacement, regulated via special
pressure valve, which changes the angle of the piston swash
plate. This feature enables more freedom in output flow
regulation at different pump shaft speeds. The disadvantage is
increased pump weight and system complexity (due to external
pressure sensor) [8].

Fig. 2: Example cross-section of truck hydraulic pumps: a) fixed
displacement bent axis pump and b) variable displacement pump [8].

C. ICE powered MPV and eMPV PTO requirements

The commercial success of eMPV will depend on the opera-
tional range and adaptation to different special body systems.
In theory, these systems should have the same functionality
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as an internal combustion engine (ICE) powered PTO. This
assumes the same hydraulic pump size and operational speed
range as in (1). Reference [2] provides PTO power range tables
for different MPVs. With the assumption of pump speed range
(1), and data from [2], peak torque versus power operational
areas are calculated in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Torque and power operational areas of some eMPVs.

The most critical MPV types for PTO sizing are: concrete
mixer, vacuum truck, hook-loader and refuse truck. Fig. 3
shows that PTO performance requirements are approx. 30-90
kW and 190-570 Nm.

III. PTO LOAD CYCLE FOR DIFFERENT EMPV

A. Refuse truck

Fig. 4: Refuse truck example [9]

Refuse collection applications have a high degree of utiliza-
tion and are equipped with complex hydraulic circuits. This
makes big demands on the reliability of the PTO and requires
quiet operation in urban areas [5].

The load cycle has been approximated based on the data
from [7] and table II [10]. The cycle consists of three subcy-
cles. Subcycle 1: the opening of the refuse doors and lowering
of the bin mounting system, bin loading, and closing of the

refuse doors. The vehicle then drives to the next bin and the
subcycle 1 is repeated. As the bins are being loaded, the refuse
volume (Vloaded) is increasing until the truck container is full
(Vtruck). The next step is subcycle 2, in which refuse volume
is compacted proportionally to the compaction factor (kc).
The compaction reduces the volume of the loaded refuse, and
subcycle 1 repetition starts again. These two subcycles are
repeated until no more compactions are possible. The vehicle
then begins subcycle 3: driving to the landfill, dumping of
the refuse and driving back for another bin collection. Refuse
cycle calculation diagram is described in figure 5, subcycle
illustrations and real-time cycle are shown in figure 10a.

TABLE II. Refuse truck parameters

Description Variable Value Unit

Max. truck refuse volume Vtruck 40 m3

Max. refuse bin volume Vbin 2 m3

Compaction factor kc 0,5 -

Number of compactions Nc > 0 -

Fig. 5: Refuse cycle calculation diagram.

B. Concrete mixer

Fig. 6: Example concrete mixer truck [11]
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Concrete mixers (Fig. 6) come in different sizes differenti-
ated by the payload volume. The calculated load cycle is based
on 8 m3 concrete drum volume. This is the most demanding
eMPV ePTO application because concrete must be constantly
mixed (even while driving), with relatively high torque demand
across the PTO load cycle.

The load cycle consists of three subcycles approximated
from the data available at [6], [12], [13]. Subcycle 1 describes
initial concrete mixing, subcycle 2 is driving to the construc-
tion site, while subcycle 3 represents concrete unloading and
driving back for another fill. Subcycle illustrations and real-
time cycle are shown in figure 10b.

C. Hook-loader

Fig. 7: Hook-loader truck example [14].

Hook-loader (Fig. 7) is a type of MPV with a mounted
hydraulic hook-lift hoist. This attachment enables quick swap-
ping of flatbeds, dumpster bodies, and similar containers.
Hook-loaders are mostly used for the transportation of ma-
terials in the logistic, waste, scrap and demolition industries.

The load cycle consists of two subcycles approximated from
[14]. Subcycle 1 describes pushing the container off the the
vehicle body, unloading via hook and driving for another
container loading. Subcycle 2 represents hook positioning,
loading the container and driving to the destination. Subcycle
illustrations and real-time cycle are shown in figure 10c.

D. Vacuum truck

Fig. 8: Vacuum truck example [15].

Vacuum truck (Fig. 8) or tanker is a tank hauling MPV with
a mounted vacuum pump. The pump is designed for pneumatic
suction/unloading of liquids, sludges, slurries, or similar. The
payload is transported to the treatment or disposal site (e.g.
sewage treatment plant). Data used for load cycle calculation
is listed in table III [16].

TABLE III. Vacuum pump parameters

Description Variable Value Unit

Vacuum pressure Vvac 96 kPa

Suction rate Qvac 40 m3/min

Tank volume Vtank 25 m3

Suction power Pvac 64 kW

The load cycle consists of two subcycles. Subcycle 1
describes the initial tank filling and driving to the disposal site.
Subcycle 2 represents tank unloading and driving to another
fill site. Subcycle illustrations and real-time cycle is shown in
figure 10d.

E. MPV PTO load comparison

Considering the load duration (energy usage), the concrete
mixer is the most demanding application and will be setting
the continuous (crucial variable for thermal design) and peak
ePTO performance requirements. Refuse truck load duration
comes second with a distinctive dynamic profile caused by
frequent refuse bin loading. This will cause mechanical stress
to ePTO bearings, leading to the conclusion that this cycle
should be used for rotor cross-section fatigue analysis. Hook-
loader and vacuum truck dynamics and load duration are much
shorter and do not affect the setting of peak and continuous
performance requirements.

IV. EPTO MACHINE SIZING CONSIDERATIONS

A. Peak torque envelope
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Fig. 9: Torque-speed diagram of PTO operation area for different
eMPV and ideal ePTO peak torque envelope (blue line).

Fig. 9 illustrates MPV PTO operational areas in a form of
torque-speed graph. The blue line represents the ideal peak
torque envelope of ePTO machine.
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Fig. 10: Illustration of load subcycles (left), and corresponding real-time plots (right) for; a) Refuse truck; b) Concrete mixer; c) Hook-loader
truck; d) Vacuum truck.
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TABLE IV. eMPV ePTO load cycles

Refuse truck* Concrete mixer Vacuum truck Hook-loader

t [s] T [Nm] n [rpm] t [s] T [Nm] n [rpm] t [s] T [Nm] n [rpm] t [s] T [Nm] n [rpm]

t0 0,0 210,0 0,0 0,0 25,0 0,0 0,0 407,0 0,0 0,0 380,0 0,0

t1 1,0 210,0 1500,0 1,0 25,0 450,0 5,0 407,0 1500,0 0,5 380,0 1000,0

t2 3,0 210,0 1500,0 1,5 200,0 900,0 5,5 407,0 1500,0 2,0 380,0 1000,0

t3 3,5 0,0 1500,0 2,0 200,0 1800,0 42,5 407,0 1500,0 20,0 240,0 1000,0

t4 4,5 0,0 0,0 2,5 293,3 1800,0 43,0 407,0 1500,0 21,0 380,0 1000,0

t5 6,5 0,0 0,0 200,0 293,3 1800,0 47,5 407,0 0,0 23,0 380,0 1000,0

t6 7,0 210,0 0,0 200,5 386,7 1800,0 48,0 0,0 0,0 24,0 240,0 1000,0

t7 8,0 210,0 1800,0 240,0 386,7 1800,0 2747,5 0,0 0,0 60,0 240,0 1000,0

t8 12,0 210,0 1800,0 240,5 480,0 1800,0 2748,0 407,0 0,0 61,0 0,0 1000,0

t9 12,5 0,0 1800,0 300,0 480,0 1500,0 2752,5 407,0 1500,0 61,5 0,0 0,0

t10 13,5 0,0 0,0 300,5 200,0 1500,0 2753,0 407,0 1500,0 361,5 0,0 0,0

t11 15,5 0,0 0,0 2700,0 200,0 1500,0 2790,0 407,0 1500,0 365,5 380,0 0,0

t12 16,0 210,0 0,0 2700,5 480,0 1500,0 2790,5 407,0 1500,0 366,0 380,0 1000,0

t13 17,0 210,0 1500,0 2760,0 480,0 1800,0 2795,0 407,0 0,0 371,0 380,0 1000,0

t14 19,0 210,0 1500,0 3060,0 480,0 1800,0 2795,5 0,0 0,0 375,0 240,0 1000,0

t15 19,5 0,0 1500,0 3060,5 386,7 1800,0 5495,0 0,0 0,0 400,0 240,0 1000,0

t16 20,5 0,0 0,0 3360,0 386,7 1500,0 - - - 401,0 380,0 1000,0

t17 80,5 0,0 0,0 3360,5 293,3 1500,0 - - - 410,0 380,0 1000,0

t18 81,0 210,0 0,0 3660,0 293,3 0,0 - - - 410,5 0,0 1000,0

t19 83,0 210,0 1800,0 3660,5 0,0 0,0 - - - 411,0 0,0 0,0

t20 143,0 210,0 1800,0 6060,0 0,0 0,0 - - - 4011,0 0,0 0,0

t21 143,5 0,0 1800,0 - - - - - - - - -

t22 145,5 0,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

t23 205,5 0,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

t24 2605,5 0,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

t25 2606,0 210,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

t26 2608,0 210,0 1800,0 - - - - - - - - -

t27 2668,0 210,0 1800,0 - - - - - - - - -

t28 2668,5 0,0 1800,0 - - - - - - - - -

t29 2670,5 0,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

t30 5070,5 0,0 0,0 - - - - - - - - -

*Refuse truck load points are valid only for illustrated subcycle in Fig. 10a) (left), real time load can be calculated following the Fig. 5 diagram.

B. SyRM as a potential ePTO

Currently, due to the inherently high torque and power
density, interior rare earth permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPM) are predominantly used for automotive trac-
tion. Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the
use of rare earth permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as
neodymium or dysprosium, has raised concerns in a number
of areas. In 2011 and 2012, China reportedly threatened to
cut off international supplies of these materials [17], leading
to dramatic, though short-term, increase in the material price,
increasing as much as 3000% in case of dysprosium [18].
These volatilities have forced the automotive industry to search
for the alternative electric machine design, which will either

use none or minimal amount of rare earth material.
The alternatives which have not been in recent industry

focus are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM), and
its derivatives [19]. These solutions rely on high reluctance
torque, thus theoretically needing no PM material in the rotor
structure. They have relatively low material costs, low rotor
losses and are considered as robust [20], [21]. On the other
hand, lack of the permanent magnetic field in the rotor is
penalized with lower torque density, lower power factor, and
higher torque ripple [22], [23].

SyRM is considered to be a direct competitor of induction
machines which are often used in railway and ship propulsion.
This has been confirmed by [24], concluding that both IM
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Fig. 11: Example normalized SyRM performance and power factor.

and SyRM have similar electric, magnetic, and thermal per-
formance, with SyRM having lower rotor losses. Germishuizen
et al. emphasize that SyRM compared to IM have lower stator
winding temperature rise, which allows an increase of the
power rating by 5 - 10% [25].

Considering price, overload capability and production sim-
plicity, SyRM can be a viable ePTO solution. Fig. 11 illustrates
the normalized performance and power factor achievable by 4
pole, inverter regulated SyRM. It is important to note that the
power factor is quite low below the base speed. To increase
inverter utilization and increase peak power, ePTO machine
should be designed for operation in the area between base
speed nbase and maximum power factor speed nmax p.f.. The
following chapter will assume that SyRM ePTO nbase =
nPTO min = 1500 rpm and nmax p.f. = nPTO max = 3000 rpm.

C. Direct or geared ePTO machine considerations and future
work

Figure (Fig. 12, 13, blue) indicates the ideal ePTO output
torque should be 600 Nm. This requirement can be achieved
in two ways.

The first approach is high torque (and low speed) machine
which does not require a gearbox and can be more easily
packaged (Fig. 1g-h). The disadvantage is increased machine
volume and weight.

The second approach is a high speed (and low torque)
machine with integrated gearbox (Fig. 1e-f). The benefits of
this approach are minimized machine volume and weight and
increased rotational inertia (traditionally, ICE PTO operates
in speed control mode with one or two fixed reference
speeds, high rotational inertia comes from ICE crankshaft).
The disadvantages are increased system complexity and more
complicated packaging. To cover both approaches, two SyRM
variants will be investigated in future work.

High torque (low speed) variant performance is illustrated in
Fig. 12. It is important to note that output base speed is lower
than ideal requirement (Fig. 12, blue). This compromise will
maximize SyRM power factor and output power in nPTO (1)
speed range. The disadvantage is limitation in pump selection

options, mainly in concrete mixer application. It must be
noted that even with this performance adjustment, ePTO can
successfully complete concrete mixer cycle.
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Fig. 12: Ideal (blue) and directly driven ePTO performance.

High speed (low torque) variant (Fig. 13, green), will be
coupled to reduction gearbox with transfer ratio i = 2, leading
to output performance profile (Fig. 13, red). Gear ratio has
been selected so that the geared ePTO (Fig. 13, red) has the
same output performance as the direct ePTO (Fig. 12, red).
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Fig. 13: Ideal performance (blue), input performance before gearbox
(green), and ePTO output performance including gearbox (red).

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has covered PTO theory, applications, and recent
MPV industry status with emphasis on eMPV e-PTO.

Special attention has been addressed to PTO load cycle
definition and calculation. As a next step, this data will be
used for the calculation of continuous and peak performance
requirements as inputs for optimal ePTO machine design.

Considering robustness, price and reliability, a synchronous
reluctance machine (SyRM) has been selected as target ePTO
technology. Future work will concentrate on the validation of
two concepts, directly driven, or gearbox integrated SyRM
design.
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Design and Optimization of Synchronous
Reluctance Machine for actuation of Electric

Multi-purpose Vehicle Power Take-Off
Branko Ban, and Stjepan Stipetić, Senior member, IEEE

Abstract—While electric vehicle (EV) technology has been
established in passenger vehicle sector, commercial multipur-
pose vehicle (MPV) penetration is strictly related to the niche
end-markets, like medium-duty, short-haul and last mile appli-
cations. Some of the examples of short-haul applications are
electric multipurpose vehicles (eMPV) like refuse, hook-loader
or vacuum trucks. eMPVs, apart from electric traction, have to
actuate additional body systems by the means of electric power
take-off (ePTO). Taking into consideration that the machine
needs to be affordable and reliable, synchronous reluctance
machine (SyRM) has been selected for ePTO actuation. This
paper will present SyRM parametrization, design constraints
and optimization via improved differential evolution (DE) algo-
rithm.

Index Terms—electric machine; synchronous reluctance;
optimization; comparison; differential-evolution; design; power
take-off; commercial; multipurpose; electric; vehicle; rare-earth
free; neodymium.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Electric multipurpose vehicles

IN order to reduce environmental impact, government
legislation is pushing towards the increase of electric ve-

hicle (EV) production [1]. In addition to legal requirements,
shippers and consumers demand cleaner and safer vehicles.
This has caused a tectonic change in the automotive industry,
both knowledge, and production wise, forcing the industry
into a quick development curve. Additionally, the increasing
number of start-ups is likely to upset the economics for
the traditional original equipment manufacturers (OEM) and
suppliers.

Passenger vehicle industry is currently leading the market
development (Tesla, Nissan, Toyota, BMW), mainly because
of lighter vehicles, which require fewer batteries for traction.
On the other hand, the commercial vehicle industry is forced
to penetrate niche end-markets like medium-duty, short-haul
and last mile applications. Long-haul applications are likely
to take more time and be more sensitive to economics.

Some of the examples of short-haul applications are
electric multipurpose vehicles (eMPV) like refuse, hook-
loader or vacuum trucks. eMPVs, apart from electric traction,

This work was partially supported by the Croatian Science Foundation
under the project IP-2018-01-5822 - HYDREL.

Branko Ban and Stjepan Stipetić are affiliated with University of Zagreb,
Faculty of electrical engineering and computing (FER), Department of Elec-
tric Machines, Drives and Automation (e-mail: branko.ban@outlook.com,
stjepan.stipetic@fer.hr).

have to actuate additional body systems (usually powered by
some sort of hydraulic pump). Traditionally, this actuation
is done via diesel engine or gearbox mounted output shaft
(Fig. 1a-d), referred to as power take-off (PTO). In case
of electric trucks, to reduce space claim, weight, and price,
the additional electric machine (ePTO) can be the interface
to the hydraulic pump shaft (Fig. 1e-g). To conclude, the
commercial success of eMPV will depend on the operational
range and adaptation to different special body systems. Fig.
2 shows the most critical MPV types for PTO sizing with
performance requirements range of approx. 30-90 kW and
190-570 Nm [2].

B. ePTO machine type

Currently, due to the inherently high torque and power
density, interior rare earth permanent magnet synchronous
machines (IPM) are predominantly used for automotive trac-
tion. Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the
use of rare earth permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as
neodymium or dysprosium, has historically been a commer-
cial risk [4], [5]. Additional penalty of PM material is the risk
of demagnetization at higher temperatures. This have forced
the industry to search for the alternative electric machine
design, which will either use none or minimal amount of
rare earth material.

The alternatives which have not been in recent industry
focus are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM) [6].
These solutions rely on high reluctance torque, thus theoret-
ically needing no PM material in the rotor structure (Fig. 3).
They have relatively low material costs, higher overload
capacity (no demagnetization issues), low rotor losses and
are considered as robust [7]–[9]. On the other hand, lack of
the permanent magnetic field in the rotor is penalized with
lower torque density, lower power factor, and higher torque
ripple if no skewing is applied [10], [11]. Most OEMs have
strategy of reusing components when possible to increase
volume which leads to price reduction. The presumption is
that ePTO inverter will have the same part number as traction
inverter. The obvious conclusion is that the inverter will be
oversized for ePTO application which effectively eliminates
low power factor issue.

Considering price, overload capability and production
simplicity, SyRM can be a viable ePTO solution [12]. This

1
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Fig. 1: a) Diesel engine rear PTO mount; b) diesel engine
with mounted hydraulic pump; c) Transmission with direct
PTO mount; d) transmission with geared PTO [3]; geared
ePTO propelling hydraulic pump e) and universal joint shaft
f); direct ePTO propelling hydraulic pump g) and universal
joint shaft h).

paper will concentrate on the SyRM parametrization and
optimization for eMPV ePTO applications.

II. EPTO DESIGN

A. Peak performance requirements

Reference [12] in detail describes peak ePTO torque
requirements for different eMPV types. The decision has
been to design direct driven high torque (and low speed)
ePTO machine. Due to the hydraulic pump and diesel engine
operational characteristics, PTO operation is limited to nar-
row speed range with high torque. To reduce machine size
and adapt peak performance to tougher applications (concrete
mixer), pump operating range has been limited to:

nPTO ∈ [1500, 1700] rpm (1)

Varying PTO speed outside of the selected window with
purpose of efficiency increase would be counter productive
because of the increased pump noise and reduced volumetric
efficiency. Peak PTO operating range can be calculated with
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Fig. 2: Torque and power operational areas of some eMPVs
[2].

Fig. 3: SyRM rotor nomenclature

the assumption of pump speed range (1), and data listed in
Fig. 2. Fig. 4 illustrates different PTO operational areas in
a form of torque-speed graph. The blue line represents the
ideal peak torque envelope of ePTO machine.
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Fig. 4: Torque-speed diagram of PTO operation area for
different eMPV and ideal ePTO peak torque envelope (blue
line).

All peak performance requirements are listed in table I.
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Peak machine torque within selected speed range has been
set to Tmax = 600 Nm with required base speed nb = 1700
rpm. To expand hydraulic pump selection base for lower
torque applications (hook-loader, refuse truck), maximum
operational speed has been set to nmax = 2500 rpm. This
automatically sets maximum (non operational) over-speed
requirement to 1.2 ·nmax = 3000 rpm. Initial assumptions are
that battery voltage is UDC = 610 V with maximum inverter
phase current Is max = 310 Arms. Assumed current density is
within J ∈ [18 , 20] A/mm2 range.

TABLE I: Peak operation requirements at base speed

Description Symbol Value Unit

Base speed nb 1700 rpm
Max. operating speed nmax 2500 rpm
Max. over speed 1.2 · nmax 3000 rpm
Max. torque Tmax 600 Nm
Battery voltage UDC 610 V
Max. phase current Is max 310 Arms
RMS current density J [18 , 20] A/mm2

B. Optimization method

Nowadays, optimization algorithms enjoy high popularity
among electrical machine designers [13]–[20]. Designer’s
personal experience should not be underestimated, but due
to non-linearity and complexity of the relations between the
geometry of electrical machines and their performance, it is
commonly understood that only the mathematical optimiza-
tion can push the boundaries towards better designs.

This is especially noticeable in the problem of increasing
efficiency [21]–[24] due to worldwide legislation initiatives
[1], [25]. In the case of traction drives, high efficiency within
limited packaging space is absolute imperative [26].

According to Pellegrino [27], [28], computational load is
proportional to the geometrical complexity. This is inherently
the case for IPM and SyRM machines, leading to a high
number of optimization variables and longer optimization
time.

The utilization of the finite element method is practically
unavoidable in the case of SyRM’s due to the significant
influence of saturation in rotor barrier bridges and posts
on machine performance. Finite element analysis (FEA) is
computationally intensive and the optimization may require
thousands of calculations trough generations. Significant time
savings can be achieved if all calculations are performed
using magnetostatic simulations with fixed rotor position.
Detailed explanation of various approaches to calculation
of IPM machine parameters and performance using only
magnetostatic simulations is available in [29].

This paper uses improved version of DE algorithm de-
rived by Žarko et. al. [30] based on Lampinen’s constraint
function approach [31]–[33].

III. OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE DETAILS

The optimization of the 2D cross-section is set up as a
multi-objective problem which is mathematically defined as:

find the vector of parameters (2), subject to D parameter
boundary constraints (3) and subject to m inequality con-
straints functions (4), which will minimize (or maximize) n
objective functions (5).

~x = [x1, x2, . . . , xD], ~x ∈ RD (2)

x
(L)
i ≤ xi ≤ x

(U)
i , i = 1, . . . , D (3)

gj(~x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . ,m (4)
fk(~x) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , n (5)

The applied optimization workflow is shown in Fig. 5.
The optimization process starts with problem definition
(boundaries, constraints, objectives, model type) and a preset
of constant model parameters (slots, poles, active diameter,
etc.). FEM model solver is Motor-CAD, connected to Matlab
via ActiveX link. Matlab source-code handles black, Motor-
CAD blue and ActiveX interface red boxes on Fig. 5.

After entering the optimization loop, the following steps
are performed iteratively:

1)optimization algorithm generates vector ~x
2)variables are converted to model parameters
3)model generation
4)model solving
5)performance extraction
6)constraint and objective function calculation
7)constraints and objectives are passed to the optimiza-

tion algorithm

Fig. 5: Optimization workflow

A. Preset model

The number of slots and poles is selected to be 36/4 with 4
rotor flux barriers which yields two-layer integer slot winding
with distributed overlapping coils. This combination has a
good trade-off between inherent capability for mitigation of
torque pulsations, susceptibility to noise and possibility of
using multiple parallel paths. To maximize the torque output,
the windings have been connected in a star configuration.

Initial design is limited with constant parameters (Table
II) and peak performance at base speed (Table I). A set
of parameters which are subject to optimization are listed
in Table III, colors and numbering correspond to Fig. 6.
Independent variables have limits in square brackets (e.g.
slot corner radius can be between 1,5 and 5 mm), dependent
variables (e.g. tooth width) are calculated from constants,
multiplied with perunitized limits derived from sensitivity
analysis [34].
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All flux barriers share fillet corner radius parameter (rf ).
Maximum barrier angle (ϑmax) is calculated from end carrier
thickness (ec). Discrete variable ep specifies how many
barriers will not have a center post, always starting from most
outer barrier (1 → only the first barrier, 2 → first and second
barrier, 3 → the first, second and third barrier). The ideal
number of turns (Nc) and parallel paths (ap) for matching
the base speed are automatically calculated based on winding
feasibility [35] and ultra-fast scaling laws [36].

Fig. 6: List of parametrization variables

TABLE II: Constant parameters

No: Description Symbol Value Unit

1 Stator diameter Ds 240 mm
2 Shaft diameter Dsh 65 mm
3 Phase number Nph 3 -
4 No. of turns Nc Auto calculated -
5 Parallel paths ap Auto calculated -
6 Coil pitch yc 6 -
7 Barrier number Nbar 4 -
8 Pole pairs p 2 -
9 Slot number Ns 36 -

10 Barrier bridge wbb 0.5 mm
11 Airgap δ 0.65 mm
12 Shaft radius Dsh/2 32.5 mm
13 Barrier offset ∆r4 in 0 mm
14 Stator radius Ds/2 120 mm
15 Max. active length ls max 450 mm

B. Handling of inequality constraints

Inequality constraints normally arise from different elec-
tromagnetic, thermal, mechanical, manufacturing, economic
or standard limits such as maximum flux density in the stator
tooth, maximum magnet temperature, the maximum stress in
the rotor bridge, minimum dimensions of the magnet, the
maximum cost of the active material, maximum noise etc.
[37].

The traditional approach for handling constraint functions
uses penalty functions to penalize the solutions which violate
constraints. This principle is implemented in the form of

TABLE III: Complete list of optimization parameters

No: Description Symbol Boundaries Unit

16Stator bore Db [0.54 , 0.58]Ds mm
17Rotor radius Db−2δ

2
Calc. from 11 and 16mm

18Tooth tip depth dt [0.5 , 2] mm
19Tooth width wt [0.3 , 0.8]

(
Dbπ
Ns

− wop

)
mm

20Slot corner rad. rsc [1.5 , 5] mm
21Slot depth ds

Ds−Db
2

[0.4 , 0.7] mm
22Tooth tip angle αt [27 , 50] ◦
23Slot opening wop [2 , 3.13] mm
24Barrier post wp [0.5 , 1] mm
25End carrier ec

Db−2δ−Dsh
2

[0.08 , 0.3] mm
26Min. angle ϑmin π/p/2 [0.1 , 0.35] ◦
27Max. angle ϑmax Calc. from 25 ◦
28Fillet radius rf [0.2 , 0.5] mm
29Barrier offset ∆r1 in Variablemm
30Barrier offset ∆r1 out Variablemm
31Barrier offset ∆r2 in Variablemm
32Barrier offset ∆r2 out Variablemm
33Barrier offset ∆r3 in Variablemm
34Barrier offset ∆r3 out Variablemm
35Barrier offset ∆r4 out Variablemm
36 Exclude posts ep [1 2 3] -

weighted sums which modify each objective function. De-
spite the popularity of penalty functions, they have several
drawbacks. The main one is the requirement for careful
fine tuning of the penalty factors responsible for efficient
approach to the feasible region. In addition, this method can
suffer from problems related to poor choice of the weight
factors which can affect the convergence.

This paper uses an improved constraint function algorithm
proposed by Žarko et. al. [38].

C. Inequality constraints

Inequality constraints for this particular case are defined
in Table IV. The constraint function g1 checks rotor structural
factor of safety at maximum over-speed (1.2 · nmax).

The procedure related to constraint function g2 contains
several subfunctions designed according to ultra-fast scal-
ing laws [36]. Multiple magnetostatic FEA calculations are
conducted to find the maximum of torque vs. current phase
advance curve thus determining the optimal maximum torque
per ampere (MTPA) control angle through polynomial fit
(initial machine has one turn and one parallel path). The
machine number of turns and parallel paths is adjusted
towards required base speed. Initially, the optimization as-
sumes maximum stack length (table III, parameter ls max), if
calculated magnetostatic torque is larger than the limit, the
machine active length is reduced. If calculated torque at ls max
is less than required, the machine design does not fulfil the
constraint. Finally, stator phase current is checked to be less
than maximum inverter current, otherwise, the constraint is
not fulfilled. After this stage, all magnetostatic computations
are completed. The results are extracted and evaluated in the
following constraint functions.

Constraint g3 checks maximum stator yoke flux density,
while g4 checks maximum tooth flux density. The purpose is
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to penalize the designs with increased iron losses. g5 checks
power factor.

Finally, transient FEA calculation is performed at base
speed to determine the power factor, average torque, torque
ripple and terminal voltage (g6). The transient is run on the
skewed machine, if torque ripple (Trip,skew) is greater than
the limit, the machine does not fulfil the constraint. The
calculation includes segment with an angle of one stator slot
360◦/36 = 10◦ (mechanical degrees).

If all constraints are fullfilled, the final step is the cal-
culation of goal functions (table V). First goal (f1) is to
maximize efficiency calculated in magnetostatic conditions.
The second function (f2) maximizes torque density calculated
from transient torque with applied skewing Ttrans,skew and
active volume Vactive = (Ds/2)

2 π ls. It is important to
emphasize that the described goal functions are evaluated
simultaneously (multi-objective optimization).

TABLE IV: List of inequality constraints

No: Constraint description Symbol Limit

g1 Stress yield factor at 1.2 · nmax FOSmin ≥ 2
g2 Magnetostatic torque at nb Tstatic ≥ 600 Nm
g3 Flux density in stator yoke Bsy,max ≤ 1.6 T
g4 Flux density in stator tooth Bst,max ≤ 1.8 T
g5 Power factor cosϕmin > 0.6
g6 Torque ripple with skewing Tripple,max ≤ 10 %

TABLE V: Optimization goal functions

No: Goal function description Formula Unit

f1 Maximize efficiency η -
f2 Maximize torque density Ttrans,skew/Vactive Nm/dm3

IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

Optimization consists of 250 iterations (generations) of
DE algorithm with population size NP = 110. In total NP ·
250 = 27500 designs have been evaluated out of which 647
fulfil all constraint functions. The optimization resulted in a
Pareto front (Fig. 7), consisting of 16 designs (by definition
any front member is not dominated by any other design).
Considering that the machine has been designed for overload
condition, selection of higher torque per volume has been
prioritized over efficiency. Finally, design marked with blue
dot in Fig. 7 has been selected as the best overall member
(drawing is shown on Fig. 13a).

Considering that the machine diameter is 230 mm, with
length of 344 mm and that it has Zhukovsky flux barrier pro-
file, the machine is named EM230-344-Zhukovsky (Fig. 13a).

Only one post within the final barrier is enough to
withstand centrifugal stress. Mechanical safety factor at over-
speed conditions is FOS = 2.287 with maximum displace-
ment of 33 µm occurring within third flux carrier (Fig. 13b).
Maximum stress levels are approximately 196 MPa in the
barrier bridge area (Fig. 13c). At base speed and phase
current of 254 Arms (corresponding to current density of

18.43 A/mm2), stator saturation levels are very close to
the inequality constraint limits. Stator yoke flux density is
Bsy = 1.59 T while stator tooth flux density is Bst = 1.79
T (Fig. 13d).
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Fig. 7: Pareto front of Zhukovsky SyRM ePTO machine

V. PERFORMANCE GRAPHS

As described in section III-C, machine optimization has
been conducted in a single operating point. To extract peak
performance, EM230-344-Zhukovsky has been simulated in
Motor-LAB environment [35] at 150, 202 and 254 Arms.

Considering that magnetostatic calculations have been
used to determine the machine length and that the machine
has higher torque after running transient calculations, Motor-
LAB has calculated that the base speed at MTPA conditions
has been shifted to 1800 rpm at maximum current (instead of
the original constraint of 1700 rpm). This is not considered a
drawback because it expands the operation area of the ePTO
machine (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8: Peak torque-speed curves

It is interesting to observe that at phase current of 254
Arms phase advance is approx. 72◦ el. (due to the high
saturation) with maximum cosϕ = 0.66. If the phase current
is decreased to 150 Arms, phase advance drops to approx. 64◦

el. and maximum power factor increases to cosϕ = 0.72.
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Fig. 9: Phase advance (full line) and power factor versus
speed (dashed line)

Transient simulation (at base speed and 254 Arms) has
been conducted with the assumption of sinusoidal phase cur-
rents which yield flux linkage shown on Fig. 10. Furthermore,
the results show that unskewed machine would have very high
torque ripple (35 %), this is greatly improved by 5 segment
rotor skewing which reduces torque ripple to 4,5 % (Fig. 11).
Calculated line terminal voltage THD is 7,1 % (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 10: Phase flux during transient conditions

VI. CONCLUSION

Considering robustness, price and reliability, a syn-
chronous reluctance machine (SyRM) has been selected as
target ePTO technology. The paper presents SyRM design
and optimization via improved DE optimization algorithm.
This approach interrupts computationally intensive FEA pro-
cedures if the inequality constraint is violated, therefore
saving computational time. Furthermore, the paper shows
how to efficiently perform geometrical parametrization of
SyRM machine with the minimal number of parameters.
This approach simplifies automatic design generation and
reduces optimization time. The overall approach has been
demonstrated as a case study of design optimization of a
SyRM machine for eMPV ePTO.
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Abstract: Although rare earth materials are the critical component in high torque density permanent
magnet machines, their use has historically been a commercial risk. The alternatives that have
been in the recent industry focus are synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM). They have lower
torque density but also relatively low material cost and higher overload capability. Multi-layer
IPM and SyRM machines have significant geometric complexity, resulting in a high number of
parameters. Considering that modern machine design requires the use of optimization algorithms
with computational load proportional to the number of parameters, the whole design process can take
several days. This paper presents novel SyRM parameterization with reduced number of parameters.
Furthermore, the paper introduces the novel forced feasibility concept, applied on rotor barrier
parameters, resulting in improved optimization convergence with overall optimization time reduced
by 12.3%. Proposed approaches were demonstrated using optimization procedure based on the
existing differential evolution algorithm (DE) framework.

Keywords: electric machine; synchronous reluctance; optimization; comparison; differential-evolution;
design; electric; rare-earth free; forced feasibility

1. Introduction

To reduce environmental impact, global legislation is pushing to increase electric vehi-
cle (EV) production [1]. In addition to regulatory requirements, consumers are demanding
cleaner and safer vehicles. This has led to a tectonic shift in the automotive industry, both
in terms of knowledge and production, forcing the industry to evolve rapidly.

At the moment, passenger vehicles are leading the market development (Tesla, Toyota,
BMW), mainly because of lighter vehicles that require smaller traction batteries. On the
other hand, commercial vehicles are much heavier and require large battery capacity,
resulting in significant production costs. Therefore, the commercial vehicle industry
is forced to move into niche markets, such as medium-duty, short-haul, and last mile
applications. Long-haul vehicle development is likely to take more time and have even
more sensitive financing.

Examples of commercial vehicles suitable for SyRM adoption include electric multi-
purpose vehicles (eMPVs), such as refuse trucks, hook loader trucks, or vacuum trucks [2].
eMPVs must actuate additional body systems (usually through some type of hydraulic
pump) in addition to electric propulsion. Traditionally, this actuation is done by a diesel
engine or a gearbox-mounted output shaft referred to as power take-off (PTO). Considering
price, overload capability, and production simplicity, SyRM can be a viable ePTO solution [2,3].
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This paper presents novel SyRM parameterization with a reduced number of parame-
ters (rotor nomenclature according to Figure1). During the optimization process, infeasible
models may occur. Depending on the designer’s choice, the infeasible models can be
rejected or modified until they become feasible. The idea is that the procedure does not
discard randomly generated infeasible geometry but modifies it until feasibility is achieved
(hence the name “forced” feasibility).

Figure 1. SyRM rotor nomenclature [3].

2. SyRM Design
2.1. Peak Performance Requirements

The machine requirements in this paper are derived from Reference [3]. All peak
performance requirements are listed in Table1.

Table 1. Peak operation requirements at base speed.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Base speed nb 1700 rpm
Max. operating speed nmax 2500 rpm
Max. over speed 1.2 · nmax 3000 rpm
Max. torque Tmax 600 Nm
Battery voltage UDC 610 V
Max. phase current Is max 310 Arms
RMS current density J 18.4 A/mm2

2.2. Optimization Method

Most of the requirements for the design of electrical machines are in conflict with
each other (reduction of volume or mass, increase of efficiency, etc.). This is evident in the
problem of increasing efficiency [4–6] through global legislative initiatives [1]. For traction
drives, high efficiency in limited packaging space is an absolute imperative [7]. Therefore,
a manual design that satisfies all constraints can be an overwhelming task due to a large
number of coupled parameters that affect the performance and quality of the machine.

According to Pellegrino [8,9], the computational load increases proportionally with the
number of geometric parameters. This is inherently the case for IPM and SyRM machines,
leading to a high number of optimization variables and a longer optimization time.

Today, optimization algorithms enjoy great popularity among designers of electrical
machines [10–16]. The personal experience of the designer should not be underestimated,
but, due to the non-linearity and complexity of the relationships between the geometry of
electrical machines and their performance, it is generally believed that only mathematical
optimization can push the boundaries to better designs.

Optimization algorithms can be divided to gradient based methods and stochastic or
metaheuristic methods (PyOpt provides several open-source algorithms [17]). Gradient
type methods converge fast but have difficulties with global optima. Usually they require
feasible starting point which can be a problematic task in complex problems (Quasi Newton
method [18]). Stochastic methods are heavily used in electrical machine optimization (Pow-
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ell’s method [18], Nelder-Mead method [19]). The disadvantage is that the convergence
can last for days, and global optimum cannot be mathematically proven. On the other
hand, from engineer’s point of view, these methods can find a satisfying global result.
Popular metaheuristic methods are based on natural behavior (Evolutionary algorithm [20],
Differential evolution [21], Particle Swarm [22]).

All methods are generally set to solve a single or multi-objective problem. The goal
of design optimization is to have a chosen objective function f (~x) reach its minimum or
maximum value while keeping other engineering indices within an acceptable range [23].

The use of finite element analysis (FEA) is inevitable in the case of SyRM’s because
saturation in the rotor bridges and posts significantly affects the final performance. FEA is
computationally intensive and optimization can require thousands of calculations trough
generations. Significant time savings can be achieved if all calculations are performed
using magnetostatic simulations with fixed rotor position. Detailed explanation of differ-
ent approaches for calculation of IPM machine parameters and performance using only
magnetostatic simulations is available in Reference [24].

This paper uses an improved version of DE algorithm proposed by Žarko et al. [25]
based on Lampinen’s constraint function approach [21,26,27].

2.3. Preset Model

The number of slots and poles is chosen to be 36/4 with 4 rotor flux barriers, resulting
in a two-layer integer slot winding with distributed overlapping coils. This combination
provides a good compromise between the inherent ability to mitigate torque pulsations,
susceptibility to noise, and the ability to use multiple parallel paths.

The ideal number of turns per coil (Nc) and parallel paths (ap) for matching the base
speed is automatically calculated based on winding feasibility [28] and ultra-fast scaling
laws [29].

The goal of this paper is to prove that the forced feasibility approach (which will be
discussed in later sections) yields a shorter optimization time. Considering that the selected
machine has a relatively large number of parameters, all non-rotor parameters are taken
from the optimized machine design in Reference [3] (Table2). In addition, the initial design
is constrained by peak performance requirements at the base speed (Table1).

A set of parameters which are subject to optimization are listed in Table3; colors and
numbering in Tables2and3correspond to Figure2.

Figure 2. List of parametrization variables.
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Table 2. Constant parameters.

No: Symbol Description Value Unit

1 Ds Stator diameter 240 mm
2 Dsh Shaft diameter 65 mm
3 Nph Phase number 3 -
4 Nc No. of turns Auto calculated -
5 ap Parallel paths Auto calculated -
6 yc Coil pitch 6 -
7 Nbar Barrier number 4 -
8 p Pole pairs 2 -
9 Ns Slot number 36 -

10 wbb Barrier bridge 0.500 mm
11 δ Airgap 0.650 mm
12 Dsh/2 Shaft radius 32.500 mm
13 ∆r4 in Barrier offset 0 mm
14 Ds/2 Stator radius 120 mm
15 ls max Active length 344.141 mm
16 Db Stator bore136.751mm
17 Db−2δ

2 Rotor radius67.725mm
18 dt Tooth tip depth0.857mm
19 wt Tooth width6.874mm
20 rsc Slot corner rad.1.588mm
21 ds Slot depth25.491mm
22 αt Tooth tip angle31.699 ◦
23 wop Slot opening2.935mm
24 wp Barrier post0.511mm
25 ec End carrier3.122mm
26 ϑmin Min. angle15.069 ◦
27 ϑmax Max. angle42.383 ◦
28 r f Fillet radius0.240mm

Table 3. Complete list of optimization parameters.

No: Symbol Description Boundaries Unit

29 ∆r1 in Barrier offset [0 1] mm
30 ∆r1 out Barrier offset [0 1] mm
31 ∆r2 in Barrier offset [0 1] mm
32 ∆r2 out Barrier offset [0 1] mm
33 ∆r3 in Barrier offset [0 1] mm
34 ∆r3 out Barrier offset [0 1] mm
35 ∆r4 out Barrier offset [0 1] mm

3. Automated Geometry Construction

Any optimization requires automatic design generation. As mentioned earlier, a higher
number of optimization variables is associated with a longer optimization time.
Gamba et al. [30] have shown that three variables per barrier (3 · k, where k is the number of
barriers) is the appropriate number of parameters to use for a fast yet accurate description
of multi-barrier SyRM. To reduce this even further, the 2+ (2 · k− 1) alternative is proposed
in this paper. Several rotor barrier types are commonly used in SyRM design: circular,
hyperbolic, fluid (Zhukovsky), segmented, etc. (open-source SyRE project offers more
details and instructions on geometry generation [31]).

Within this paper, barrier line profiles (Figure2) are derived from conformal mapping
theory and the Zhukovsky airflow potential formulation [30,31]. This was originally
developed to describe the flow paths of fluids channeled by two infinite plates forming an
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angle π/p, and a plug centered at the origin of the reference frame (p is the number of pole
pairs). In the solid rotor context, the plug represents the non-magnetic shaft with a radius of
Dsh/2. Equations (1) and (2) express the magnetic field potential lines in parametric form.

C(ϑ, r, ∆r) = sin(pϑ)

(
r+∆r
Dsh/2

)2p
− 1

(
r+∆r
Dsh/2

)p , (1)

r(ϑ, C) =
Dsh

2

p

√√√√C +
√

C2 + 4 sin2(pϑ)

2 sin(pϑ)
; 0 ≥ ϑ ≥ π/p. (2)

3.1. Single Barrier Construction

The first step in creating the flux barrier is to select the point Ek in polar coordinates.
Ek consists of two components, the radial component rk = (Db − 2δ)/2 − wbb, which has
a fixed value, and the variable angle ϑk (5). The centerline parameter Ck is computed
by solving the Equation (6). Virtual center barrier line is then computed by solving
Equation (7). It is important to note that the angle vector should be generated in the
range ϑ ∈

[
ϑk − π

2p , ϑk

]
; otherwise, if the angle is close to π

2p , the radial component will
be weighted to infinity, leading to a computational error. The point Gk (8) is the center
barrier coordinate (always lies at angle π

2p ) and a reference point for calculating the inner
and outer barrier line.

The barrier is constructed from a virtual centerline, which is modified by adding
offsets ∆rin and ∆rout to form inner and outer flux lines (Figure3). Offsets in millimeters
are calculated from per-unitized input offset parameters according to expressions (4), (3),
where dkin and dkout represent distance between Gk points according to Figure4.

[mm]︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆rkout =

Per unit ∈ [0 1]︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆r

′
kout

·dkout , (3)

[mm]︷︸︸︷
∆rkin =

Per unit ∈ [0 1]︷︸︸︷
∆r

′
kin

·dkin , (4)

Ek = rk ϑk, (5)

Ck(ϑk, rk, ∆r = 0), (6)

rk

(
ϑ ∈

[
ϑk −

π

2p
, ϑk

]
, Ck

)
, (7)

Gk = r
(

π

2p
, Ck

)
π
2p . (8)

The next step in the construction of the barrier is to compute Ckout (9) and Ckin (11), which
completely define the equations of the inner and outer barriers. Solving the Equation (2) = rk
with the arguments Ckin , Ckout gives the intersection point angles ϑkin , ϑkout . The last step is
the calculation of barrier lines rout (10) and rin (12) over the given angles.

Ckout

(
π

2p
, rGk , ∆rkout

)
, (9)

rout

(
ϑ ∈

[
ϑkout −

π

2p
, ϑkout

]
, Ckout

)
, (10)

Ckin

(
π

2p
, rGk ,−∆rkin

)
, (11)

rin

(
ϑ ∈

[
ϑkin −

π

2p
, ϑkin

]
, Ckin

)
. (12)
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Figure 3. Construction of single barrier.

Figure 4. Construction of all flux barriers.

3.2. Construction of All Rotor Flux Barriers

The previous section described the flux barrier construction based on three parameters:
variable angle ϑk, inner (∆rin) and outer (∆rout) barrier offsets. If all barriers were con-
structed according to this principle, the total parameter number would be 3 · k. Considering
that center virtual barrier line is not part of the final barrier, there is a way to reduce the
total number of parameters. Two angles, ϑmin and ϑmax, indicate the allowed center barrier
line range. Depending on the number of barriers k, they define angles ϑ1..k with equidistant
angular offsets ∆ϑr defining points E1..k used to construct each virtual center barrier line
(Figure4). To make the procedure robust, and to avoid clashes with the shaft, final barrier
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(closest to the shaft) inner offset value is always zero. This procedure reduces the total
number of barrier parameters to 2 + (2 · k − 1). The constant 2 refers to the parameters
ϑmin and ϑmax, −1 refers to the constant ∆rfinal in = 0, which can be removed from the total
number of parameters.

The choice of equidistant virtual flux line angle offset (∆ϑr) might appear to be a
design-limiting constraint, but this is not the case. The virtual lines are used only as
a reference for calculating the inner and outer barriers. Only in the special case, they
represent flux barrier middle line when ∀∆rkout = ∀∆rkin . Optimization results proved that
∀∆rkout 6= ∀∆rkin (Table4). Furthermore, ∀∆rkout 6= 0 and ∀∆rkin 6= 0 (except in the final
barrier, where ∆rfinal in = 0 by default). This proves that the assumption of equidistant
virtual line offset angles has no effect on the final rotor design and can be used in the case
of the Zhukovsky flux barrier type.

Table 4. Optimized rotor parameters and final result comparison.

Random Generated Forced Feasibility

Result Unit 89 91 106 132 160 AVG 77 87 88 94 132 AVG

∆r1 in mm 2.26 1.29 1.64 1.87 2.51 1.91 2.53 2.58 2.75 1.26 2.76 2.37
∆r1 out mm 0.46 1.00 1.24 0.87 0.37 0.79 0.54 0.39 0.03 0.79 0.42 0.43
∆r2 in mm 2.06 2.13 1.77 1.70 1.00 1.73 1.40 1.30 0.81 1.03 2.12 1.33
∆r2 out mm 1.18 1.80 1.70 1.36 1.46 1.50 1.05 1.36 1.73 2.50 0.56 1.44
∆r3 in mm 2.91 2.11 2.69 2.15 3.07 2.59 2.98 1.76 1.99 2.36 1.29 2.08
∆r3 out mm 1.45 1.71 1.24 1.87 2.06 1.67 1.85 1.95 2.19 2.10 2.30 2.08
∆r4 out mm 3.73 4.52 4.26 4.58 3.41 4.10 3.64 4.71 4.41 4.23 4.65 4.33 Diff. [%]

η - 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.00
Ttrans,skew Nm 603.7 602.9 603.3 603.6 603.2 603.3 604.1 605.2 604.5 604.0 604.9 604.5 0.20

Bsy,max T 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.59 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 0.00
Bst,max T 1.79 1.79 1.80 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.79 1.80 1.79 0.00
cos ϕ - 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.00
Tripple % 2.65 3.25 1.64 1.72 3.46 2.54 2.88 2.86 2.41 1.93 2.89 2.59 1.95

4. Optimization Procedure Details

The optimization of the 2D cross-section is set up as a single-objective problem mathe-
matically defined as: Find the vector of parameters (13), subject to D parameter boundary
constraints (14) and subject to m inequality constraint functions (15), which will maximize
objective function (16).

~x = [x1, x2, . . . , xD], ~x ∈ RD, (13)

x(L)
i ≤ xi ≤ x(U)

i , i = 1, . . . , D (14)

gj(~x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , m, (15)

max f (~x). (16)

The applied optimization workflow is shown in Figure5. The optimization process
starts with the problem definition (boundaries, constraints, objectives, etc.) and a preset of
constant parameters (slots, poles, active diameter, etc.).

After entering the optimization loop, the following steps are performed iteratively:

1.the optimization algorithm generates the vector ~x (optimization variables);
2.variables are converted to model parameters;
3.model is generated based on the model parameters;
4.model is solved;
5. performance is extracted from the solution (values for constraints and objective

functions are calculated from the solution);
6.data is passed to the optimization algorithm.
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Single-objective optimization has only one objective function, which may have mul-
tiple variables and scaling factors. When the optimization converges, the value of the
objective function saturates around a certain value. Without stopping criteria, the objective
function will improve in infinitesimal steps for a very long time without any significant
design improvement. In this paper, the following stopping criteria are used: after each
generation, the last four objective function increments f1..4 are checked; if the difference
between f1 and f4 is less than 0.2%, the optimization is stopped; otherwise, it continues
until the 160th generation.

5. Model and Solution Feasibility

In optimization problems, the notion of feasibility is related to the acceptance criteria
of the solution. A solution is declared feasible if it satisfies certain criteria (15). The feasibil-
ity of a solution implies that a solution exists, i.e., the problem or model that provides this
solution is solvable. During the optimization process, models may occur that are not solv-
able. These models have no solution and can be declared infeasible without solving them,
which can decrease computational burden in the case of FEA-based solver. The models
that are not solvable are declared as infeasible considering the model feasibility criteria.

Figure 5. Optimization workflow.

5.1. Geometrical Feasibility

A special subset of model feasibility criteria is geometric feasibility, which charac-
terizes whether the model geometry satisfies certain criteria (e.g., mechanical integrity,
physicality, overlaps, etc.). In some cases, trying to solve a geometrically infeasible model
with external solvers can lead to a crash of the whole optimization routine, a problem that
highlights the need for detection methods to deal with geometrically infeasible models
(e.g., barrier 1 (blue) collides with barrier 2 (yellow), the overlap is marked in red, Figure
6c).

To avoid the construction of such an invalid model, a geometric feasibility procedure
can be performed within the optimization algorithm for each candidate vector. Regardless
of the method of handling and detecting geometric infeasibility, it is always beneficial to
reduce the occurrence of infeasible models. The simplest method for reducing the occurrence
of geometrically infeasible models is to introduce lower and upper parameter bounds, which
can be in the form of linear (Figure7a), non-linear function bounds (Figure7b) , or complex
bounds (Figure7c).

For simple problems, the introduction of bounds can completely avoid the occurrence
of infeasible models, while for complex problems it reduces the probability of the occurrence
of the infeasible candidates. For this reason, optimization algorithms must include a
method for dealing with geometrically infeasible candidates.

In general, a geometrically infeasible candidate is discarded while the new candidate
takes its place. To generate a replacement candidate, Žarko et al. [25,32] randomly initialize
the entire parameter set (13) until a geometrically feasible replacement candidate appears.
The drawback of this method is a possible rejection of candidates with some good properties.
Moreover, this method may lead to slow convergence to the optimal solution if the optimal
candidate is on the boundary of the feasible space.

The alternative approach is forced feasibility, where each infeasible design is subjected
to parameter modification until feasibility is achieved (i.e., barrier 1 (blue) and barrier 2
(yellow) are modified until the candidate achieves the specified flux carrier width wgoal,
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Figure6d). This approach requires smart parametrization with minimum feasibility con-
straints and can potentially be extremely complex. On the other hand, potential benefits
include reduced optimization time (no need to wait for a random feasible design to emerge)
and faster convergence to the final result. The substitution of infeasible candidates is
implemented in the form of a projection onto the feasible space (Figure7d).

Projection operator can be mathematically written as:

P = min[(~xorig −~xnew) · Q(~xorig −~xnew)
T ], (17)

Q =




q1 0 · · · 0
0 q2 · · · 0
...

...
. . .

...
0 0 · · · qD


, (18)

∀~xnew ∈ RD

where ~xorig represents parameter vector of original, geometrically infeasible candidate,
~xnew is its geometrically feasible replacement/alternative, and Q is weighting matrix (18) in
which its coefficients control the projection path (1, 2, and 3 in Figure7d). If all coefficients
satisfy q1..D = 1, projection is orthogonal, and the new geometrically feasible candidate is
closest to the original infeasible candidate.

Figure 6. Empirical flux carrier width range (a); feasibility check parameters (b); infeasible geometry
(c) and forced feasibility (d).
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1
2 3

Figure 7. Optimization function bounds: (a) simple, (b) non-linear, and (c) complex. Candidate
projection on feasible space (d).

5.2. Forced Feasibility Algorithm

For simplicity, the functionality is explained using two barrier SyRM (Figure6b–
d). The first step is geometry generation based on the parameterization approach from
Section3(Algorithm1: ln:1–5). The next step is to compute the variables dk−1,k, wk−1,k, wgoal
(Figure6b) and check whether the infeasibility condition is satisfied (Algorithm1: ln:11).
The design may be infeasible for one of two reasons: there is a barrier conflict (wk−1,k ≤ 0)
or the flux carrier width is too small (wk−1,k ≤ wgoal). If not feasible (Figure6c), proceed to
forcing feasibility (Algorithm2).

The purpose of the force feasibility function (Algorithm2: ln:1) is to provide the cur-
rent position information of the barrier (wgoal, dk−1,k, ∆rkout , ∆rk−1in

, Figure6b) and provide
minimally modified barrier offsets (∆r′kout

, ∆r′k−1in
), defining a new feasible design (Figure

6d). The minimal deviation is secured via MATLAB function FMINCON function [33].
FMINCON default input parameters are listed in Algorithm2: ln:2–7, where xc represents
the current barrier offset vector.

During the search, FMINCON iteratively calls COSTFCN, which is responsible for
the convergence of the search (calculates the deviation of the generated x and the initial
offset vector xc), and CONSTRAINTFCN which calculates the deviation of the generated flux
carrier width (w) from the carrier width (wgoal). When the algorithm converges, FMINCON

returns ∆r′kout
, ∆r′k−1in

, and a new feasible geometry is generated (Figure6d).
In summary, when the system detects an infeasible case, such as in the example shown

in Figure6b, where 1st and 2nd barriers overlap, ∆r2out and ∆r1in are iteratively modified
until flux carrier width wgoal is reached (Figure6d). This prevents the generation of too
thin or too wide barrier geometries and improves the optimization procedure. The flux
carrier width is randomly generated according to the equation wgoal = dk−1,k/Rwk in
the range Rwk = [1.561, 1.88] (Figure6a). The range is empirically derived from several
optimized designs.
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Algorithm 1 Check feasibility function
1: Get:
2: rG1..k . Virtual barrier mid points
3: ∆r1..kout . Barrier outer offsets
4: ∆r1..kin

. Barrier inner offsets
5: Rw1..k → Rnd([1.561, 1.88]) . Flux carrier width goal ratios
6: function CHECKFEASIBILITY
7: for k=2:Nbarriers do

. Calculate distance between virtual barrier mid points
8: dk−1,k = rGk−1

− rGk

. Calculate flux carrier width
9: wk−1,k = (rGk−1

− ∆rk−1in
)− (rGk + ∆rkout )

. Calculate minimal flux carrier width
10: wgoal = dk−1,k/Rwk

11: if wk−1,k ≤ 0 or wk−1,k ≤ wgoal then
. Barriers are not feasible, force feasibility

12: function FORCEFEASIBILITY(
wgoal, dk−1,k, ∆rkout , ∆rk−1in

)
13: . . .
14: return ∆r′kout

, ∆r′k−1in

Algorithm 2 Force feasibility function

1: function FORCEFEASIBILITY
2: A, B, Aeq, Beq = [ ] . empty FMINCON parametes
3: opt → default . Use default FMINCON options
4: lb = [0 0] . Lower minimization bounds
5: ub = [dk−1,k dk−1,k] . Uppper minimization bounds
6: x0 = 0.5 · ub . Initial guess
7: xc = [∆rkout ∆rk−1in

] . Minimization goal

. Find a solution which satisfies constraints and minimally changes input parameters xc via
FMINCON function

8: function FMINCON(COSTFCN, x0, B, Aeq, Beq, lb, ub,CONSTRAINTFCN, wgoal, dk−1,k, xc, opt,
k)

. FMINCON iteratively calls COSTFCN, CONSTRAINTFCN and returns values which satisfy
the constraint(s) with minimal deviation from current offset vector xc

9: . . .
10: return ∆r′kout

, ∆r′k−1in

11: function COSTFCN(x, xc, k)
. COSTTFCN is responsible for result search convergence

12: f = (x − xc).2

13: F = Sum( f )
14: return F

15: function CONSTRAINTFCN(x, wgoal, dk−1,k)
. CONSTRAINTFCN calculates the deviation of generated flux carrier width from the goal

width

16: x(1) → ∆rkout

17: x(2) → ∆rk−1in

18: w =
(
rGk−1

+ x(2)
)
−

(
rGk + x(1)

)

19: = dk−1,k − x(1)− x(2)
20: P = wgoal − w

21: return P

22: return ∆r′kout
, ∆r′k−1in
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Overall, this system does not discard randomly generated infeasible geometry, but mod-
ifies it until feasibility is achieved (hence the name “forced” feasibility). A similar procedure
can be implemented for any problem that can be described by smooth analytic functions
implemented as user-defined CONSTRAINTFCN.

5.3. Handling of Inequality Constraints

Inequality constraints usually arise from various electromagnetic, thermal, mechanical,
manufacturing, economic, or normative limits, such as maximum flux density in the stator
tooth, maximum magnet temperature, maximum stress in the rotor bridge, minimum
magnet dimensions, maximum active material cost, maximum noise, etc. [32].

The traditional approach to constraint handling uses penalty functions to penalize the
solutions that violate the constraints. This principle is implemented in terms of weighted
sums that modify each objective function. Despite the popularity of penalty functions,
they have several drawbacks. The most important is the need for careful fine-tuning of
the penalty factors responsible for efficiently approximating the feasible range. Moreover,
this method may suffer from problems related to poor choice of weighting factors, which
may affect convergence. In this paper, we use an improved constraint function algorithm
developed by Žarko et al. [34].

Inequality constraints for this particular case are defined in Table5. The constraint
function g1 checks rotor structural factor of safety at maximum over-speed (1.2 · nmax).

Table 5. List of inequality constraints.

No: Constraint Description Symbol Limit

g1 Stress yield factor at 1.2 · nmax FOSmin ≥2
g2 Magnetostatic torque at nb Tstatic ≥600 Nm
g3 Flux density in stator yoke Bsy,max ≤1.6 T
g4 Flux density in stator tooth Bst,max ≤1.8 T
g5 Power factor cos ϕmin >0.6
g6 Torque ripple with skewing Tripple,max ≤10 %

The procedure related to constraint function g2 contains several subfunctions designed
according to ultra-fast scaling laws [29]. Multiple magnetostatic FEA calculations are per-
formed to find the maximum torque versus current phase advance curve and to determine
the optimal maximum torque-per-ampere (MTPA) control angle by polynomial fitting (the
input machine has one turn per coil and one parallel path). The number of turns per coil
and the number parallel paths of the machine is then matched to the required base speed.
The optimization initially assumes a fixed stack length (Table2, parameter ls max). If the
calculated torque at ls max is smaller than required, the machine design does not satisfy
the constraint. Finally, it is checked whether the stator phase current is smaller than the
maximum inverter current; otherwise, the constraint is not satisfied. After this step, all
magnetostatic calculations are completed. The results are extracted and evaluated in the
following constraint functions. Constraint g3 checks the maximum stator yoke flux density,
while g4 checks the maximum tooth flux density. The purpose is to penalize the high
saturation and the designs with increased iron losses.

Finally, a transient FEA calculation is performed at base speed to determine the power
factor, average torque, torque ripple, and terminal voltage. Constraint g5 checks the power
factor.The primary goal in this ePTO optimization case study was maximization of the
average torque, while torque ripple was of secondary importance, therefore being handled
in the constraint (g6). As a torque-ripple mitigation option, a rotor skew was selected.
Skewing angle is one stator slot or 360◦/36 = 10◦ mechanical degrees [35]. Without loss of
generality, other more affordable, or more practical, torque-ripple mitigation techniques
can be applied to this problem [36,37]. In addition, torque ripple can be included as another
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optimization objective so that the design trade-off is made on the Pareto front of torque
versus torque ripple.

If all constraints are satisfied, the final step is to compute the objective function
f (19). η is the efficiency, and Ttrans,skew is the transient torque with applied rotor skew.
The constants 700 and 0.96 represent scaling coefficients, which are used for combining
torque and efficiency within a single objective function. Furthermore, these values are
important for proper optimization convergence and were intentionally chosen to be larger
than the peak torque and efficiency at the base speed to constrain the objective function to
values ≤ 2 (important for the final comparison of the optimization convergence of forced
feasibility and randomly generated geometries).

f =
Ttrans,skew

700
+

η

0.96
. (19)

6. Optimization Results

Five consecutive optimization runs of the DE algorithm with population size NP = 24
of geometries generated both randomly and with forced feasibility were performed (results
in Tables4and6).

To reduce optimization time and compare both approaches, most of the design parame-
ters were taken from a previously optimized design [3]. Twenty-eight parameters were frozen
(Table2) , and only 7 parameters were used for optimization (Table3). This trade-off yields
the same average objective function result (difference is +0.05%).

The average number of generations required to achieve convergence in the random
generation case is 115.6, and 95.6 in the forced feasibility case, which is a reduction of 17.3%.
In addition, in terms of computation time, the average convergence of forced feasibility is
3.34 h shorter (12.3% reduction).

When comparing the average torque results (Ttrans,skew), both approaches yield prac-
tically the same outcome (Table4). The remaining results ( η, Bsy,max, Bst,max, cos ϕ, Tripple)
are identical for forced feasibility and random generation. This is expected for two reasons:
most of the parameters were taken from Reference [3], and the optimization algorithm
is the same. Finally, the identical results confirm that forced feasibility does not affect
negatively the optimization outcome.

Table 6. Optimization results.

Random Generated Forced Feasibility

Generation f t [h] Generation f t [h]

89 1.8129 20.3 77 1.8136 18.9
91 1.8124 21.2 87 1.8145 21.2

106 1.8128 24.9 88 1.8132 21.9
132 1.8128 31.5 94 1.8133 23.8
160 1.8124 37.5 132 1.8133 32.9

Average Average

115.6 1.81266 27.08 95.6 1.81358 23.74

Table4summarizes the optimized rotor parameters for both optimization approaches.
As mentioned earlier, the most important result is the fact that all parameters are greater
than zero (neither the inner nor the outer blocking line sticks to the virtual centerline) and
∀∆rkout 6= ∀∆rkin . All optimized cross sections are shown in Figure8, which confirms that
the position of the centerline of the virtual barriers does not affect the optimization result.
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Figure 8. Comparison of optimized geometries in case of random generated and forced
feasibility approach.

7. Conclusions

This paper demonstrates a novel automatic design procedure of SyRM rotor with mini-
mum number of geometric parameters, which simplifies the design generation and reduces
the optimization time. The presented procedure is implemented into an existing single
objective DE optimization algorithm framework which interrupts evaluation of constraint
functions when the inequality constraint is violated, thus saving computation time.

The second paper contribution is the introduction of novel forced feasibility concept
which improves optimization convergence proved by successive comparative optimization
runs with randomly generated rotor barrier geometries. The results show that properly
implemented forced feasibility leads to a further reduction in optimization time (12.3%
shorter).

The machine design originally presented in Reference [3] has 21 optimization vari-
ables. The entire optimization process took 7 days. Without the forced feasibility method,
the process would be 12.3% longer (approximately 1 additional day). Considering that the
optimization time is proportional to the number of parameters (i.e., a two- layer V-shape PM
machine may have 44 parameters), it can be concluded that the total calculation time can be
significantly reduced by using forced feasibility approach on different machine topologies.

Author Contributions: This paper is a continuation of the paper “Design and Optimization of
Synchronous Reluctance Machine for actuation of Electric Multi-purpose Vehicle Power Take-Off”
submitted for ICEM 2020 conference. B.B. created a preset model and automated geometry scripting
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to support single-objective optimization, which is easier to evaluate in terms of forced feasibility
impact on optimization time reduction. B.B. adapted the original code developed by S.S., simulated
the results, and prepared all tables and figures. S.S. supervised the process and formulated the
contributions. T.J. worked on the mathematical formulation of the forced feasibility and the practical
implementation of the algorithm through the MATLAB fmincon minimization function. All authors
have read and agreed to the published version of the manuscript
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Abstract: The first step in the synchronous reluctance machine design is the selection of rotor flux
barrier type. The literature provides various barrier construction methods with a common goal
of reducing parametric complexity. However, too excessive simplification can lead to decreased
performance, while overly complex geometries tend to increase optimization time. This paper
presents a set of novel flux barrier construction methods with an increased degree of freedom and
minimal geometrical complexity. The paper proposes four topologies based on circular, hyperbolic,
and original Zhukovsky lines. When considering parametrization complexity, the original Zhukovsky
type is the simplest, but it has barrier depth limitations. Other topologies have equal complexity. The
paper proposes a novel Modified Zhukovsky variable depth type based on geometrical conformal
mapping of the original Zhukovsky lines. The step-by-step construction of each topology is presented
in a form of pseudo-code with detailed comments and illustrations. Overall, the presented research
provides a valuable starting point for the designer who wants to investigate different smooth rotor
barrier topologies.

Keywords: synchronous reluctance; barrier comparison; rotor topology; conformal mapping; optimization

1. Introduction

In recent years, the synchronous reluctance machine (SyRM) has become commercially
viable as a high-efficiency alternative to induction (IM) and interior permanent magnet
machines (IPM). The main benefit of the SyRM is that the rotor has no squirrel cage,
windings or magnets, just electric steel plates forming a rotor package.

Due to the highest torque and power density, interior rare earth permanent magnet
synchronous machines (IPM) are preferred for automotive traction. On the other hand, the
use of rare earth permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as neodymium or dysprosium,
has historically been a commercial risk [1,2].

Currently, there is no commercial use of synchronous reluctance machines (SyRM) for
automotive traction, but having in mind the market uncertainties and potential production
cost reduction, they represent a possible alternative [3,4].

On the other hand, commercial vehicles apart from electric traction, have to actuate
additional body systems (usually powered by some sort of hydraulic pump). The interface
towards external systems is referred as electric power take-off (e-PTO). Considering that
the e-PTO needs to be reliable, robust, and cheap, SyRM is the preferred alternative [5–7].

In recent decades, SyRM research has focused on improving the rotor barrier design,
minimizing the torque ripple, and increasing the power factor [8]. Literature provides
references to several barrier topologies: circular [9,10], hyperbolic [11,12], Zhukovsky fluid
type [13,14], segmented, etc. Open-source SyRE project offers more details and instructions
on geometry generation [15].

The common goal in barrier construction strategy is the reduction of parametric com-
plexity. However, too simplified rotor topologies can lead to decreased performance, while
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too complex geometries yield better performance, but also tend to increase optimization
time (increase is proportional to the parametric complexity).

By merging both approaches, this paper presents a set of flux barrier construction
methods with an increased degree of freedom and minimal parametric complexity, based
on non-dimensional rotor parameters.

Considering that sharp edges tend to cause mechanical issues at high rotational speeds,
only barrier topologies based on smooth analytical functions have been analyzed (circular,
hyperbolic, and Zhukovsky).

By definition, Zhukovsky barrier lines are streamlines and cannot be analytically
modified to secure variable barrier depth, in this case, conformal mapping is used to
create a novel Modified Zhukovsky barrier type with variable depth lines. The following
chapters will demonstrate automated barrier design and related pseudo-code for the
following topologies:

1.Circular variable depth (CrVD), Figure1b
2.Variable eccentricity hyperbolic (HyVE), Figure1c
3.Original Zhukovsky (Zh), Figure1d (red)
4.Modified Zhukovsky variable depth (MZhVD), Figure1d (blue).

Figure 1. (a) SyRM terminology; SyRM rotor barrier types: (b) Circular variable depth; (c) Hyperbolic
variable eccentricity; (d) Modified Zhukovsky (blue), original Zhukovsky (red).

2. Geometric Feasibility

The term feasibility usually refers to the solution and means that the solution satisfies
all the given constraints. There is another type of feasibility called geometric or model feasibil-
ity. A geometrically feasible model is valid for solving if: there are no overlapping edges,
negative lengths, or non-conventional geometric relations that will inevitably produce
issues after optimization starts.

This is especially important when using template-based design software. The genera-
tion of such a non-valid model can be avoided in several ways (e.g., barrier 1 (blue) collides
with barrier 2 (yellow), the collision is marked in red, Figure2a). In the first case, the
complete set of optimization parameters is initialized until geometric feasibility is achieved
[16].

The alternative is forced feasibility, where each infeasible design is subjected to param-
eter modification until feasibility is reached, e.g., barrier 1 (blue) and barrier 2 (yellow) are
modified until the minimum flux carrier width wc min is reached, Figure2b [7].

The final approach is to secure that the design is always feasible.
The example is a SyRM with three hyperbolic barriers where barrier depth is varied

by hyperbolic eccentricity of each inner and outer barrier line (Figure3b).
In some cases, the complete freedom in varying the eccentricity causes the inner and

outer barrier collision (Figure3a), which inevitably leads to infeasible designs.
On the other hand, if the designer wants to ensure feasibility, one solution is to

parametrize the eccentricity of each outer barrier line relative to the eccentricity of each
inner barrier, e.g., (1).
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e3 in ∈ [1.2 1.3] e3 out ∈ [e3 in 1.35] (1)

e2 in ∈ [e3 out 1.4] e2 out ∈ [e2 in 1.45]

e1 in ∈ [e2 out 1.5] e1 out ∈ [e1 in 1.55]

Unfortunately, this option generates constantly changing parameter limits, which can
lead to a suboptimal design. Considering the specifics of the SyRM rotor, the rotor geometry
can be defined to always yield a feasible design thus achieving absolute feasibility. Instead
of directly using eccentricities as parameters, a better approach is to use dimensionless
inner and outer barrier depth parameters (Din, Dout ∈ [0, 1]) for indirect calculation of
respective eccentricities. The following text provides detailed instructions on absolutely
feasible rotor construction with the corresponding pseudo-code which accepts any pole
and barrier number.

Figure 2. Infeasible geometry (a) and forced feasibility (b).

Figure 3. Illustration of infeasible (a) and feasible geometry (b).

3. Design Automation

The following figures are drawn for illustrative purposes and valid for a three barrier
rotor (k = 3), naming and description of all parameters is explained in Table1. Vector
variables are bolded, e.g., R is a variable vector, while R represents a scalar variable.

The initial step in rotor construction (Figure4a) is to specify number of pole pairs ( p),
rotor barriers (k) and barrier bridge thickness (wbb). The user then specifies dimensionless
ϑmin, ϑmax ∈ [0, 1] (Table1, 18–19). Temporary construction points vector E1..k temp is then
created with equidistant angular spacing ∆ϑr = (ϑmax − ϑmin)/k. Barrier notch point
(En) is defined via additional parameter ϑnotch (Table1, 20) relative to ϑmin with radial
component equal to rotor radius. Note that the entire geometry is initially constructed in
vertical manner (center pole axis is at the angle of 90◦).
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Figure 4. Rotor barrier construction procedure. Initial rotor construction step (a); Construction of
inner and outer barrier line starting points (b); calculation of barrier intersection points (c); calculation
of barrier vertices (d); vertex mirroring (e); rotation around center and addition of barrier fillets (f);

The second step (Figure4b) is the construction of inner and outer barrier line starting
points (Ein, Eout). The points are calculated relative to E1..k temp, based on additional set of
dimensionless parameters ϑ1..k in, ϑ1..k out ∈ [0, 1] (Table1, 6–11).

The third step is rotation around the center point by the specified angle (in this case
α1 = −π/2). Barrier line starting points Ein, Eout, En (and additional depth parameters
Din, Dout, Dn depending of the barrier type) are forwarded to the selected construction
function which calculates barrier line intersection points (xin, xout). The intersection points
are calculated based on depth parameters and feasibility conditions listed in Figure4c .
The function returns all inner and outer barrier line vertices (Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn),
Figure4d.

The next step is mirroring line vertices around the horizontal axis (Figure4e).
The final step is the rotation around the center point by the angle αF = π/(2p). Barrier

fillets (r1..kin , r1..kout ∈ [0, 1], Table1, 12–17) responsible for securing mechanical integrity
of the rotor are added to the geometry, and final rotor geometry is exported as to the FEA
tool (Figure4f). Adding precise fillets to the discrete lines is a complex problem which is
planned to be explained in the future publications. Detail barrier construction steps from
Figure4b–d are discussed in the following sections.
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Table 1. Example list of design parameters. Color coding is according to Fig.4variables.

No: Description Symbol Value/Range Unit

1 Rotor diameter Dr 100 mm
2 Shaft diameter Dsh 54 mm
3 Barrier number k 3 -
4 Pole pairs p 2 -
5 Barrier bridge wbb 0.3 mm

6Point angle in ϑ1in [0.2 , 0.5] -
7Point angle out ϑ1out 0-
8Point angle in ϑ2in [0 , 0.3] -
9Point angle out ϑ2out [0 , 0.2] -

10Point angle in ϑ3in 0-
11Point angle out ϑ3out [0 , 0.5] -

12–14Corner rad. in r1..kin [0 , 1] -
15–17Corner rad. out r1..kout [0 , 1] -

18Min. angle ϑmin [0.15 , 0.3] -
19Max. angle ϑmax [0.9 , 0.95] -
20Notch angle ϑn [0.1 , 1] -

22–24Barrier depths in D1..kin [0.2 , 1] -
25–27Barrier depths out D1..kout [0.2 , 1] -

28Notch depth Dn [0 , 1] -

Barrier Depth Variation

Considering that the barrier width has a substantial impact on the machine perfor-
mance, this section will explain how inner and outer barrier depth coefficients affect each
of the studied topologies, with a simplified presumption of equal line starting points.

Width of the each barrier depends on initial inner and outer line starting points
Ein, Eout, and depth coefficients Din, Dout. Depending on the depth parameter combination,
barrier width can be variable, or uniform. Uniform width is a special case where CrVD
barriers are concentric (Figure5a, green). HyVE barriers can be approximately uniform
when they have equal eccentricity (Figure5b, green). These variants are included in CrVD
and HyVE pseudo-code, and will not be studied in detail.

In general, CrVD and HyVE depth variation is unconstrained resulting in variable
barrier width (Figure5a,b, blue).

Zh barrier type (Figure5c) is a special case because it does not support any depth
variation. Barrier line depths are defined directly from starting points and cannot be
modified. In order to explore the possible benefits of depth variation, Zh type has been
modified as MZhVD where barrier depths have full freedom (Figure5d).

An example of different barrier line depth parameter combinations is provided in the
(Table2).

Figure 5. Barrier depth variation influence on different 2-barrier (k = 2) SyRM topologies. Circular (a);
Hyperbolic (b), Zhukovsky (c) and Modified Zhukovsky barrier types (d).
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Table 2. Illustrative depth coefficient table for Figure5.

Baseline Barrier Depths Modified Barrier Depths

Abbr. D1out D1in D2out D2in D1out D1in D2out D2in
(a) CrVD 0.35 0.50 0.65 0.90 0.40 0.55 0.70 0.80
(b) HyVE 0.40 0.50 0.80 0.90 0.35 0.45 0.60 0.85
(c) Zh 0.10 0.45 0.60 0.85 - - - -
(d) MZhVD 0.10 0.45 0.60 0.85 0.20 0.40 0.80 0.90

4. Standard Rotor Barriers
4.1. Zhukovsky Barrier Construction

After definition of all inner and outer barrier line starting points (Ein, Eout, En), Figure6a ,
the entire geometry is rotated by α1 Zh = −(π/2 − τpole/2) (Algorithm1: ln:2, Figure6b,
τpole = (2π)/(2p) = π/p is the angular pole step.). This partial rotation must be performed
because Zhukovsky equations are defined on angular range [0, π/p].

Figure 6. Zhukovsky barrier construction. Subfigures (a)–(e) are explained in the Sections4.1-4.1.3.

Algorithm 1 Construction of Zhukovsky barriers

1: τpole = 2π/(2p)
2:Rotate all by α1 Zh = −(π/2 − τpole/2) and get: Ein, Eout, En
3: ∆r = 0
4: [Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn]= GETZHUKOVSKYLINES(Ein, Eout, En)

5: function GETZHUKOVSKYLINES(Ein, Eout, En)
6: k = Nbarrier ▷ Calculate inner and outer barrier lines
7: [Xin, Yin] = GETZHUKLINES(Ein, k)
8: [Xout, Yout] =GETZHUKLINES(Eout, k)

▷ Calculate notch line
9: kn = 1 ▷ Notch has only one barrier line

10: [Xn, Yn] = GETZHUKLINES(En, kn)

11: function GETZHUKLINES(E, k)

12: C = sin(p · ϑE) ·
[(

rE+∆r
Dsh/2

)2p
− 1

]
/
(

rE+∆r
Dsh/2

)p

▷ Calculate barrier polar angles
13: φstart = ϑE
14: φend = τpole/2

15: for i = 1 : k do
16: ϑ(:, i) = LINSPACE(φstart(i), φend, Npoints)

▷ Calculate barrier line vertices

17: r = Dsh
2

p

√(
C +

√
C2 + 4 sin2(pϑ)

)
/
(
2 sin(pϑ)

)

18: [X, Y ] = pol2cart(ϑ, r)
19: return X, Y

20:Rotate all by α2 Zh = −τpole/2

21: return Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn

4.1.1. Inner Line Calculation

The first step is the calculation of GETZHUKLINES barrier line function (Algorithm1 :
ln:7) based on Ein and number of barriers k. Note that there are no depth parameters. By
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definition Zhukovsky barriers are streamlines which cannot mutually intersect. Barrier
line profiles (Figure6e) are derived from conformal mapping theory and the Zhukovsky
airflow potential formulation [14,15]. This was originally developed to describe the flow
paths of fluids channeled by two infinite plates forming an angle π/p, and a plug centred
at the origin of the reference frame. In the solid rotor context, the plug represents the
non-magnetic shaft with a radius of Dsh/2. Equations Algorithm1: ln:12and Algorithm1 :
ln:17express the magnetic field potential lines in parametric form [7].

Next, polar barrier vertices r, ϑ are calculated based on coefficient vector C, starting
point polar coordinates ϑE and number of barriers k (Algorithm1: ln:12–18). Finally,
GETZHUKLINES function returns Xin, Yin vertices.

4.1.2. Outer Line Calculation

Outer barrier line vertices Xout, Yout (Algorithm1: ln:8) are calculated in the same way
as inner lines.

4.1.3. Notch Line Calculation

Notch is specific because it has only one barrier line (kn = 1) (Algorithm1: ln:10). The
function GETZHUKLINES returns Xn, Yn which completes the calculation of all barrier lines
(Figure6c). Finally, to be compatible with the rest of the barrier construction procedures,
the geometry is rotated by α2 Zh = −τpole/2 (Algorithm1: ln:20, Figure6d).

The next steps (not described within Algorithm1) are mirroring vertices around
horizontal axis (Figure4e), adding barrier fillets, and geometry rotation around center
point (Figure4f).

Note that Zhukovsky construction pseudo-code is the simplest of all alternatives due
to the polar streamline equations (Algorithm1: ln:12,17).

4.2. Circular Barrier Construction

After definition of all inner and outer barrier line starting points and depth parameters
(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn), Figure7a, the entire geometry is rotated by α1 CrVD = −π/2
(Algorithm2: ln:1, Figure7b).

Figure 7. Circular barrier construction. Subfigures (a)–(d) are explained within the Sections4.2-4.2.3.

4.2.1. Inner line calculation

Lets first consider GETINNERLINES function which calculates inner line vertices
(Xin, Yin) and intersections (xin) based on Ein, Din and number of barriers k (Algorithm2:
ln:6).

The intersections (Figure4d) are critical for barrier calculation and in case of circular
barriers, they depend on the inequality xE − x <

∣∣yE
∣∣ where x represents the inner or outer

intersection. If the condition is fulfilled, the constructed circle is feasible (Figure7d, green)
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and the intersection can be calculated based on inner barrier limits (Algorithm2: ln:15,20).
Otherwise, the circle is infeasible (Figure7d, red) and the intersection point is calculated
from barrier line starting point (Algorithm2: ln:17,22).

In case of the most inner line (i = k), the feasibility limit is rotor shaft (xM), and the
intersection xin(i) is calculated via (Algorithm2: ln:15). For the second most inner line
(i = k − 1), feasibility limit is xin(i + 1) and the intersection is calculated via (Algorithm2:
ln:20). All inner line intersections are then iteratively calculated following the Algorithm2:
ln:12–22procedure.

Next, GETCRCVTX function (Algorithm2: ln:23) based on calculated intersections xin,
starting point coordinates xEin , yEin and k, calculates the circle origins x0 and radius Rr, and
returns barrier vertices Xin, Yin (Algorithm2: ln:39–50). Finally, GETINNERLINES returns
Xin, Yin, xin.

Algorithm 2 Construction of circular barriers

1:Rotate all by α1 CrVD = −π/2
2:Get: Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn
3: [Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn]= GETCRCLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)

4: function GETCRCLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)
5: k = Nbarrier ▷ Calculate inner and outer lines
6: [Xin, Yin, xin] = GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)
7: [Xout, Yout, xout] =GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, xin, k)

▷ Calculate notch line
8: kn = 1 ▷ Notch has only one barrier line
9: [Xn, Yn, xn] = GETOUTERLINES(En, Dn, xout(1), kn)

10: function GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)
11: xM = Dsh/2
12: for i = k : 1 do
13: if i==k then
14: if xEin (i)− xM <

∣∣∣yEin (i)
∣∣∣ then

15: xin(i) = xM + (xEin (i)− xM) · Din(i)
16: else
17: xin(i) = xEin (i)−

∣∣∣yEin (i)
∣∣∣ · Din(i)

18: else
19: if xEin (i)− xin(i + 1) <

∣∣∣yEin (i)
∣∣∣ then

20: xin(i) = xin(i + 1) + (xEin (i)− xin(i + 1)) · Din(i)
21: else
22: xin(i) = xEin (i)−

∣∣∣yEin (i)
∣∣∣ · Din(i)

23: [Xin, Yin] = GETCRCVTX(xin, xEin , yEin , k)

24: return Xin, Yin, xin

25: function GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, xin, k)
26: for i = k : 1 do
27: if i > 1 then
28: if xEout (i) > xin(i − 1) then
29: xout(i) = xin(i) + (xin(i − 1)− xin(i)) · Dout(i)
30: else
31: xout(i) = xin(i) + (xEout (i)− xin(i)) · Dout(i)
32: else
33: if xEout (i)− xin(i) <

∣∣yEout (i)
∣∣ then

34: xout(i) = xin(i) + (xEout (i)− xin(i)) · Dout(i)
35: else
36: xout(i) = xEout (i)−

∣∣yEout (i)
∣∣ · Dout(i)

37: [Xout, Yout] = GETCRCVTX(xout, xEout , yEout , k)
38: return Xout, Yout, xout

39: function GETCRCVTX(x, xE, yE, k)
▷ Calculate barrier center

40: F = (xE − x0)
2 + y2

E == (x − x0)
2

41: for i = 1 : k do
42: x0 = SOLVE(F(i))
43: Rr = |x − x0|

▷ Calculate barrier polar angles
44: φstart = π − ATAN2(yE, (x0 − xE))
45: φend = π
46: for i = 1 : k do
47: ϑ(:, i) = LINSPACE(φstart(i), φend, Npoints)

▷ Calculate barrier line vertices
48: X = Rr · cos(ϑ) + x0
49: Y = Rr · sin(ϑ)
50: return X, Y

51: return Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn

4.2.2. Outer Line Calculation

At this point all inner barrier intersections xin are defined and now present feasibility
limits for outer barrier line construction (Algorithm2: ln:7). The rest of the GETOUTERLINES

code (Algorithm2: ln:25–38) is executed in the similar manner as in GETINNERLINES. The
function in the end returns Xout, Yout, xout.

4.2.3. Notch Line Calculation

Notch is specific because it has only one barrier line (kn = 1) and depends on the most
outer intersection xout(1) (Algorithm2: ln:9). Finally, GETOUTERLINES returns Xn, Yn, xn
which completes the calculation of all barrier lines (Figure7c).
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The next steps (not described within Algorithm2) are mirroring vertices around
horizontal axis (Figure4e), adding barrier fillets, and geometry rotation around center
point (Figure4f).

4.3. Hyperbolic Barrier Construction

After definition of all inner and outer barrier line starting points and depth parameters
(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn), Figure8a, the entire geometry is rotated by α1 HyVE = −π/2
(Algorithm3: ln:1, Figure8b).

Algorithm 3 Construction of Hyperbolic barriers

1:Rotate all by α1 HyVE = −π/2
2:Get: Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn
3: K = 1.1 ▷ Max eccentricity coefficient
4: [Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn]= GETHYPLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)

5: function GETHYPLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)
6: k = Nbarrier ▷ Calculate inner and outer barrier lines
7: [Xin, Yin, xin] = GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)
8: [Xout, Yout, xout] =GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, xin, k)

▷ Calculate notch line
9: kn = 1 ▷ Notch has only one barrier line

10: [Xn, Yn, xn] = GETOUTERLINES(En, Dn, xout(1), kn)

11: function GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)
12: xM = Dsh/2
13: for i = k : 1 do
14: if i==k then
15: emin(i) = (rEin (i)− xM)/(xEin (i)− xM)
16: else
17: emin(i) =

rEin
(i)−xin(i+1)

xEin
(i)−xin(i+1)

18: emax(i) = K · emin(i) ▷ Est. max eccentricity

19: ein(i) = (emax(i)− emin(i)) · Din(i) + emin(i)

20: xdin (i) =
rEin

(i)
ein(i)

− xEin (i) ▷ Left directrix

21: xin(i) = ein(i) · xdin (i)/(1 + ein(i) · sgn(xdin (i)))

22: [Xin, Yin] = GETHYPVTX(xdin , ein, ϑEin , k)

23: return Xin, Yin, xin

24: function GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, xin, k)
25: for i = k : 1 do
26: emin(i) =

rEout (i)−xin(i)
xEout (i)−xin(i)

27: if i > 1 then
28: emax(i) =

rEout (i)−xin(i+1)
xEout (i)−xin(i+1))

29: else
30: emax(i) = K · emin(i) ▷ Est. max eccentricity

31: eout(i) = (emax(i)− emin(i)) · Dout(i) + emin(i)

32: xdout (i) =
rEout (i)
eout(i)

− xEout (i) ▷ Left directrix

33: xout(i) =
eout ·xdout (i)

1+eout(i)·sgn(xdout (i))

34: [Xout, Yout] = GETHYPVTX(xdout , eout, ϑEout , k)
35: return Xout, Yout, xout

36: function GETHYPVTX(xd, e, ϑE, k)
▷ Calculate barrier polar angles

37: φstart = 0;φend = ϑE

38: for i = 1 : k do
39: ϑ(:, i) = LINSPACE(φstart,φend(i), Npoints)

▷ Calculate barrier line vertices
40: r = e · xd/(1 + e · sgn(xd) · cos(ϑ))

41: [X, Y ] = pol2cart(ϑ, r)
42: return X, Y

43: return Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn

Figure 8. Hyperbolic barrier construction. Subfigures (a)–(d) are explained in the Sections4.3-4.3.3.
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4.3.1. Inner Line Calculation

Lets first consider GETINNERLINES function which calculates inner lines vertices
(Xin, Yin) and intersections (xin) based on Ein, Din and number of barriers k (Algorithm3:
ln:7).

To simplify the construction, the left focus is constructed in the origin of the coordinate
system (Figure8d, blue). The intersections with y = 0 (Figure4d) are critical for barrier cal-
culation and they depend on the minimum eccentricity Equation emin = (rE − x)/(xE − x),
x is the inner or outer intersection limit.

In case of the most inner line (i = k), the feasibility limit is rotor shaft (xM), the
minimum eccentricity emin(i) is calculated via Algorithm3: ln:15. For the second most
inner line (i = k − 1), emin(i + 1) is calculated via Algorithm3: ln:17.

If particular barrier has eccentricity within the limits e ∈ [emin, ∞], the construction is
feasible (Figure8d, green). Otherwise the barrier is infeasible (Figure8d, red, magenta).
This is why it is important to limit maximum eccentricity (Algorithm3: ln:18), where
K = 1.1 is empirically determined coefficient. The final eccentricity is then calculated
depending of the depth parameter (Algorithm3: ln:19). The next steps are calculation of
the left directrix (Algorithm3: ln:20) and intersection point ( xin) based on polar hyperbola
Equation (Algorithm3: ln:21).

All inner line intersections are then iteratively calculated following the described
procedure (Algorithm3: ln:13–21).

Next, GETHYPVTX function (Algorithm3: ln:22) based on calculated directrices xdin ,
eccentricities ein, angular starting point coordinates ϑEin and k, calculates the hyperbolic
vertices in polar coordinates r, ϑ, and returns barrier vertices Xin, Yin (Algorithm3: ln:36–41).

Finally, GETINNERLINES returns Xin, Yin, xin.

4.3.2. Outer line calculation

At this point all inner barrier intersections xin are defined and now present feasibility
limits for outer barrier line construction (Algorithm3: ln:8). The rest of the GETOUTERLINES

code (Algorithm3: ln:24-34) is executed in the similar manner as in GETINNERLINES. The
function returns Xout, Yout, xout.

4.3.3. Notch line calculation

Notch is specific because it has only one barrier line (kn = 1) and depends on the most
outer intersection xout(1) (Algorithm3: ln:10). Finally, GETOUTERLINES returns Xn, Yn, xn
which completes the calculation of all barrier lines (Figure7c).

The next steps (not described within Algorithm3) are mirroring vertices around
horizontal axis (Figure4e), adding barrier fillets, and geometry rotation around center
point (Figure4f).

5. Conformal Modifications
5.1. Conformal Mapping

A conformal or angle-preserving transformation also called conformal mapping is a
transformation w = f (z) that preserves local angles. An analytic function is conformal at
any point where it has a nonzero derivative [17].

Conformal transformations can prove extremely useful in solving physical problems.
If the selected complex function w = f (z) satisfies the condition that the real and imaginary
parts of w satisfy the Cauchy–Riemann equations and Laplace’s equation, they automati-
cally provide a scalar potential and a so-called stream function [17] (e.g., Zhukovski barrier
lines, Figure1d, red).

FEA is typically used for electromagnetic performance calculations in electric machine
design. Depending on the complexity of the calculation and mesh density, it can take
several minutes before the calculation is completed. The simulation time can be reduced if a
conformal mapping is used for calculation of the analytical airgap magnetic field [16]. The
method conformally transforms electric machine cross-section to w-plane thus enabling
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quick analytic calculations. The w-plane results are then inversely mapped to the real plane.
Compared to FEA simulation, this approach yields results within seconds [11,12,16]. On the
other hand, the disadvantage is the difficult implementation on complex rotor geometries.

This paper proposes a method for geometrical modification of any SyRM barrier
geometry using conformal mapping.

5.2. Mapping Workflow

Generated rotor barrier lines are defined by sorted vertices (Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn)
containing corresponding x, y coordinates which can be drawn on a 2D real Euclidean
plane (Figure9a). For easier manipulation purposes, real plain coordinates are redefined in
complex z-plane (z = x + jy), Figure9b. Considering that the vertices are the same in real
and complex plane, this is a trivial transformation.

Figure 9. Mapping workflow, Subfigures (a)–(c) are explained within the Section5.2.

SyRM rotor has a circular layout which can be exploited by selecting the convenient
complex function f (z) and applying forward conformal mapping to a complex w-plane
(w = u + jv), Figure9c. Geometrical modifications of the barrier geometry are then
performed in w-plane and upon completion, returned back to z (and real) plane via inverse
conformal mapping. The benefit of the approach is easier barrier modification which leads
to simplified software coding.

5.3. Complex Functions

The principal objects of study are complex-valued functions f (z), depending on a
single complex variable z = x + jy ∈ C. In general, the function f : Ω → C is defined on an
open subdomain, z ∈ Ω ⊂ C, of the complex plane. Any complex function can be uniquely
written as a complex combination f (z) = f (x + iy) = Re u(x, y) + jIm v(x, y) [18].

5.3.1. Forward Conformal Mapping

When working with circular shapes, it is useful to use polar form z = rejθ . Considering
that electric machines can have an arbitrary number of pole pairs, it is very convenient
to select a complex function that somehow ignores angle changes when the number of
poles is increased or decreased. This kind of functionality can be achieved by a complex
natural logarithm. In terms of polar coordinates, the complex logarithm has the form
w = ln z = ln(rejθ) = ln r + ln ejθ = ln r + jθ.

Thus, the logarithm of a complex number has a real part which is a well-defined
harmonic function save for a logarithmic singularity at the origin x = y = 0. The imaginary
part of the complex logarithm is the polar angle, known in complex analysis as the phase.

u(x, y) = Re(ln z) = ln r =
1
2

ln(x2 + y2) (2)

v(x, y) = Im(ln z) = θ = arctan
y
x

(3)
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Due to inherent symmetry, it is enough to analyze one electric machine pole. A
minimum number of poles is 2, which equals to [0, π] radian angular span in z-plane,
which is mapped to the same vertical span in w-plane. Figure10illustrates mapping of
different combination of pole geometries. To summarize, w = ln z always maps z to the
upper half-plane with vertical boundaries v ∈ [0, π/p] (p is the number of pole pairs) and
horizontal boundaries of u ∈ [ln xM, ln R].

Note that ln z always maps SyRM barrier lines horizontally (Figure10, w-plane),
regardless of the number of poles. This feature is exploited for the creation of the Modified
Zhukovsky variable depth barrier lines (MZhVD).

5.3.2. Inverse Conformal Mapping

Inverse function for return to z-plane is a complex exponential z = ew = eu+jv. Since
w ∈ C is a non-zero complex number, the equation can be written as z = eu · (cos vs. +
j sin v) with real and imaginary parts equal to:

x(u, v) = Re(ew) = eu · cos v (4)

y(u, v) = Im(ew) = eu · sin v (5)

0 xM R

x

y

0 xM R

x

y

0 xM R

x

y

lnxM lnR
0

π
4

π
2

3π
4

π

u

v

(a) p = 1, (2 poles)

lnxM lnR
0

π
4

π
2

3π
4

π

u

v

(b) p = 2, (4 poles)

lnxM lnR
0

π
4

π
2

3π
4

π

u

v

(c) p = 4, (8 poles)

Figure 10. Real z-plane (upper row); Conformal mapping to w = ln z plane (bottom row).

5.4. Depth Modification

To summarize, original Zhukovsky barrier lines (Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn) with cor-
responding x, y vertices are written as z = x + jy (Figure11a, red) and conformally
transformed to w-plane via w = ln z as w = u + jv (Figure11b, red). As previously men-
tioned, Zhukovsky lines cannot mutually intersect. To secure barrier depth variability and
improve machine performance, we are introducing Zhukovsky barrier depth modification
(MZhVD) via dimensionless depth parameters Din, Dout, Dn.

Depth variability is secured via addition of cosine offsets to the w-plane barrier lines
according to Equations (6) and (7). In theory, any even function can be used for generation
of ∆ offset (7), cosine has been selected due to implementation simplicity.

T = 2 ·
[
Max(VZhk)− Min(VZhk)

]
(6)

∆ = ∆Dpth · cos
[π

T
(VZhk − vE)− π/2

]
(7)
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Upon modification (Figure11b, blue), barrier lines are inversely mapped to z-plane
via function z = ew (Figure11a, blue). The main benefit of the proposed procedure is a
simplified modification of SyRM barriers without any influence on simulation time. The
following section explains the modification procedure step by step.

Figure 11. Modification of Zhukovski lines via conformal mapping. Subfigures (a) and (b) are
explained within the Section5.4and related subsections.

5.5. Modified Zh Barrier Construction

After definition of all inner and outer barrier line starting points (Ein, Eout, En), Figure12a ,
the entire geometry is rotated by α1 MZhVD = −(π/2− τpole/2) (Algorithm4: ln:2, Figure12b ).

5.5.1. Inner Line Calculation

The first step is the calculation of GETINNERLINES barrier line function (Algorithm4:
ln:9). Inner line vertices (Xin, Yin) are calculated based on Ein, Din and number of barriers k.

Next (Algorithm4: ln:14), original Zhukovsky barrier (Zh) vertices ( XZhkin , YZhkin) are
calculated in the same way as in Algorithm1, Figure12c. Original vertices ( XZhkin , YZhkin) and
barrier starting points (xEin , yEin) are then conformally mapped to w-plane as UZhkin , VZhkin
and uEin , vEin , Algorithm4: ln:15–16, Figure12d, dotted lines.

Intersections uin are critical for Modified Zhukovsky barrier variable depth (MZhVD)
calculation and they are fully tied to original Zhukovsky intersections uZhkin (calculated
via Algorithm4: ln:17). As previously mentioned, original Zhukovsky barriers cannot
mutually intersect which makes them absolutely feasible, but on the other hand, barrier
depth variability cannot be achieved.

Modified Zhukovsky depth variation is secured by iterative recalculation of intersec-
tion points in w-plane. In case of the most inner line (i = k), the barrier depth limit is
rotor shaft (uM), and the original Zhukovsky intersection uZhkin(i) (Algorithm4: ln:20). For
the second most inner line (i = k − 1), depth limit is uZhkin(i + 1) and the intersection is
calculated via (Algorithm4: ln:22). All inner line intersections are then iteratively calculated
(Algorithm4: ln:18–22).

Next, inner line depth offset is calculated based on original Zhukovsky and calculated
inner intersections (Algorithm4: ln:23). CLCDPTH function (Algorithm4: ln:25) calculates
modified vertices in w-plain (Figure12d, full lines), performs inverse conformal mapping,
and returns z-plain vertices (Algorithm4: ln:59–64, Figure12e).

Finally, GETINNERLINES function returns Xin, Yin vertices.

5.5.2. Outer Line Calculation

At this point all w-plane inner barrier intersections uin are defined and now present
limits for outer barrier line construction. The rest of the GETOUTERLINES code (Algorithm4:
ln:27-40) is executed in the similar manner as in GETINNERLINES. The function at the end
returns Xout, Yout, xout.
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5.5.3. Notch Line Calculation

Notch is specific because it has only one barrier line (kn = 1) and depends on the most
outer w-plain intersection uout(1) (Algorithm4: ln:12). Finally, GETOUTERLINES returns
Xn, Yn, un which completes the calculation of all barrier lines (Figure12e). Finally, to be
compatible with the rest of the barrier construction procedures, the geometry is rotated by
α2 MZhVD = −τpole/2 (Algorithm4:65, Figure12f).

The next steps (not described within Algorithm4) are mirroring vertices around
horizontal axis (Figure4e), adding barrier fillets, and geometry rotation around center
point (Figure4f).

Algorithm 4 Construction of Modified Zhukovsky barriers

1: τpole = 2π/(2p)
2:Rotate all by α1 MZhVD = −(π/2 − τpole/2)
3:Get: Ein, Eout, En
4: ∆r = 0
5: uM = ln(xM) ▷ Shaft limit in w-plane
6: [Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn]= GETHYPLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)

7: function GETMODZHLINES(Ein, Eout, En, Din, Dout, Dn)
8: k = Nbarrier ▷ Calculate inner and outer barrier lines
9: [Xin, Yin, uin] = GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)

10: [Xout, Yout, uout] =GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, uin, k)
▷ Calculate notch line

11: kn = 1 ▷ Notch has only one barrier line
12: [Xn, Yn] = GETOUTERLINES(En, Dn, uout(1), kn)

13: function GETINNERLINES(Ein, Din, k)

14: [XZhkin , YZhkin ] = GETZHUKLINES(Ein, k)

▷ Forward conformal transformation
15: [UZhkin , VZhkin ] = FRWCONF(XZhkin , YZhkin )
16: [uEin , vEin ] = FRWCONF (xEin , yEin )

▷ Original Zhukovsky inner line intersection limits
17: uZhkin = UZhkin (find(max(VZhkin )))

18: for i = k : 1 do
19: if i==k then
20: uin(i) = uM + (uZhkin (i)− uM) · Din(i)
21: else
22: uin(i) = uZhkin (i+ 1)+ (uZhkin (i)−uZhkin (i+ 1)) ·Din(i)

23: ∆Dpthin
= uZhkin − uin

24: [Xin, Yin] =
25:C LCDPTH(∆Dpthin

, UZhkin , VZhkin , vEin )

26: return Xin, Yin, uin

27: function GETOUTERLINES(Eout, Dout, uin, k)

28: [XZhkout , YZhkout ] = GETZHUKLINES(Eout, k)

▷ Forward conformal transformation
29: [UZhkout , VZhkout ] = FRWCONF(XZhkout , YZhkout )
30: [uEout , vEout ] = FRWCONF (xEout , yEout )

▷ Original Zhukovsky outer line intersection limits
31: uZhkout = UZhkout (find(max(VZhkout )))

32: for i = k : 1 do
33: if i > 1 then
34: uout(i) = uin(i) + (uin(i − 1)− uin(i)) · Dout(i)
35: else

36: uout(i) = uin(i) + (uZhkout (i)− uin(i)) · Dout(i)
37: ∆Dpthout

= uZhkout − uout

38: [Xout, Yout] =
39:C LCDPTH(∆Dpthout

, UZhkout , VZhkout , vEout )

40: return Xout, Yout, uout

41: function GETZHUKLINES(E, k)

42: C = sin(p · ϑE) ·
[(

rE+∆r
Dsh/2

)2p
− 1

]
/
(

rE+∆r
Dsh/2

)p

▷ Calculate barrier polar angles
43: φstart = ϑE
44: φend = τpole/2

45: for i = 1 : k do
46: ϑ(:, i) = LINSPACE(φstart(i), φend, Npoints)

▷ Calculate barrier line vertices

47: r = Dsh
2

p

√(
C +

√
C2 + 4 sin2(pϑ)

)
/
(
2 sin(pϑ)

)

48: [X, Y ] = pol2cart(ϑ, r)
49: return X, Y

50: function FRWCONF(X, Y)

51: [r, θ] = cart2pol(X, Y)
52: U = ln r
53: V = θ
54: return U, V

55: function INVCONF(U, V )

56: X = eU · cos V
57: Y = eU · sin V
58: return X, Y

59: function CLCDPTH(∆Dpth, UZhk, VZhk, vE)

60: T = 2 ·
(

Max(VZhk)− Min(VZhk)
)

; f = 1
2T

61: ∆ = ∆Dpth · cos
(

2π f (VZhk − vE)− π/2
)

62: Unew = UZhk − ∆

▷ Inverse conformal transformation
63: [X, Y ] = INVCONF(Unew, VZhk)
64: return X, Y

65:Rotate all by α2 MZhVD = −τpole/2

66: return Xin, Yin, Xout, Yout, Xn, Yn
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Figure 12. Modified Zhukovsky barrier construction and rotation steps. Subigures (a)–(f) are
explained within the Sections5.5-5.5.3.

6. Parametric Complexity

A high number of optimization variables is associated with a longer optimization
time [19,20], so the imperative is to simplify barrier topology parametrization.
Gamba et al. [14] state that three parameters per barrier (total complexity of 3k, where k is
the number of barriers) are the appropriate number for a fast yet accurate description of
multi-barrier SyRM (barrier fillet parameters are not included). In the previous publication,
our group of authors has reduced the complexity to 2 · k + 1 per barrier [7].

Table3shows the calculation of total number of SyRM parameters for for the demon-
strated pseudo-code. Note that the parameters ϑ1out , ϑkin are subtracted from the count
because they are constant and equal to zero (Table1).

Table4lists the complexity comparison of the presented procedures and similar
approaches in [7,10,14]. The examples in [7,10,14] do not have a notch feature, so to
have a fair comparison, the notch is not included in the complexity calculation (Table3).
Compared to [14], and [7], Zh, respectively, yields smaller complexity (2k), while CrVD,
HyVE, MZhVD have the same complexity as in [10].

Overall, the construction principle explained in Section3enables the higher degree of
design freedom. Considering that the simple barrier topologies are sub-optimal compared
to more complex types, developing the set of different parametrization methods with equal
parametric complexity is certainly a novel contribution.

Table 3. Calculation of total parameter number. Color coding is according to Fig.4variables.

Sum: Description Symbol Topology

1Min. angle ϑmin
2Max. angle ϑmax

k + 2Barrier angle in ϑ1..kin
2k + 2Barrier angle out ϑ1..kout

2k + 2 − 2Remove constants ϑ1out = ϑkin = 0

2k - - Zh

4k
Barrier depths D1..kin HyVE
Barrier depths D1..kout CrVD

MZhVD

Table 4. Parametric complexity.

Topology Complexity k = 2 k = 3 k = 4

Zhukovsky; Gamba et.al. [14] 3k 6 9 12
Circular; Stipetic et.al. [10] 4k 8 12 16
Zhukovsky; Ban et.al. [7] 2k + 1 5 7 9

Zh 2k 4 6 8

HyVE
4k 8 12 16CrVD

MZhVD
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7. Pseudo-Code Validation

After the implementation of the proposed pseudo-code, a set of questions naturally
arises. Which barrier topology yields the best performance for the given requirements?
Is Modified Zhukovsy barrier type better than alternative topologies? For this reason,
we have conducted a detailed optimization study based on meta-modeling (surrogate
modeling) approach which compared the different barrier topologies (details are available
in [21]).

The optimization process couples automated geometry generation (Matlab), elec-
tromagnetic finite element analysis (Ansys Motor-CAD), and metamodel optimization
(Ansys OptiSlang). Seven rotor topologies have been derived from circular, hyperbolic, and
Zhukovsky barrier types:

1.Circular concentric (CrC)
2.Circular variable depth (CrVD)
3.Hyperbolic with fixed eccentricity (HyFE)
4.Hyperbolic with variable eccentricity (HyVE)
5.Original Zhukovsky (Zh)
6.Modified Zhukovsky variable depth (MZhVD)
7.Modified Zhukovsky with equal barrier depth (MZhED)

The same optimization strategy (maximize torque per volume (TPV), minimize losses)
has been applied to all variants, and results prove that barrier type substantially affects the
final machine performance. For easier comparison, seven designs (one per topology) with
approximately the same losses (5200 W) have been selected (Figure13, Table5).

Performance wise, HyFE topology yields the worst results and is considered as baseline
design (Gain = 0%). Performance gain is calculated via: Gain = (Tavg/THyFE avg − 1) ·
100%. The best results are achieved by MZhVD topology. In relation to the worst (baseline)
topology, the performance gain is 14.9% and the power factor is increased from 0.61 to 0.69.
It is important to note that these comparisons are valid for design requirements presented
in [21]. Other combinations of optimization objectives and requirements might yield a
different results.

HyFE, CrC and MZhED are special case topologies already covered in CrVD, HyVE
and MzVD pseudo-code. Considering that stated topologies can be achieved by appropriate
combination of barrier depth parameters, they are not considered in this paper. The
summary of three best optimized cross-sections are provided on Figure14.

Table 5. Optimization result comparison table [21].

Name Unit HyFE CrC HyVE CrVD Zh MZhED MZhVD

TPV Nm/dm3 32.5 33.1 34.3 35.4 36.2 36.4 37.3
Vactive dm3 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47
Ploss kW 5188 5199 5209 5182 5188 5197 5184

Pmech kW 37.4 38.1 39.5 40.8 41.7 41.9 43.0
Tavg Nm 210.1 214.2 221.9 229.0 234.1 235.6 241.3
Tripp. % 12.1 14.1 11.7 12.7 9.7 9.3 13.7

n rpm 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700
ls mm 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
γ ◦ 57.9 60.3 61.4 62.5 61.8 61.8 62.9

Imax Arms 95.6 95.6 94.3 94.1 95.9 95.7 95.7
cos φ - 0.61 0.62 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.69
Gain % 0.0 1.9 5.6 9.0 11.4 12.1 14.9
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Figure 13. Validated Pareto fronts for each design variant [21].

Figure 14. Optimized cross section of three best topologies: (a) Zh; (b) MZhED; (c) MZhVD [21].

8. Conclusions

SyRM barrier generation procedure was studied in detail. A pseudo-code solution
that secures absolute feasibility, barrier topology complexity minimization , and simple
implementation is provided. Four smooth barrier types have been presented: circular
variable depth (CrVD), hyperbolic with variable eccentricity (HyVE), original Zhukovsky
(Zh) and modified Zhukovsky with variable depth (MZhVD). Absolute feasibility is a very
important feature because it enables the use of dimensionless parameters which secure code
robustness and design scalability to any physical dimension. Barrier topology complexity
has been minimized via a systematic approach to design automation (Section3) and careful
analysis of construction features of each topology.

HyVE and CrVD topologies are more complex 4k while Zh has smaller complexity 2k.
On the other hand, in its original form, Zh type does not support barrier depth variability
which can be a design drawback. Therefore, we introduce a novel MZhVD topology based
on geometrical conformal mapping of the original Zh design. This modification provides
greater design freedom and sets MZhVD complexity to 4k (same as HyVE and CrVD).

Compared with other referenced topologies, the presented solutions offer higher
design freedom with smaller or equal parametric complexity.

It should be noted that construction of barrier fillets (Figure4f) has not been covered
in this paper. Adding a precise fillet between two discrete intersecting lines is a rather
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complex problem, which deserves a stand-alone publication. A minimum example code
with detailed instructions is planned to be published in the near future.

Overall, the presented pseudo-code provides a valuable starting point for the designer
who wants to investigate different SyRM smooth barrier topologies.

The description and list of used variables has been added in the Appendix A.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

Abbreviation Description
EV Electric vehicle
FEA Finite element analysis
IPM Interior permanent magnet
IM Induction machine
CrC Circular concentric barrier
CrVD Circular variable depth barrier
HyFE Hyperbolic fixed eccentricity barrier
HyVE Hyperbolic variable eccentricity barrier
Zh Original Zhukovsky barrier
MZhED Modified Zhukovsky equal depth barrier
MZhVD Modified Zhukovsky variable depth barrier
PM Permanent magnet
PTO Power take off
e-PTO Electric power take off
SyRM Synchronous reluctance machine
TPV Torque per volume

Appendix A. Variable list

All variables have been listed by the order of appearance within text. Vector variables
are bolded. e.g., R is a variable vector, while R represents a scalar variable.
Table A1. List of variables.

No. Variable Description No. Variable Description

1 wc min Minimum flux carrier width 33 α1 Zh First rotation angle in Zh generation
2 Din Inner barrier depth parameters 34 α2 Zh Second rotation angle in Zh generation
3 Dout Outer barrier depth parameters 35 α1 CrVD First rotation angle in Zh generation
4 Dn Notch depth parameter 36 α1 HyVE First rotation angle in Zh generation
5 p Number of pole pairs 37 α1 MZhVD First rotation angle in MZhVD generation
6 k Number of flux barriers 38 α2 MZhVD Second rotation angle in MZhVD generation
7 ϑmin Minimum angular barrier span 39 r Radial Zhukovsky line coordinate vector
8 ϑmax Maximum angular barrier span 40 ϑ Angular Zhukovsky line coordinate vector
9 τpole Angle of one pole 41 C Zhukovsky line coefficient

10 α1 First rotation angle in example figure 42 ϑE Line starting point angular coordinates
11 E1..k temp Initial construction points 43 xEin Inner line starting point horizontal coordinates
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Table A1. Cont.

No. Variable Description No. Variable Description

12 ∆ϑr Available angular space 44 yEin Inner line starting point vertical coordinates
13 wbb 1..k Barrier bridge vector 45 x0 Circular barrier center coordinate vector
14 En Notch line starting point 46 Rr Circular barrier radius vector
15 ϑnotch Notch line starting point angular coordinate 47 emin Minimal eccentricity vector
16 Ein Inner barrier line starting point vector 48 rE Line starting point radial coordinate vector
17 Eout Outer barrier line starting point vector 49 xE Line starting point angular coordinate vector
18 ϑ1..k temp Initial barrier construction angular coord. 50 e Eccentricity vector
19 rin Inner barrier line starting point radial coord. 51 xd Left directrix of hyperbola
20 rout Outer barrier line starting point radial coord. 52 u Horizontal w-plane coordinate vector
21 ϑin Inner barrier line starting point angular coord. 53 v Vertical w-plane coordinate vector
22 ϑout Outer barrier line starting point angular coord. 54 XZhk z-plane Zh horizontal vertex vector
23 xin Inner barrier line intersection point vector 55 YZhk z-plane Zh vertical vertex vector
24 xout Outer barrier line intersection point vector 56 UZhk w-plane Zh horizontal vertex vector
25 Xin Inner barrier line horizontal vertex vector 57 VZhk w-plane Zh vertical vertex vector
26 Yin Inner barrier line vertical vertex vector 58 uZhk w-plane Zh intersections vector
27 Xout Outer barrier line horizontal vertex vector 59 uM w-plane shaft limit
28 Yout Outer barrier line vertical vertex vector 60 uin w-plane MZhVD inner barrier intersections
29 Xn Notch horizontal vertex vector 61 uout w-plane MZhVD outer barrier intersections
30 Yn Notch vertical vertex vector 62 T Period vector of MZhVD cosine offset
31 r1..kin Inner barrier fillet vector 63 f Frequency vector of MZhVD cosine offset
32 r1..kout Outer barrier fillet vector 64 ∆Dpth Barrier depth offset maximum vector
33 αF Final rotation angle 65 ∆ MZhVD Barrier depth offset vector
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Abstract
In most cases, the search for the optimal design of an electrical machine is closely related to its 2D radial cross section. 
When optimizing a 2D cross section, special attention must be paid to the geometry and to the definition of the parameters 
along with their boundaries. Even if properly bounded, complex geometries generated by optimization algorithms can lead 
to geometrically infeasible candidates. These cannot be manufactured because they contain generally undesirable geometric 
relationships between air, magnets, and steel. Different commercial and open-source finite element analysis (FEA) design 
tools treat the infeasible designs differently. The results vary from simulation stop to successful FEA calculation of the infea-
sible candidate, which wastes time by producing useless data. To prevent the infeasible designs from entering the optimiza-
tion competition and possibly appearing incorrectly as optimal solutions, and to reduce optimization time, it is important to 
capture the infeasible designs during optimization. Moreover, the FEA tool requires a precisely determined interior point to 
assign the material to each closed region (air, steel, epoxy, magnet...). This can be very challenging for complex geometries. 
To avoid creating geometry or material regions that are not valid, this paper proposes a novel robust methods for checking 
feasibility and determining interior points on geometric shape objects. In this paper, the proposed method is applied to the 
optimization of electrical machines.

Keywords Electric machine · Design feasibility · Robust · Material · Region · Shape object

1  Motivation

Our research group is involved in the state-of-the-art design 
of electrical machines based on mathematical optimiza-
tion. The presented methods have been proven in industrial 
applications and can be applied to any similar problem that 
can be defined with geometric shapes following the proce-
dure described in the last sections of the paper. Considering 
the fact that this paper deals with a complex problem and 
proposes a solution that is relatively simple to implement, 
the reader is gradually introduced to several topics: electric 

machine optimization workflow, geometric feasibility, stand-
ard feasibility detection, region inner-point detection issues, 
and finally, the proposed robust set of solutions.

2 Introduction

The electrification of the transportation sector will be one of 
the biggest disruptions to market dynamics over the next two 
decades. This will create significant winners and notable los-
ers among vehicle original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
(International Energy Agency 2020).

All the major OEMs have launched their electric vehicles 
(EVs) to the market. Despite many advantages, EVs are not 
cost competitive as conventional vehicles, which is the main 
requirement for large-scale market penetration (Sarlioglu 
et al. 2017; De La Parra et al. 2009). For this to become a 
reality, continuous research is required to develop optimized 
and cost-effective technologies in three main areas: battery, 
inverter, and electric machine.
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In the design of an electrical machine, the objective 
is to reduce component cost while maintaining sufficient 
efficiency and torque density. Since these requirements are 
in conflict, modern electrical machine design techniques 
require a kind of mathematical optimization procedure 
(Bråmå and Enblom 1996; Zhao and Schofield 2020; Lee 
et al. 2021). This is particularly evident in the problem of 
increasing efficiency through global legislative initiatives 
(EU 2009; European Environment Agency 2016).

In most cases, the search for the optimal design of an elec-
trical machine is closely related to its 2D radial cross-section. 
The increase in parametric complexity correlates with an 
increase in the performance of the optimal design, but also 
with a longer optimization time (Pellegrino et al. 2015; Lu 
et al. 2017) and a higher probability of producing a geometri-
cally infeasible design. In addition, some FEA tools require 
a precisely determined interior point to assign the material 
to each closed region (air, steel, magnet...), which can be dif-
ficult to determine for complex geometries.

The paper provides a novel solution to both problems 
through a novel robust feasibility verification procedure 
and inner-point detection using Matlab polyshape objects. 
The generality of approach is demonstrated through a set 
of simple, but extremely robust algorithms. The approach 
elevates geometric design analysis from geometric primi-
tives (points, lines and arcs) to the level of objects (shapes), 
applicable to any type of machine geometry as an upgrade 
to existing code.

3  Optimization methodology

Most of the requirements for the design of electric machines 
are in conflict with each other (reduction of volume or mass, 
increase of efficiency, etc.). Therefore, a manual design that 
satisfies all constraints can be an overwhelming task due to 
a large number of coupled parameters that affect the perfor-
mance and quality of the machine. The solution is in the use 
of mathematical optimization.

Optimization algorithms can be divided into gradient 
based methods and stochastic or metaheuristic methods. 
Gradient-based methods converge quickly but have difficulty 
with global optima.

Usually they require feasible starting point which can 
be a problematic task in complex problems (Quasi Newton 
method (Kamper et al. 1996). Stochastic methods are heavily 
used in electrical machine optimization (Powell’s method 
(Kamper et al. 1996). The disadvantage is that convergence 
can take days and the global optimum cannot be mathemati-
cally proven. On the other hand, from the engineer’s point 
of view, these methods can find a satisfactory global result. 
Popular metaheuristic methods are based on natural behav-
iour (Genetic algorithm, Differential evolution (Lampinen 

2002; Zarko et al. 2017), Particle swarm (Bramerdorfer et al. 
2016), but they can also be iterative (Lee et al. 2010), or 
based on approximation (Lee and Jang 2021).

All methods are generally set to solve a multi-objective 
problem, which is mathematically defined as follows: find 
the vector of parameters (1), subject to D parameter bound-
ary constraints (2) and subject to m inequality constraint 
functions (3), that will minimize (or maximize) n objective 
functions (4). A vector x⃗ of D variables specifies dimen-
sions, dimensionless ratios, current densities, material types 
used, etc. The goal of design optimization is to have a cho-
sen objective function f (x⃗) reach its minimum or maximum 
value while keeping other engineering indices within an 
acceptable range.

3.1  Cross section parametrization

Each machine geometry is described by a set of parameters. 
The most influential design parameters that make up the 
vector x⃗ are usually identified using a sensitivity analysis 
tool. All parameters are bounded in predefined intervals, 
called boundary constraints, which define the search space 
or the design space.

Some authors use model parameters (stator bore diam-
eter, stator slot depth, etc.) directly as optimization vari-
ables, while other authors use ratios of model parameters 
as optimization variables (Žarko et al. 2005; Zarko et al. 
2017). A better approach (which can improve the efficiency 
of gradient-based algorithms) is to choose variables given 
as dimensionless ratios of related geometric parameters, e.g. 
ratio of stator inner diameter to stator outer diameter, ratio 
of tooth (or slot) width to slot pitch, magnet pole arc relative 
to pole pitch, etc.

Some parameters can just be considered as optimiza-
tion variables directly within the given interval (stator 
outer diameter, stack length, slot current density). On the 
other hand, some parameters have practical limitations and 
should not be normalized. E.g. minimum permanent magnet 
width is tied to the magnet manufacturing process. Finally, 
a designer might choose a combination of normalized and 
model parameters which might create geometrical feasibil-
ity issues.

(1)x⃗ = [x1, x2,… , xD], x⃗ ∈ RD

(2)x
(L)

i
≤ xi ≤ x

(U)

i
, i = 1,… ,D

(3)gj(x⃗) ≤ 0, j = 1,… ,m

(4)min(fk(x⃗)), k = 1,… , n
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3.2  Optimization workflow

A typical optimization workflow is a series of computations 
consisting of: optimization algorithm that generates optimi-
zation variables according to the given parameter bounda-
ries, geometry generation block that passes the design to the 
selected FEA tool for performance calculations, and finally 
post-processing block that returns the computed data to the 
optimization algorithm for further evaluation (Fig. 1, black). 
Additionally, a geometric feasibility checking (FC) block 
can be part of the optimization workflow (Fig. 1, red).

3.3  Geometric feasibility

The term feasibility usually refers to the solution and means 
that the solution satisfies all given constraints. In other 
words, the region enclosed by ∀gj(x⃗) = 0 is called a feasible 
region. This paper concentrates on another type of feasibility 
called geometric or model feasibility. Geometrically feasible 
model is valid for solving if there are no overlapping edges 
or non-conventional geometric relations. Infeasible candi-
date is the one that cannot be produced as a real machine 
because there are overlapping magnets, non-rectangular 
shaped magnets, air pockets overlapping magnets etc. Infea-
sible candidates should not be evaluated for performance 
because theoretically they can falsely appear as optimal 
solutions but can never be considered for manufacturing/
production. It is important to note that geometric feasibility 
checking methods from the following sections are intended 
to be used only as an optimization procedure add-on (Fig. 1).

3.3.1  Optim. workflow without FC

If the optimization software does not include a feasibility 
check (FC), two different scenarios may occur during the 
FEA calculation (depending on the selected FEA tool).

In the first case, the FEA tool detects that the design is 
erroneous and throws an error. In this case, the designer 
must implement a try-catch procedure which will capture the 
event, otherwise the optimization procedure will fail (try-
catch adds textra ≥ 4 s per design evaluation). In the second 
case, the FEA tool does not detect the infeasibility and a 
full FEA calculation is performed. This is the worst case 

scenario which will produce useless results and cause sig-
nificant increase of optimization time (e.g., detailed transient 
electromagnetic simulations can take textra ≥ 15min).

3.3.2  Optimization workflow with FC

However, if the optimization software includes a feasibil-
ity detection procedure, the designer can either attempt to 
correct the problematic instance or skip it. There are two 
typical ways to correct the optimization candidate prior to 
performance evaluation (passing it to the FEA calculation).

First, the entire set of optimization variables for that can-
didate is reinitialized randomly within the specified param-
eter bounds until geometric feasibility is achieved. This is 
a brute-force approach, but it is mandatory since evolution-
ary optimization algorithms (e.g. Genetic Algorithm, Dif-
ferential Evolution) must have the same number of members 
in each population of optimization candidates. This is due 
to the fact that the each generation must be equal or bet-
ter than the previous as the algorithm advances towards the 
optimum.

The alternative is forced feasibility, where each infeasible 
design is subjected to minimal parameter modification until 
feasibility is reached (e.g., the magnetic layer angle �V is 
modified until wmin is reached, Fig. 2b). This approach can 
be complicated and requires an advanced parameterization 
with minimal feasibility constraints (Ban et al. , 2021).

Depending on the complexity of the design, both methods 
may increase execution time ( textra = 2 − 15s). On the other 
hand, detecting and skipping the infeasible design actually 
does not impact execution time ( textra = 0).

4  Standard approach for feasibility 
detection

The standard approach to feasibility detection is spe-
cific to each parameterized template, which typically 
requires immense programming/development resources 
for research groups engaged in electric machine design 

Fig. 1  FC as an optimization workflow add-on feature

Fig. 2  Infeasible geometry (a) and forced feasibility (b)
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optimization. Not only are top-level differences between 
templates relevant, e.g., a single-layer V-shape geometry 
compared to spoke interior permanent magnet machine 
(IPM), but also peculiarities such as air-pockets around 
magnets and curvature of posts and bridges have a sig-
nificant impact on potential geometric feasibility. Modern 
high performance machines, especially in automotive trac-
tion, are all about these subtle design features. This means 
that an extensive study of the mathematical geometry 
dependencies has to be performed between arcs and lines 
that are either adjacent or have the possibility to touch or 
intersect during optimization process. All geometry primi-
tives such as points, lines, arcs must be mathematically 
defined through coordinates or equations, ideally in both 
polar and Cartesian coordinate systems.

Depending on the definition of the optimization variables, 
this process can be fairly simple in some cases. For example, 
if the optimization variable for stator bore is defined as ratio 
of stator bore diameter to stator outer diameter

then it is assured that the stator bore is always, as it should 
be, within the outer dimensions of the stator. A similar 
approach can be used for the height of the stator yoke - it 
must be shorter than the height of the stator annulus because 
both the slot and back iron must fit inside the stator. There-
fore, this optimization variable is also defined as a ratio:

Finally, the slot width or the tooth width, depending on the 
choice of stator slot type must be smaller than stator slot 
pitch in order to fit in the slot + the tooth inside one slot 
pitch.

However, when it comes to IPM rotors, especially multi-
layered configurations as in Fig. 3, the mathematical descrip-
tion is much more complicated and, more importantly, it 
needs to be refined after each intervention in the template 
change. This is often the case in modern high performance 
automotive traction motors.

Typically, a single-layer, V-shape IPM rotor is described 
with a large number of rotor variables. The complexity can 
vary between different software packages or user defined tem-
plates in general-purpose FEA tools. In the case of commercial 
design tools, the minimum number of parameters to describe 
a layer is approximately 11. For multi-layer configurations, 
it increases linearly, so that a typical 2-layer V-shaped IPM 
traction motor (rotor shown in Fig. 3a) requires 22 variables 
just for magnets and barriers. If such a geometry is subjected 
to an optimization process to explore its full potential, or in 

(5)0.55 < Dbore∕Douter < 0.75

(6)0.2 < 2hyoke∕(Douter − Dbore) < 0.6

other words, if the limits of the optimization parameters are set 
wide enough, there can be a large number of possible overlaps 
between air pockets, flux barriers, and magnets of a given layer 
or between different layers (Figs. 2, 3b–d).

The first step in the the standard approach would be to 
check whether any point (object vertex) is outside the rotor 
boundary: towards the stator and airgap, or inside the shaft. 
This is most easily achieved by checking the radial polar coor-
dinates: any point with a radius greater than the outer radius 
of the rotor, or with a radius smaller than the inner radius of 
the rotor, means that the geometry is not feasible. A similar 
test exists to check if any point (object vertex) can be found 
outside the boundaries of each rotor pole (Fig. 3b). This is 
easily achieved by checking the angular polar coordinates: The 
angular coordinates should be within one pole. However, other 
tests, such as checking that barrier-limit arcs do not cross the 
interpolar line (Fig. 3c) and checking that there is no possible 
intersection between two layers (Fig. 3d), require hard-coding 
more complicated mathematical dependencies.

All of these calculations need to be changed, or at least 
reviewed, if the geometry slightly changes. The exact math can 
become considerably more complicated if barrier air pockets 
take stress relief shapes in the form of successive tangential 
arcs and ellipses, or if cooling channels and mass reduction 
holes are present in the geometry.

Fig. 3  Example of 2-layer V-shape IPM: a feasible case, b barrier 
definition point crossing polar lines, c barrier arc crossing polar lines, 
d barrier collision
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The procedures for feasibility verification are specific and 
different for each different geometry. The pseudocode for a 
2-layer V-shape IPM is shown in Algorithm 1. It is difficult 
to tackle all possible geometry failure cases so sometimes 
the algorithm can let the infeasible geometry further down 
the optimization pipeline. Then it is up to the wrapper of the 
FEA solver to try and catch the error and ignore the solution. 
This invalid geometry can be examined later and the feasibil-
ity checking function can be further improved.

It can be seen that this method is not robust and needs to 
be modified even for small changes in the geometry features 
of the topology under study. Therefore, a novel feasibility 
handling algorithm is presented in the next chapter.

5  Robust feasibility detection

For optimization purposes, the cross-sectional geometry of 
the stator and rotor of the machine can be reduced to 2D 
Euclidean space. Geometry parameterization is performed in 
either Cartesian or polar coordinates, specifying all geomet-
ric primitives: Points, Lines, Arcs, and Polylines, which are 
sets of multiple lines that model a complex curve (polyline 
can be approximated with series of arcs and lines before 
sending a drawing .dxf to FEA solver). A set of connected 
primitives forms an object as a shape, such as a rotor bar-
rier, which has mathematical properties: Area, Perimeter, 
Centroid etc. If the entire machine geometry can be defined 
by shapes - software objects, it would be very convenient to 
have some sort of functional tool to determine the correla-
tion between different shapes. Correlations include Boolean 
functions, intersections, areas etc. This novel approach is 
made possible by the Matlab Polyshape class (Mathworks 
2020), which enables elevation of primitives to an object 
(shape) level. Once created, the shape objects can be organ-
ized in the form of a vector. The polyshape functionality 
allows a quick analysis of vectorized shape objects. One 
of the functions is Intersection, which returns information 
when there is an intersection between members of the shape 
vector. This provides a robust feasibility check regardless of 

parameter boundaries and regardless of the complexity of 
the geometry shape. Considering that any electric machine 
topology can be reduced to geometric primitives, the pro-
posed method can be implemented on all types of geometries 
as an upgrade of pre-existing code.

The main advantage of this approach is moving away 
from strict mathematical feasibility verification to shape 
object level which allows great design freedom, instead of 
relying on the rather complicated procedure described in the 
previous chapter (all functionality has been verified on Mat-
lab releases after 2019b). Currently, there is no open-source 
code in Python or other interesting scripting languages that 
can provide the same functionality as Matlab polyshapes. 
Hovewer, this does not limit the presented novel approach. 
Considering the outlined benefits, open-source community 
will close this gap soon.

5.1  Polyshape function ‑ details

Polyshape function creates a polygon defined by 2-D verti-
ces and returns a polyshape object with properties describ-
ing its vertices, solid regions, and holes (Mathworks 2020). 
Essentially, polyshape is a structure that defines all vertices 
and holes within the 2-D shape. The syntax breakdown is 
given below (detailed variable description in Table 3).

Some of the predefined functions for manipulat-
ing polyshape structures are listed in Table 1. For better 

(7)Px,y = Point(xp, yp)

(8)Lx,y = Line(P1,P2)

(9)Ax,y = Arc(POr,P1,P2)

(10)Mdxf =

(
L1 L2 ⋯ Ln
A1 A2 ⋯ Am

)

(11)x⃗s = [A3x,L1x,L3x,A1x …]

(12)y⃗s = [A3y, L1y, L3y,A1y …]

(13)poly = polyshape(x⃗s, y⃗s)

(14)polyvec = [poly1, poly2,…]

(15)Cx,y = Centroid(poly)
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understanding, a pseudocode formulation is used in this 
paper, the functional source code is available in the (Ban 
2021).

5.2  Geometry polyshape definition

The automated geometry parameterization (Fig. 4a) defines 
all rotor and stator point objects (7). Line objects are defined 
by two points (8), while arc objects are defined by origin, 
start and end points (9). When generated, line and arc objects 
contain corresponding vertex data. Shape x⃗s, y⃗s vertex vec-
tors are constructed by concatenating line and arc vertices 
in user-defined order (11), (12). Finally, x⃗s, y⃗s are the argu-
ments to the polyshape construction function (13). If there 
are multiple shapes (e.g., rotor of an electric machine), they 
can be vectorized (14), Fig. 4b.

All adjacent shapes are built from the same set of poly-
gons with a high number of vertices, which means that there 

will be no resolution problems in detecting intersections. 
It is important to note that when exporting the validated 
design for FEA calculation, the arcs do not consist of many 
polylines, but of .dxf primitives, so that the selected FEA 
software can optimise the arc meshing and speed up the cal-
culation process. On the other hand, when assigning values 
to polyshapes, the arc and line vertices are passed as discrete 
vectors (11), (12). This means that the matrix of line and arc 
primitives (10), and the polyshape vector (14) are stored and 
processed separately.

5.3  Convex and concave shapes

All electromagnetic FEA tools require that a certain material 
is assigned to every closed region, except when boundary 
conditions handle holes in the model. In automated opti-
mization procedures it is therefore necessary to define the 
shape region precisely, which can be a problem. The prob-
lem is even greater when complex geometries are used in the 
optimization of high performance machines.

Fig. 4  All geometry points, lines and arcs (a); Machinecross section with all polyshapes (b)

Table 1  List of used primitives and polyshape functions

Function Arguments Return

Point xp, yp Point primitive
Line Start point, end point Line primitive
Arc Origin, start, end points Arc primitive
Polyshape x⃗s, y⃗s Shape object
Area poly Number
Centroid poly Centroid point ( Cx,y)
Overlaps polyvec Intersection matrix
Polybuffer poly, buffer Polyshape ( polybuff)
Subtract poly1, Polyshape ( polysub)
Union poly1 , poly2 Polyshape ( polyunion)
Intersect poly1 , poly2 Polyshape ( polysect)
Xor poly1 , poly2 Polyshape ( polyxor)
Isinterior poly, Px,y Boolean true or false

Fig. 5  Convex (a), general (b) and concave shapes (c, d, e)
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In general, a generated shape can be either convex or con-
cave (by default, shapes with holes are not allowed). A shape 
is said to be convex if, for any two points in the shape, the 
straight line segment between them lies entirely within the 
shape. Convex polygon centroid is always within the vertex 
envelope (Fig. 5a), which need not be the case for concave 
shapes (Fig. 5c–e). A typical example of a strictly convex 
shape is the permanent magnet rectangle (Fig. 5a), while the 
general shape may have “dents” (Fig. 5b).

On the other hand, air barriers are inherently concave 
because permanent magnets (PM’s) are glued to the barrier 
surface and form separate shapes, thus creating a concave 
air pocket with an outer centroid (Fig. 5d). Furthermore, 
synchronous reluctance machine (SyRM) barriers are always 
concave, and depending on the curvature can have outer cen-
troid. In the example of Fig. 5e, the centroid is within the 
shape limits, but very close to the edge, which can lead to 
problems in FEA calculations.

Overall, closed region inner-point detection by assign-
ing the centroid point works well for convex shapes, but is 
unreliable for concave shapes.

5.4  Region inner‑point detection

A robust region detection algorithm (Algorithm 2) was 
developed in combination with the existing polyshape func-
tions and applied to all objects within the polyshape vector 
except magnets. Magnets are convex by default and require 
a specific magnetization direction determined by the Get-
MagnetAngle function (Algorithm 3).

GetRegion function argument is polyshape structure 
polyin (Fig. 6a green). polyin x⃗s, y⃗s vertex limits are extracted 
resulting in a 4x4 vectorized polyshape rectangle mesh 
(Algorithm 2:ln:6–7, Fig.6b). Each rectangle is intersected 
with polyin to form an output vector of intersection points 
(Algorithm 2:ln:9, Fig.6b).The intersection element with the 
largest area is identified with the (Algorithm 2:ln:10, Fig.6c).

The next step is to compute the temporary inner-point 
calculation (Algorithm 2:ln:11). The point Cx,y is checked 
to be inside the original polyin with boolean function (Algo-
rithm 2:ln:12). Finally, if Cx,y is inside of the shape, it is 
returned as a region interior point, otherwise the procedure 
is repeated recursively on polybig (Alg. 2:ln:15).

The proposed algorithm basically searches for a convex 
sector of the initial polyshape. Brute-force tests of the pre-
sented method prove that the inner-point of the region is 
always found within the shape boundaries, regardless of the 
generated geometry.

Polyshape mesh can be set to any rectangular dimension. 
Considering that the function execution time is propor-
tional to the number of used mesh shapes, it is important to 
set the optimal mesh size. Different combinations of mesh 
sizes were tested on randomly generated concave shapes. 
In case of 2 × 2 mesh, there is a 40% probability that the 
inner region of concave shape is found in the first function 

Fig. 6  Concave shapes robust region detection meshing example (a–
d), functionality of Polybuffer function (e) Fig. 7  Example of region detection mesh sizing
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iteration (e.g. Fig 7a). The second iteration (e.g. Fig 7b) 
captures the inner region in 90% cases and sets the total 
number of mesh shapes to 2 × 2 + 2 × 2 = 8 ( 1st plus 2nd 
iteration). On the other hand, when tested with 4 × 4 mesh, 
the inner region was in 90% cases found in the first iteration 
resulting in a total of 4 × 4 = 16 mesh shapes (e.g. Fig 7c).

Finally, 8 × 8 mesh finds the inner region in the first itera-
tion in 98% cases, but with the expense of 8 × 8 = 64 shapes 
(e.g. Fig 7d). Compared with previous alternatives, the shape 
number is high and can potentially be doubled in nd iteration. 
Considering that 4 × 4 mesh has a rather high probability of 
finding the inner region in the first function iteration, 4 × 4 
was selected as the optimal number of mesh shapes.

5.5  Magnetization direction

In addition to region inner-point, permanent magnets have 
magnetization direction (Fig. 8). The procedure for custom 
magnet shapes must be implemented individually. In this 
section, the procedure for V-shape rotor designs (Alg. 3) 
is explained. The magnet shape with the magnet angle 
parameter �V  and the pole step constant � = �∕p where 
p is the number of pole pairs, is passed to the function 
GetMagnetAngle. The function computes magnet centroid 
region point Cx,y (Algorithm 3:ln:2) and the magnetiza-
tion angle �M . Algorithm 3:ln:6-12 and Fig.8 show the �M 
calculation procedure which works when �V ≥ 180◦ , and 
even in the case of square-shaped magnets.

5.6  Feasibility check

The complete machine cross section with all polyshapes 
and assigned material regions including the rectangular 
mesh intersections is shown in Fig. 9a. In this example, a 
total of 15 polyshapes are stored in a vector form (14). The 
polyshape vector is passed to the overlaps function which 
returns overlaps matrix Movl (Alg. 4:ln:3). If Movl is a unitary 
matrix (Algorithm 4:ln:4), the design is feasible and there 
are no overlaps (Fig.9a, b), otherwise the generated design 
is infeasible (Fig. 9c, d). If the user wants to include a limit 
on the distance between certain shapes (useful for detecting 
material elements that are too thin to be manufactured), the 
Polybuffer function can temporarily increase the borders of 
the shape during feasibility check (Algorithm4:ln:2, Fig. 6e). 
Additionally, the same function is used to avoid geometrical 
conflicts (11), (12) in borderline cases (e.g. two shapes are 
touching).

5.7  Impact on total execution time

The feasibility and region detection procedure is performed 
only once during geometry generation, with a typical 
duration of 0.5–2 s. The transient calculation of a single 
operating point in ANSYS Motor-CAD for a two-layer 
IPM machine geometry typically takes between 30–60 s. 
If additional calculations are performed during the design 

Fig. 8  Determining magnetization direction
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evaluation (thermal transients, drive cycle analysis, etc.), the 
cumulative time can increase to 10–15 min.

As an experiment, a sensitivity analysis with 4 con-
secutive runs of 1000 iterations was performed for a well-
defined two-layer V-shape rotor geometry with 44 param-
eters (Table 2). The design space has been specified by 

defining upper and lower bounds of all design parameters. 
A set of parameters for each design has been generated 
by scanning the multidimensional space via Space filling 
Latin Hypercube sampling method using Ansys OptiSLang 
surrogate modelling tool. The average design evaluation 
time is 300 s (5 min). Using try-catch adds 4 s (304 s per 
design evaluation), while using feasibility check adds 2 s 
(302 s per design evaluation).

Let us first consider the worst-case scenario without 
try-catch or FC (FEA tool runs the entire simulation). This 
approach leads to a maximum duration of 83.3 h per run. 
On the other hand, the try-catch procedure detects all pos-
sible errors, leading to an average execution time of 63.1 
h (here we assume the scenario where the FEA tool out-
puts an error for each infeasible design). Finally, using FC 
results in an average execution time of 62.6 h.

As expected, the try-catch and FC procedures result in 
virtually the same execution time and a significant overall 
time savings (25% or 20 h shorter execution time). The 

Fig. 9  Feasible (a, b) and infeasible geometry (c, d)

Table 2  FC impact on total optimization time

Run 1 2 3 4

Feasible designs 758 749 731 749
Infeasible designs 242 251 269 251
Total 1000 1000 1000 1000
Calc. time try-catch, no FC [h] 64.0 63.2 61.7 63.2
Calc. time with FC [h] 63.6 62.8 61.3 62.8
Calc. time worst case [h] 83.3 83.3 83.3 83.3
Time save, try-catch to worst case [%] 23.2 24.1 25.9 24.1
Time save, FC to worst case [%] 23.6 24.6 26.4 24.6
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conclusion is that the use of FC has no impact on the total 
execution time. Unlike the try-catch procedure, FC can 
provide the information about the colliding regions and 
parameters that can be exploited in surrogate (metamodel) 
optimization, or tools such as Ansys OptiSLang (Riviere 
et al. 2019, 2020).

6  Conclusion

Optimization is an important and inevitable part of the 
modern electric machine design process. When properly 
applied, optimization leads to a design that satisfies all 
imposed requirements.

Even when properly constrained, complex geometries 
generated by optimization algorithm can lead to infeasible 
designs that in worst case increase optimization time or 
propagate non-manufacturable candidates. In addition, the 
accurate detection of interior points for each closed region 
in order to assign material can be a serious challenge.

The standard procedure for solving these issues is 
based on hard coding of simple or complex mathematical 
relationships between geometric elements. This method 
tends to be inflexible to any major changes and leads to 
a complex geometry code. The paper provides a solution 
to both problems through a novel robust feasibility verifi-
cation procedure and inner-point detection using Matlab 
polyshape objects. The generality of the approach allows 
application in any other script language. The polyshape 
approach elevates geometric design analysis from geomet-
ric primitives (points, lines and arcs) to the level of objects 
(shapes), applicable to any type of machine geometry as 
an upgrade to existing code. In addition to geometrical 
properties (vertex coordinates), elevation to shapes allows 
severely simplified surface, mass and Boolean calcula-
tions. When implemented, the method represents a para-
digm shift in electric machine design.

The main benefits of robust feasibility checking are: 
preventing infeasible (non-manufacturable) candidates to 
be propagated or to win in the optimization competition, 
gathering information about which shapes and parameters 
cause problems and finally, greater freedom in defining 
geometry parameter boundaries when describing complex 
geometries.

Appendix

See Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3  Complete list of variables and functions

Variable Description

�M Magnetization direction according to Fig. 8
�V V angle of the the rotor magnets (Fig. 8)
� Angle according to Fig. 8
� Angle according to Fig. 8
� Angle of one pole step according to Fig. 8
xp Individual point x coordinate
yp Individual point y coordinate
x⃗s Shape x vertex vector
y⃗s Shape y vertex vector
Px,y Point primitive defined by xp, yp
Lx,y Line primitive defined by two point objects
Ax,y Arc primitive defined by three point objects
Cx,y Polyshape centroid point
�C Cx,y angular coordinate
RC Cx,y radial coordinate
Dbore Stator bore diameter
Douter Stator outer diameter
hyoke Stator yoke height
ein Inner barrier eccentricity
eout Outer barrier eccentricity
Movl Matrix of shape overlaps
Mdxf Matrix of line and arc primitives
p Number of pole pairs
wc min Minimum flux carrier width
.dxf Drawing Interchange Format
GenerateMesh Function that generates 4x4 polyshape mesh
GetMagnetAngle Magnetization angle calculation function
GetRegion Polyshape inner region point calc. function
Polyshape Polyshape constructor function
poly Polyshape structure defined by x⃗s, x⃗y
polyvec Vector of polyshapes
polybig Polyshape with the biggest area in polyvecsect
polyin Input polyshape vector
polyrec1−16 16 mesh polyshapes
polyvecmesh Vector containing all mesh polyshapes
polyvecsect Intersect. between the polyvecmeshand polyvecin

Table 4  List of abbreviations

Abbreviation Description

EV Electric vehicle
FC Feasibility check
FEA Finite element analysis
IPM Interior permanent magnet
OEM Original equipment manufacturer
PM Permanent magnet
SyRM Synchronous reluctance machine
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Abstract: Nowadays, due to the confidence in modeling tools and rapid product iteration, electric
machine designers primarily rely on simulations. This approach reduces time and cost and is very
useful when comparing different machine topologies. The prototype stage usually comes after the
depletion of all simulation resources. When designing a synchronous reluctance machine, the first
step is the selection of rotor barrier type. The literature provides several topologies but does not
clearly state which one yields the best performance. The goal of this paper is to determine the best
variant for a six-pole machine and the selected requirements using a metamodel-based optimization
approach. Seven rotor topologies with different complexities were derived from circular, hyperbolic,
and Zhukovsky barrier types (circular concentric, circular variable depth, hyperbolic with fixed
eccentricity, hyperbolic with variable eccentricity, original Zhukovsky, modified Zhukovsky variable
depth and modified Zhukovsky with equal barrier depth). The novelty of the proposed strategy
is in the systematic and fair comparison of different rotor topologies. This approach significantly
reduces the total optimization time from several weeks to a few days. Additionally, a novel modified
Zhukovsky variable depth topology, which merges the best qualities of all considered variants, was
developed. An identical optimization strategy was applied to all variants, and the final results prove
that the barrier type substantially affects the final performance of the machine. The best results are
achieved by the modified Zhukovsky variable depth topology. In relation to the worst (baseline)
topology, the performance gain is 14.9% and the power factor is increased from 0.61 to 0.67. An
additional study using different numbers of barrier layers (3, 4, and 5) was conducted to determine
the best topology. The best results were achieved with the original four barrier layers.

Keywords: synchronous reluctance; barrier comparison; rotor topology; metamodeling; optimization

1. Introduction

In recent years, global legislation is stimulating an increase in electric vehicle (EV)
production. This has led to a paradigm shift in the automotive industry, forcing the
rapid development of propulsion technology, especially in the area of electric traction
machines. Due to them having the highest torque and power density compared to other
machines, interior rare-earth permanent magnet synchronous machines (IPM) are preferred
for automotive traction. Although the performance benefits are undisputed, the use of
rare-earth permanent magnet (PM) materials, such as neodymium or dysprosium, has been
a commercial risk. This risk can potentially increase as EVs start to penetrate the market on
a large scale (Figure1).

Historically, this has forced some vehicle producers to consider alternative machine
designs, which either use no or a minimal amount of rare-earth material. There are notable
first-generation passenger vehicles, such as Tesla Model S and Audi e-tron, which use
induction machines (IM), and the second-generation Chevrolet Volt, which uses rare-earth-
free Ferrite IPM. Currently, there is no commercial use of synchronous reluctance machines
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(SyRM) for automotive traction, but due to the cost reduction benefits, they represent a
valid alternative [1]. The research presented in [2] provides a theoretical review of major
SyRM aspects and highlights potential use niches. The selected application is a commercial
vehicle power take-off, an interface that actuates additional body systems, usually powered
through variable-speed hydraulic pump (e.g., refuse compressors, hook-lifts, concrete
mixers, etc.). In the case of electric vehicles, the interface is referred to as electric power
take-off (e-PTO). Considering that the e-PTO needs to be reliable, robust, and cheap, SyRM
is the preferred alternative [3,4].
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Figure 1. Historical rare-earth material prices.

This paper will concentrate on the e-PTO SyRM design and optimization with require-
ments carried over from [4]; all terminology is according to Figure2a.

Figure 2. (a) SyRM terminology; SyRM rotor barrier types: (b) Circular variable depth (blue),
concentric (red); (c) Hyperbolic variable eccentricity (blue), fixed eccentricity (red); (d) Modified
Zhukovsky (blue), original Zhukovsky red;

Most automotive manufacturers have a strategy of reusing components when possible
to increase production volume, which leads to price reduction. The presumption is that
the e-PTO inverter will have the same part number as a truck traction inverter (i.e., the
max power rating for a traction inverter is 180 kW). The obvious conclusion is that the
inverter will be oversized for e-PTO application, which effectively eliminates the low power
factor issue [4]. Furthermore, the PTO shaft has historically been a part of the diesel engine
and has a quite big torque ripple [3,4]. Instead of using torque ripple minimization as an
optimization objective, max. ripple was limited to ≤15% (a posteriori ripple reduction
options were demonstrated through rotor skewing).

Modern electric machine design is strictly tied with some type of multi-objective math-
ematical optimization workflow. An important milestone in electric machine optimization
was the introduction of Differential evolution (DE) algorithm coupled with finite element
analysis (FEA) by Lampinen [5]. Further enhancements of the approach were carried out
by Žarko et al. [6,7], leading to an overall reduction in optimization time. Current state-
of-the-art research projects still heavily depend on similar approaches utilizing different
types of optimization algorithms (OAs) such as particle swarm, ant colony, and genetic al-
gorithms [1,8–10]. Although the optimization times are gradually reducing, it is important
to note that FEA-based design by means of OA has the serious drawback of a considerable
computational burden [9]. This is due to the long FEA simulation time needed to evaluate
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a single rotor candidate and the high number of FEA evaluations required by the OA to
converge (it can take up to a week until the optimization converges). More details about
the typical optimization approach are available in the Section3.1.

On the other hand, this paper presents a novel, meta-model-based optimization
strategy that offers a systematic and fair comparison of different electric machine topologies
(Section3.2). Instead of constantly reiterating and modifying best design variants over
generations, the proposed method utilizes meta-modeling (or surrogate modeling) to
radically decrease optimization time. Although the method is applicable to any type of
electric machine, this paper concentrates on the SyRM e-PTO application. Considering
the high number of optimized designs, the approach significantly reduces evaluation time
from several weeks to a few days (nine different designs were optimized). Additionally,
this study introduces a novel modified Zhukovsky variable depth topology, which merges
the best qualities of all considered SyRM rotor variants.

To the best of our knowledge, the currently available literature does not cover the
proposed approach applied on SyRM design.

1.1. SyRM Advantages

One advantage of SyRM compared to IM and IPM is the lack of squirrel cage and
magnets, which results in reduced material and manufacturing costs. This feature leads to
SyRM having minimal rotor losses compared to both alternatives [11], and higher efficiency
compared to IM [12]. Furthermore, the SyRM control algorithm is very similar to IPM,
meaning that the same drive can be used in both cases. Obviously, there are no issues with
demagnetization. Finally, SyRM does not produce back electromotive force, which secures
fault tolerance and can simplify the electric vehicle drive train (mechanical disconnect is
not required), resulting in a cheaper transmission system.

1.2. SyRM Disadvantages and Potential Solutions

The main disadvantage of SyRM compared to IPM is reduced power and torque
density. The situation can be improved by using hairpin stator technology which increases
the fill factor [13], or by improvements in rotor design. References [12,14] emphasize the
benefits of SyRM design for high-speed operation, resulting in higher efficiency system
compared with IPM alternative. Ideally, the rotor should be designed without barrier
posts [15], with minimal barrier bridge thickness [9,16]. This will obviously compromise
mechanical integrity. Nevertheless, this issue can be solved by the use of “smooth barrier”
topologies (e.g., circular, hyperbolic...) with injected epoxy resin [15], and carefully applied
barrier corner fillets [9,10,16].

The benefits of barrier corner filleting are illustrated in Figure3, presenting the mechan-
ical stress distribution maps of identical rotors without and with barrier fillets, calculated
on the rotational speed of n = 3000 rpm. The mechanical factor of safety, FOS (the ratio
between material yield stress and the maximum calculated stress) of Figure3a rotor is 0.95
indicating likely failure. The addition of fillets to the rotor structure in Figure3b increases
FOS to 2, indicating normal operation without any mechanical issues.

The next SyRM disadvantage compared to IM and IPM is higher torque ripple. De-
pending on the application, ripple has to be reduced to an acceptable level which is usually
2–4% for vehicle traction or ≈10% in industrial applications.

A typical a posteriori (post optimization) method for torque ripple reduction is rotor
(or stator) skewing. The disadvantage of the approach is the reduction in average torque
and increased production cost.

On the other hand, a priori (prior to optimization) ripple reduction methods are:
increasing the number of poles, application of barrier corner fillets [10], use of barrier notch
(Figure2a), and use of asymmetric pole designs [17].
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Figure 3. SyRM rotor mechanical stress distribution without (a) and with (b) barrier fillets.

The function of the barrier notch is to further increase rotor reluctance, otherwise, the
flux lines would distribute between adjacent slots thus contributing to the loss of torque and
consequently increasing the torque ripple. Detail instructions on slot construction methods
are available in [18]. Considering that the high pole number has a strong negative impact
on power factor, SyRM machines typically have 4 or 6 poles (more than 6 poles correspond
to power factors ≤0.6). In case inverter size is not a design constraint, higher pole number
combinations can be investigated. Nevertheless, implementation of other a priori methods
will effectively reduce torque ripple without major design penalties. Asymmetric pole
design is especially interesting because it can significantly reduce torque ripple [19] and
potentially eliminate the need for a posterioriskewing, thus making SyRM the cheapest
machine variant on the market.

The unavoidable disadvantage of SyRM is the lowest power factor compared to IM
and IPM. The only solution to compensate for this drawback is in mass production of
inverter switching modules which will enable cheaper technology, with higher current
ratings. This will most likely happen when EVs penetrate the market on a large scale.

When it comes to SyRM performance improvements, Tawfiq et. al. [20] stipulate four
main areas: rotor optimization, utilization of higher steel grade, winding configuration and
inverter control strategies. A great example of SyRM optimization tool-set is provided in
Syre platform [21] which additionally enables sensorless controller code generation and
the simulation model itself. Winding configuration approaches vary from increasing the
number of phases [22,23] to the implementation of delta-star [24], or even concentrated
winding [8], all resulting in torque density improvement. Finally, according to [25], the
selection of steel grade has a severe impact on SyRM efficiency where the selection of higher
grade steel can increase the efficiency by 9%.

2. SyRM Rotor Barriers

The first step in the SyRM design is the selection of rotor barrier type. The literature
provides references to several barrier topologies: circular, hyperbolic [26,27], Zhukovsky
fluid type [28,29], segmented, etc. The open-source Syre project offers more details and
instructions on geometry generation [30]. Currently, the literature does not clearly state
which barrier topology yields the best performance. The goal of this paper is to calculate the
best topology for the selected requirements within a defined optimization space.

Considering that sharp edges tend to cause mechanical issues, only barrier topolo-
gies based on smooth analytical functions have been analyzed (circular, hyperbolic, and
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Zhukovsky). Depending on the parametrization, each design variant has a sub-variant.
E.g., circular barriers can be concentric or have variable depth, while hyperbolic barriers
can have equal or variable eccentricity. On the other hand, the Zhukovsky type can-
not be analytically modified to secure variable barrier depth (by definition, Zhukovsky
streamlines cannot mutually intersect), in this case, conformal mapping is used to create a
modified Zhukovsky barrier type with variable depth lines (barrier construction details for
all variants will be covered in the future publications).

Seven barrier topologies have been studied:

1.Circular concentric (CrC), Figure2b (red);
2.Circular variable depth (CrVD), Figure2b (blue);
3.Hyperbolic, fixed eccentricity (HyFE), Figure2c (red);
4.Hyperbolic, variable eccentricity (HyVE), Figure2c (blue);
5.Original Zhukovsky (Zh), Figure2d (red);
6.Modified Zhukovsky variable depth (MZhVD), Figure2d (blue);
7. Modified Zhukovsky with equal depth (MZhED, a special case of previous topology).

2.1. Automated Barrier Design

To simplify, the following figures are drawn for a two and three barrier rotor, the
description of all parameters is explained in Tables3and4.

Detailed construction instruction including the pseudo-code is available in [18].
The initial step in rotor construction (Figure4a) is to specify number of pole pairs ( p),

rotor barriers (k) and barrier bridge thickness (wbb). The user then specifies dimensionless
ϑmin, ϑmax ∈ [0, 1] (Table4, 37–38). Temporary construction points vector EABC is then
created with equidistant angular spacing (∆ϑr). Barrier notch point (En) is specified with
additional parameter ϑnotch (Table4, 39) relative to ϑmin with radial component equal to
rotor radius.

Figure 4. Rotor barrier construction procedure for a three barrier rotor, k=3

The second step (Figure4b) is the construction of inner and outer barrier line starting
points (E1..k in, E1..k out). The points are calculated relative to EABC, based on additional set
of dimensionless parameters ϑ1..k in, ϑ1..k out ∈ [0, 1] (Table4, 15–22).

The last element in barrier line definition is the depth of each line defined by depth
parameters D1..k in, D1..k out, Dn ∈ [0, 1], depending of the barrier type (Figure4c, Table4,
41–48).

The final step is the rotation around the center point by the angle α = π/(2p) and
mirroring the geometry around the half pole axis (Figure4d). Barrier fillets ( r1..kin , r1..kout ∈
[0, 1], Table4, 23–30) responsible for securing mechanical integrity of the rotor are added
to the geometry (adding precise fillets to the discrete lines is a complex problem which is
planned to be explained in the future publications). The final rotor geometry is exported as
.dxf to the FEA tool.
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2.2. Barrier Depth Variation

The width of the each barrier depends on initial inner and outer line starting points
E1..k in, E1..k out, and depth coefficients D1..k in, D1..k out. Depending on the selected topology,
barrier width can be uniform (CrC), approximately uniform (HyFE) or variable (CrVD,
HyVE, Zh, MZhED, MZhVD). Considering that the barrier width has a substantial impact
on the machine performance, this section will explain how inner and outer barrier depth
coefficients affect each of the studied topologies, with a simplified presumption of equal
line starting points [18].

In the case of HyFE and CrC, all barrier depths are equal (D1..k in, D1..k out). With this
simplification, depth variation results in a symmetrical offset that keeps the uniform barrier
width (Figure5a,b). On the other hand, CeVD and HyVE have a higher degree of freedom
with unconstrained depth variation resulting in variable barrier width (Figure5c,d).

Figure 5. Barrier depth variation influence on different 2-barrier (k = 2) SyRM topologies (depth
coefficient table is illustrative).

Zh barrier type (Figure5e) is a special case because it does not support any depth
variation. Barrier line depths are defined directly from starting points and cannot be
modified. In order to explore the possible benefits of depth variation, Zh type was modified
to the following variants. MZhED, where all depths have equal variation, thus achieving
symmetrical positive or negative offset (Figure5f), and MZhVD where barrier depths have
full freedom (Figure5g).

A table of different barrier line depth parameter combinations is provided in Figure
5h. It is important to note that barriers are constructed in such a way that the design is
geometrically feasible (there are no barrier intersections of any kind).

2.3. Zhukovsky Barrier Modification

As previously mentioned, Zh lines cannot mutually intersect. To secure barrier depth
variability and improve machine performance, we introduce barrier depth modification in
complex plain via dimensionless depth parameters Din, Dout, Dn.

Generated rotor barrier lines are defined by sorted vertices containing corresponding
x, y coordinates which can be drawn on a 2D real Euclidean plane (Figure6a). For easier
manipulation, real plain coordinates are redefined in complex z-plane (z = x + jy), Figure
6b. Considering that the vertices are the same in the real and complex plane, this is a trivial
transformation [18].
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Electric machine rotors have a circular layout which can be exploited by selecting the
convenient complex function f (z) and applying forward conformal mapping to a complex
w-plane (w = u + jv), Figure6c. Geometrical modifications of the barrier geometry are
then performed in the w-plane and, upon completion, returned back to the z (and real)
plane via inverse conformal mapping.

Figure 6. Mapping workflow. Euclidean plane (a); Complex z plane (b); Complex w plane;

Original Zh barrier lines with corresponding x, y vertices are written as z = x + jy
(Figure7a, red) and conformally transformed to w-plane via w = ln z complex function as
w = u + jv (Figure7b, red).

Upon modification (Figure7b, blue), barrier lines are mapped back to z-plane via
inverse complex function z = ew (Figure7a, blue). The main benefit of the approach is
easier barrier modification in the w-plane which leads to simplified software coding.

Figure 7. Modification of Zhukovsky lines via conformal mapping.

3. Optimization
3.1. Typical Optimization pProcedure

Most of the electric machine design goals are in conflict with each other and thus
form a multi-objective problem (e.g., reduction in volume and mass while increasing the
efficiency). When used in EVs, an increased machine weight contributes to the driving
range reduction, while a larger volume creates issues with mechanical integration within
the drivetrain. Obviously, an optimal trade-off between conflicting requirements is a design
imperative. Considering a large number of coupled parameters that affect the final design,
manual design is usually not an option. Nowadays, mathematical optimization is used for
obtaining better designs.

Optimization algorithms (OAs) can be divided into gradient-based methods and
stochastic (metaheuristic) methods. Gradient methods converge fast but have difficulties
with global optima because they require a feasible starting point, which can be a problematic
task in complex problems [31]. Stochastic methods are heavily used in electrical machine
optimization [31]. The drawback is that the convergence can last for days, and the global
optimum cannot be mathematically proven. Additionally, some popular metaheuristic
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methods are based on natural behavior (Genetic algorithm (GA) [32], Differential evolution
(DE) [5], Particle swarm, but they can also be iterative [33], or based on approximation [34].
From an engineering standpoint, both approaches can find a satisfying result.

IPM and SyRM design is highly affected by the saturation within the rotor structure
which implies the use of computationally intensive FEA. A typical optimization system
consists of the FEA tool (e.g., Ansys Motor-CAD), OA (e.g., DE), and external software,
which handles model building and FEA tool communication (e.g., Matlab). When using this
(or similar) system, the user has to initially specify all design boundaries and parameters
(including upper and lower bounds). OA then generates a set of optimization parameters
that define an optimization candidate (a complete machine model). After calculation, FEA
results are returned to the OA for evaluation. OA then generates a new population of
optimization parameters, repeats the procedure, and propagates through generations until
reaching the optimal machine model (Figure8, color coding according to the used system
elements).

According to [32], the GA and the DE are the most preferred OAs, because both
algorithms provide fast and accurate solutions for multi-objective problems and they can
be run without any need for experimental data. The obvious drawback is that OA requires
thousands of design evaluations for proper parameter propagation, which can substantially
increase optimization time e.g., DE algorithm took 27500 FEA evaluations and lasted 7
days [4].

The alternative is topology optimization, which can potentially generate novel struc-
tures unrelated to traditional, smooth-shape SyRM barriers. The method applies the on/off
method based on the normalized Gaussian network (NGnet) [35]; e.g., the algorithm sets
the rotor quadrants to consist of either steel or air. However, when using this method, it is
difficult to obtain thin-layered flux barriers that are easy to manufacture and can withstand
mechanical stresses.

Figure 8. Typical optimization workflow.

The final approach is to use a metamodel (also refereed as surrogate modeling by [36])
based optimization strategy, e.g., Adaptive-Sampling Kriging Algorithm (ASKA), [37].
The ASKA applies kriging interpolation of sampled objective function model which has
lower computation time compared with a standard approach. Nevertheless, the accuracy
is determined by the sampling quality and objective function complexity. This paper
uses a dedicated optimization tool Ansys Optislang (OSL) which combines the standard
procedure (OA + FEA tool + external software) with advanced sensitivity analysis and
metamodeling, Figure9.

The additional functionality enables motor designers to leverage the design space and
most importantly reduce optimization time [38] (typical optimization time is 2–3 days).
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Figure 9. Optimization workflow with Matlab scripting and Motor-CAD FEA tool within Optislang
environment.

3.2. OptiSlang Optimization Details

The logic of the OSL tool process is outlined in Figure9. First, the user has to initially
specify all design parameters (including upper and lower bounds) and a number of designs
(NDsg = 300) for initial evaluation. OSL then generates parameters (scans the multidi-
mensional space with a specified sampling method), calls Matlab script which generates
electric machine model, and runs FEA calculation for each of the NDsg designs. Once the
variation study has been completed, OSL runs the sensitivity analysis of output parameters
in relation to input parameters. Next, OSL creates the so-called metamodels of Optimal
Prognosis (MOPs), showing the relationships between performance outputs and design
input variables.

The following example highlights the connection between sensitivity analysis and
a single MOP (in reality, a model has multiple MOPs created for crucial optimization
responses).

In Figure10, the importance of all input variables is quantified using a variance-based
measure called single Coefficient of Prognosis (CoP). The full model CoP (or total CoP)
value written at the top of the figure is a crucial measure that is used to assess the forecast
quality of the meta-model. This value is always lower than or equal to 100%. The higher
this value, the more accurate the MOP prediction. In Figure11, the torque output MOP
is plotted against the two most important parameters, namely the split ratio and stack
length. The CoP and MOP approach is used for modeling each critical design response
listed in Section3.4.

The user then selects the preferred optimization algorithm which is applied directly to
the MOP with user-specified optimization goals and inequality constraints. The key point
here is that the metamodel evaluates almost instantly since it is a mathematical function,
instead of a computationally intensive FEA calculation. For multi-objective problems, the
best designs from the solution space can be interpreted with the use of a Pareto front.
Finally, the number of the MOP-based estimated optimization results (NPar) are validated
and verified by running FEA software. Differences may emerge depending on the quality of
the calculated MOPs. In that case, the user can either add design samples to the sensitivity
analysis or tweak the optimization constraints to increase MOP quality.

Figure 10. Example of torque response coefficient of prognosis.
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Figure 11. Example of torque response MOP (black dots are the sampling data calculated during the
sensitivity analysis).

The strong points of this strategy are:

1.Instead of several thousands, OSL runs only NDsg + NPar FEA calls;
2. Once sensitivity analysis is completed on NDsg, the user sets objectives, constraints

and runs a fast GA optimization procedure (NPar FEA calls). In case some of the goals
and constraints have to be modified, sensitivity analysis does not have to be repeated.
The user only re-runs optimization and validates it on NPar FEA calls. This is very
handy for projects with fluid requirements (e.g., change of rated battery voltage,
driving cycle, peak power requirement etc.);

3. Thousands of designs can be evaluated through MOPs within minutes by the selected
optimization algorithm;

4. Sensitivity analysis gives a valuable insight into where to concentrate the efforts for
specified motor requirements [38].

3.3. Performance Requirements

The requirements for e-PTO machine are derived from [4] and listed in Table1.

Table 1. Peak operation requirements at base speed.

Description Symbol Value Unit

Base speed nb 1700 rpm
Max. operating speed nmax 2500 rpm
Max. torque Tmax ≥200 Nm
Battery voltage UDC 610 V
Max. phase current Is max 300 Arms

3.4. Optimization Objectives and Inequality Constraints

The optimization of the 2D cross-section is set up as a multi-objective problem which
is mathematically defined as: find the vector of Parameters (1), subject to D parameter
boundary Constraints (2) and subject to m inequality constraints Function (3), which will
minimize (or maximize) n objective Function (4).
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~x = [x1, x2, . . . , xD], ~x ∈ RD (1)

x(L)
i ≤ xi ≤ x(U)

i , i = 1, . . . , D (2)

gj(~x) ≤ 0, j = 1, . . . , m (3)

fk(~x) ≤ 0, k = 1, . . . , n (4)

Inequality constraints usually arise from various electromagnetic, thermal, mechanical,
manufacturing, economic or normative limits such as maximum winding temperature,
maximum rotor stress, minimum magnet dimensions, maximum active material cost,
maximum noise, etc.

Inequality constraints (Table2) are taken into consideration in the optimization algo-
rithm box in Figure9. The constraint function g1 checks rotor structural factor of safety
at maximum over-speed (1.2 · nmax). Next, the procedure contains several subfunctions
designed according to ultra-fast scaling laws [39]. Multiple magnetostatic FEA calculations
are performed to find the optimal maximum torque-per-ampere (MTPA) control angle.
The number of turns per coil and the number of parallel paths of the machine is then
matched to the required base speed. Constraint g2 checks the losses are within limits.
g3 and g4 check that maximum stator yoke and tooth flux density are below limits (the
purpose is to penalize the designs with increased iron losses). Constraint g5 is related to
thermal loading coefficient (THL) which is equal to current density multiplied by electrical
loading (THL = J · A). THL indicates if the machine can be cooled down at specified
peak performance. The empirical values indicate that water cooling is possible if THL ≤
1.9 MA2/m3.

Finally, a transient FEA calculation is performed at base speed. The transient is
performed for the machine without skewing. To fulfill g6, the calculated TPV must be
higher than the limit. If the torque ripple (Tripp) is higher than the limit, the machine does
not satisfy the constraint g7.

The optimization algorithm generates the designs, and the variants which fulfill all
inequality constraints populate the estimated Pareto front (optimization goals according to
Table2). The final step is the validation of the estimated Pareto front which completes the
optimization process.

Table 2. Inequality constraints and optimization goals.

No: Constraint Description Symbol Limit

g1 Stress yield factor at 1.2 · nmax FOS ≥2
g2 Total loss Ploss ≤6000 W
g3 Flux density in stator yoke Bsy,max ≤1.6 T
g4 Flux density in stator tooth Bst,max ≤1.9 T
g5 Thermal loading J · A THL ≤1.9 MA2/m3

g6 Torque per volume TPV ≥25 Nm/dm3

g7 Torque ripple without skewing Tripp ≤15%

No: Optimization Goals Symbol Unit

f1 Minimize total loss Ploss W
f2 Maximize torque per rotor volume TPV Nm/dm3

3.5. Preset Model

Although four poles are a usual choice due to the higher power factor, we selected a six-
pole machine. The reason is the higher theoretical torque density and lower torque ripple.
In e-PTO application, the lower power factor is not an issue due to the use of an oversized
inverter [4]. The number of slots is 54 with 4 rotor flux barriers, resulting in a two-layer
integer slot distributed winding. This combination provides a good compromise between
the inherent ability to mitigate torque pulsations, susceptibility to noise, and the ability to
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use multiple parallel paths. The ideal number of turns per coil (Nc) and parallel paths (ap)
for matching the base speed is automatically calculated based on winding feasibility and
ultra-fast scaling laws [39].

All seven topology variants have been optimized in Ansys Optislang. The initial
sensitivity study used for MOP building was performed on NDsg = 300 models per
topology. Optimization was conducted using the inbuilt OSL Evolutionary algorithm.

Table3lists constant parameters which are equal for all topologies (No. 1–14). The
optimization variable range (design space) was initially determined based on the empirical
data from the previous projects. A dummy sensitivity analysis was then conducted for
fine-tuning any problematic parameter(s). The final optimization variables and respective
optimization ranges for each topology (No. 15–49, color coding according to Figure4) are
listed in Table4.

Table 3. List of constant design parameters.

No: Description Symbol Value/Range Unit

1 Stator diameter Ds 214 mm
2 Shaft diameter Dsh 54 mm
3 Phase number Nph 3 -
4 No. of turns Nc Automatic -
5 Parallel paths ap Automatic -
6 Coil throw yc 9 -
7 Barrier number k 4 -
8 Pole pairs p 3 -
9 Slot number Ns 54 -

10 Barrier bridge wbb 0.3 mm
11 Airgap δ 0.7 mm
12 Slot opening wop 2 mm
13 Fill factor - 0.43 -
14 Tooth tip depth dt 0.5 mm

Table 4. List of optimization variables.

No: Description Symbol Value/Range Unit

15Point 1 inner angle ϑ1in [0.22 , 0.47] -
16Point 1 outer angle ϑ1out 0-
17Point 2 inner angle ϑ2in [−0.08 , 0.46] -
18Point 2 outer angle ϑ2out [−0.06 , 0.16] -
19Point 3 inner angle ϑ3in [0.06 , 0.25] -
20Point 3 outer angle ϑ3out [0.09 , 0.11] -
21Point 4 inner angle ϑ4in 0-
22Point 4 outer angle ϑ4out [0.32 , 0.35] -

23–26Corner radius in r1..kin [0 , 1] -
27–30Corner radius out r1..kout [0 , 1] -

31 Slot corner radius rsc [0 , 1] -
32 Slot depth ratio Ds−Db

2 [0.45 , 0.6] -
33 Split ratio Ds/Db [0.6 , 0.75] -
34 Active length ls [180 , 240] mm
35 Tooth tip angle αt [5 , 40] ◦
36 Tooth width ratio Dbπ

Ns
− wop [0.7 , 0.9] -

37Min. angle ϑmin [0.15 , 0.3] -
38Max. angle ϑmax [0.9 , 0.95] -
39Notch angle ϑn [0.1 , 1] -
40 Current density J [17 , 22] A/mm2

41–44Barrier depths D1..kin [0.2 , 1] -
45–48Barrier depths D1..kout [0.2 , 1] -

49Notch depth Dn [0 , 1] -
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4. Optimization Results
4.1. Rotor Topology Selection

Figure12contains the validated Pareto fronts which fulfil all inequality constraints.
For easier comparison, seven designs (one per topology) with approximately the same
losses (5200 W) have been selected. Table5summarizes the performance of each design
at base speed and MTPA conditions from the worst (left) to the best topology (right). All
optimized cross-sections are shown in Figure14, while Table6list optimized variables for
each design.
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Figure 12. Validated Pareto front within constraints g2 and g6. Dotted colored lines represent
estimated Pareto fronts. Npareto is the number of designs placed on each front.
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Figure 13. Performance curves of selected designs (Table5).
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Table 5. Final result comparison table.

Name Unit HyFE CrC HyVE CrVD Zh MZhED MZhVD

TPV Nm/dm3 32.5 33.1 34.3 35.4 36.2 36.4 37.3
Vactive dm3 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47 6.47
Ploss kW 5188 5199 5209 5182 5188 5197 5184

Pmech kW 37.4 38.1 39.5 40.8 41.7 41.9 43.0
Tavg Nm 210.1 214.2 221.9 229.0 234.1 235.6 241.3
Tripp. % 12.1 14.1 11.7 12.7 9.7 9.3 13.7

n rpm 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700 1700
Bsy,max T 1.53 1.53 1.39 1.60 1.52 1.54 1.56
Bst,max T 1.86 1.87 1.87 1.82 1.87 1.86 1.84

FOS - 8.8 9.4 7.3 6.3 3.6 5.2 6.3
m kg 45.6 46.0 44.2 44.3 45.0 44.8 44.1

THL MA2/m3 1.52 1.53 1.57 1.47 1.53 1.52 1.52
ls mm 180 180 180 180 180 180 180
γ ◦ 57.9 60.3 61.4 62.5 61.8 61.8 62.9

Imax Arms 95.6 95.6 94.3 94.1 95.9 95.7 95.7
cos ϕ - 0.61 0.62 0.66 0.67 0.67 0.67 0.69

η % 87.8 88.0 88.3 88.7 88.9 89.0 89.2
Gain % 0.0 1.9 5.6 9.0 11.4 12.1 14.9

Performance wise, HyFE topology yields the worst results (TPV = 32.5 Nm/dm3,
cos ϕ = 0.61) and will be considered the baseline design (Gain = 0%). Performance gain is
calculated via: Gain = (Tavg/THyFE avg − 1) · 100%.

CrC topology is slightly better (2% gain) but still has rather low power factor (TPV
= 33.1 Nm/dm3, cos ϕ = 0.62). Next, HyVE yields better results (TPV = 34.3 Nm/dm3,
cos ϕ = 0.66, 5.6% gain) but is superseded by CrVD topology (TPV = 35.4 Nm/dm3,
cos ϕ = 0.67, 9% gain).

Even better performance results are achieved by standard Zh (TPV = 36.2 Nm/dm3,
11.4% gain) and MZhED topology (TPV = 36.4 Nm/dm3, 12.1% gain) but without any
power factor increase (cos ϕ = 0.67). Finally, the best result is obtained by MZhVD topology
with full barrier depth variance (TPV = 37.3 Nm/dm3, cos ϕ = 0.69, 14.9% gain). All designs
fulfill the structural integrity constraint (FOS ≥ 2). Corresponding torque-speed curves for
the studied topologies are shown on Figure13.

The maximization of torque per volume (TPV = Tavg/Vactive) leads to maximization
of average torque and minimization of active volume. In this case, stator diameter is
fixed meaning that stack length will be minimal (ls = 180 mm, Table5). Average torque
maximization should always be considered together with torque ripple. Both are obtained
by running a transient calculation which is a standard time-stepping simulation where
the position of the rotor changes place synchronously in time with stator magnetomotive
force. Transient simulation is a computationally expensive part of the design evaluation
and depending on required details can take several minutes.
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Figure 14. Optimized cross sections per topology.
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Table 6. List of all optimized parameters for design variants with k = 4.

No: Description Symbol Zh MZhED HyFE CrC MZhVD HyVE CrVD Unit

1 Stator diameter Ds 214 214 214 214 214 214 214 mm
2 Shaft diameter Dsh 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 mm
3 Phase number Nph 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 -
4 No. of turns Nc 21 21 21 21 22 21 21 -
5 Parallel paths ap 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 -
6 Coil throw yc 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 -
7 Barrier number k 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 -
8 Pole pairs p 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 -
9 Slot number Ns 54 54 54 54 54 54 54 -

10 Barrier bridge wbb 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 mm
11 Airgap δ 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 mm
12 Slot opening wop 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 mm
13 Fill factor - 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 -
14 Tooth tip depth dt 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 mm

15Point 1 inner angle ϑ1in 0.350.420.350.350.350.350.46-
16Point 1 outer angle ϑ1out 0.000.000.000.000.000.000.00-
17Point 2 inner angle ϑ2in 0.400.330.460.360.290.120.25-
18Point 2 outer angle ϑ2out 0.00-0.040.060.010.000.000.06-
19Point 3 inner angle ϑ3in 0.120.130.250.240.180.240.14-
20Point 3 outer angle ϑ3out 0.090.090.090.090.090.090.09-
21Point 4 inner angle ϑ4in 0.000.000.000.000.000.000.00-
22Point 4 outer angle ϑ4out 0.350.350.350.350.350.350.35-
23Corner radius 1 inner r1in 0.890.900.940.900.910.900.89-
24Corner radius 1 outer r1out 0.900.900.890.880.890.900.91-
25Corner radius 2 inner r2in 0.880.160.900.900.500.900.90-
26Corner radius 2 outer r2out 0.870.900.900.550.900.990.90-
27Corner radius 3 inner r3in 0.880.890.900.890.900.880.89-
28Corner radius 3 outer r3out 0.900.900.900.900.900.900.90-
29Corner radius 4 inner r4in 0.020.850.730.990.950.890.49-
30Corner radius 4 outer r4out 0.200.770.740.850.630.540.20-
31 Slot corner radius rsc 0.62 0,61 0.63 0.62 0.59 0.61 0.63 -
32 Slot depth ratio Ds−Db

2 0.48 0.45 0.46 0.50 0.46 0.46 0.46 -
33 Split ratio Ds/Db 0.67 0.72 0.61 0.72 0.67 0.66 0.61 -
34 Active length ls 180 180 180 180 180 180 180 mm
35 Tooth tip angle αt 9.45 9.48 9.49 9.50 9.48 9.47 9.49 ◦
36 Tooth width ratio Dbπ

Ns
− wop 0.88 0.82 0.78 0.87 0.71 0.84 0.78 -

37Min. angle ϑmin 0.140.160.160.150.150.150.12-
38Max. angle ϑmax 0.480.490.480.480.500.470.50-
39Notch angle ϑn 0.720.730.710.590.420.100.75-
40 Current density J 17 17 17 17 17 17 17 A/mm2

41Barrier depth 1 D1in -0.900.670.800.700.400.40-
42Barrier depth 2 D2in -0.900.670.800.480.590.39-
43Barrier depth 3 D3in -0.900.670.800.480.430.42-
44Barrier depth 4 D4in -0.900.670.800.710.600.63-
45Barrier depth 1 D1out -0.900.670.800.800.400.64-
46Barrier depth 2 D2out -0.900.670.800.810.530.79-
47Barrier depth 3 D3out -0.900.670.800.790.680.79-
48Barrier depth 4 D4out -0.900.670.800.920.800.42-
49Notch depth Dn -0.900.670.800.600.500.50-
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4.2. Torque Ripple Mitigation

One of the inherent disadvantages of the SyRM is the increased torque ripple. The
issue can be mitigated with the use of asymmetric rotor poles [17,19] or with rotor or stator
skewing [40,41]. The drawback of using skewing in optimization is a prolonged transient
calculation (it has to be done for each of the rotor slices, e.g., 5 segment rotor skew will
have 5 times longer transient simulation). Additionally, the PTO shaft has historically been
a part of the Diesel engine which has a quite big ripple [3,4], so the decision was made to
optimize the e-PTO machine without skewing.

Typically, SyRM torque ripple is minimized by continuous rotor skewing [40]. The
alternatives are segmented rotor skewing or continuous stator skewing. Stator skewing is
usually out of scope due to higher production complexity. To illustrate the benefits and
drawbacks of the skewing, we have performed post-optimization transient simulation of 5
segment rotor skew (Figure15b), and continuous rotor skew (Figure15c). Both approaches
yield similar results with a slight advantage to segmented rotor skewing. Since continuous
skewing leads to increased manufacturing costs, a segmented skewing of the rotor might
also be a good choice [41]. Note that torque ripple for all topologies is less than 15% which
is a good feature for a non-skewed SyRM (Figure15a). The total skew is 360/54 = 6.66◦

mech. (angle of one stator slot).
Note that skewing reduces both the average torque by approx. 3–4%, and torque

ripple to approx. 2–5% depending on the topology.
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Figure 15. (a) Transient torque without skewing; (b) Transient torque with 5 segment rotor skewing;
(c) Continuous skewing.

4.3. Barrier Number Considerations

The purpose of rotor barriers is to create magnetic anisotropy and achieve a high
inductance saliency ratio (5), thus producing a high reluctance torque component (6).
Simplified, more rotor barriers with an appropriate combination of poles and stator slots
should correspond to higher electromagnetic torque.

According to [42,43], the golden rule of barrier number selection is given in the (7).
The same approach was used in this paper leading to k ≤ 54/4/3 ≤ 4.5 → k = 4. Other
combinations of barrier numbers and stator slots might lead to increased torque ripple and
decreased performance.

ξ = Ld/Lq (5)

Tem =
3
2

p(Ld − Lq)iqid (6)

k ≤ Ns/(4p) (7)
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To confirm that k = 4 is the proper number of barrier layers, a separate optimization
for k = 3–5 was performed on the best barrier type (MZhVD), with equal performance
requirements and design selection method as in the previous sections.

Figure16shows the Pareto fronts of the optimized designs (results listed in Table7). It
is apparent that three-layer topology is sub-optimal compared with k = 4, 5. In this case,
three-layer topology is considered the baseline design. Performance gain is calculated via:
Gain = (Tavg/TMZhVD k=3 avg − 1) · 100%.
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Comparison designs
Constraint g6
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Selected designs

Figure 16. Validated MZhVD Pareto front for k = 3–5 within constraints g2 and g6. Dotted colored
lines represent estimated Pareto fronts. Npareto is the number of designs placed on each front.

Table 7. Comparison table of MZhVD topology performance for k = 3–5.

Name Unit k = 3 k = 4 k = 5

TPV Nm/dm3 35.8 37.3 36.9
Vactive dm3 6.47 6.47 6.47
Ploss kW 5184.84 5184 5187

Pmech kW 41.3 43.0 42.5
Tavg Nm 231.8 241.3 238.9
Tripp. % 15.3 13.7 13.2

n rpm 1700 1700 1700
Bsy,max T 1.59 1.56 1.56
Bst,max T 1.87 1.84 1.83

FOS - 2.6 6.3 2.0
m kg 43.2 44.1 44.0

THL MA2/m3 1.43 1.52 1.45
ls mm 180 180 180
γ ◦ 62.2 62.9 63.2

Imax Arms 89.7 95.7 91.5
cos ϕ - 0.70 0.69 0.70

η % 88.8 89.2 89.1
Gain % 0.0 4.1 3.1

Compared with the three-layer variant, k = 4 yields the highest performance gain
(4.1%) while k = 5 results in 3.1% gain. Furthermore, the three-layer variant results in a
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higher torque ripple (15.3%) while k = 4, 5 has approximately the same ripple (13.7% and
13.2% respectively).

An additional parameter in favor of k = 4 is a mechanical factor of safety (FOS = 6.3).
Three barrier layers reduce FOS to 2.6 (the reduction accrues due to more steel in the rotor
structure), while k = 5 has borderline FOS = 2 due to the more air barriers at a reduced
amount of steel in the rotor structure.

Considering that k = 4 is performance wise better than k = 3, 5, the comparison
confirms that the original barrier number selection was the appropriate choice (all optimized
cross sections are listed in Figure17.

Figure 17. Optimized cross sections of MZhVD topology; (a) k = 3; (b) k = 4; (c) k = 5.

4.4. Execution Time and Computational Cost

The entire optimization process was conducted on a computing workstation with
4 core Intel Core i7 central processing unit (CPU). Execution time of the entire study is
summarized in Table8. The number of CPU cores is important because it enables parallel
computing during sensitivity analysis and Pareto front validation (more cores results in
shorter overall execution time). The selected number of designs for sensitivity analysis
(variation study) of each design variant is NDsg = 300.

Table 8. Execution time comparison for the entire study.

Stage
Avg.

Design
Eval. Time

Sensitivity
Analysis

MOP
Building

OSL Opti-
mization

Pareto
Validation

Total
Execution

Time

Total
Execution

Time

Type k [s] [min] [min] [min] [min] [min] [h]
Zh 4 55.02 114.6 211.0 11.7 45.9 383.2 6.39

MZhED 4 55.60 115.8 218.9 12.2 46.3 393.2 6.55
MZhVD 3 55.89 116.4 232.0 12.9 46.6 407.9 6.80

HyFE 4 56.30 117.3 249.8 13.9 46.9 427.9 7.13
CrC 4 57.20 119.2 248.5 13.8 47.7 429.1 7.15

MZhVD 4 58.30 121.5 246.6 13.7 48.6 430.3 7.17
HyVE 4 58.20 121.3 248.6 13.8 48.5 432.2 7.20
CrVD 4 58.40 121.7 249.4 13.9 48.7 433.6 7.23

MZhVD 5 60.50 126.0 261.2 14.5 50.4 452.2 7.54

Total sensitivity analysis time mainly depends on the average design evaluation time
of a particular topology, which is a function of parametric topology complexity and FEA
tool procedures (e.g., adaptive meshing density). It is important to note that the average
design execution time for all variants is in the range of 55–61 s, which results in a total
sensitivity analysis time of 114–126 min. The building of surrogate models (MOP) is purely
a function of the parametric complexity of each topology which varies in a range of 211 min
(Zh, k = 4) for the simplest, to 261 min for the most complex topology (MZhVD, k = 5). OSL
optimization is the shortest component which takes approximately 12 min. Next, Pareto
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front validation is conducted on NPar = 200 designs. This step is effectively the same as
in the sensitivity analysis, and the execution time solely depends on the average design
evaluation time and NPar.

Finally, the total execution time is summarized based on all previous steps. It varies
from 6.39 h (Zh, k = 4) to 7.54 h (MZhVD, k = 4).

Without the use of the proposed meta-modeling procedure, the total execution time
with the same level of details would take several weeks. On the other hand, the total
execution time for the entire study (9 investigated topologies) is 63.2 h.

4.5. Efficiency Consideration

Automotive applications are characterized by variable load. Considering that e-PTO
load is quite intermittent ([3], e.g., refuse compression, hook-lift loading...), in correspon-
dence with the automotive company which partially sponsored the presented research, it
was decided to design the SyRM for peak load operation (maximum current at base speed).

By analyzing the efficiency of the best topology (MZhVD) at the base speed (Table5),
one might conclude that the efficiency is quite low (89.2%). On the other hand, considering
that the machine is optimized for peak operation (temporary overload condition), seemingly
low efficiency is expected behavior. A more detailed analysis of the entire efficiency map
reveals higher efficiency values (Figure18). Typically water cooled e-PTO machine has a
continuous torque envelope of approx. 50% of the max torque (dashed line on Figure18)
yielding 92% efficiency at base speed. Furthermore, if e-PTO hydraulic pump is selected
for the max. efficiency area (2400 rpm), efficiency increases to 94%. In case efficiency is
still unsatisfactory, changing lamination to higher grade magnetic steel can easily push the
efficiency to the premium range [25].

(a) (b)

Figure 18. MZhVD efficiency relative to the (a) torque-speed and (b) power-speed characteristic.

5. Conclusions

Nowadays, due to the confidence in FEA modeling, and rapid product iteration (espe-
cially in the automotive sector), electric machine designers primarily rely on simulations.
This approach reduces time and cost and is very useful when comparing different machine
topologies. Considering that prototyping comes in later project stages, no machines have
been produced and tested. Nevertheless, considering that the presented tool chain (Matlab,
Motor-CAD, and OptiSlang) is widely used in the automotive industry, we are confident
that the results are highly relevant.

As expected, the SyRM rotor barrier topology substantially affects the final machine
performance. The consequence of barrier depth variation is variable flux carrier thickness,
which has a positive impact on performance and mechanical integrity.

Seven six-pole rotor topologies have been derived from standard barrier types. Simple
variants (HyFE, CrC) have the worst performance; more complex designs with limited flux
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carrier variation (HyVE, CrVD) yield slight improvement. Better results (but without any
power factor increase) are achieved by Zh and MZhED. The best performance and a power
factor increase are achieved by a novel MZhVD topology.

The novelty of the proposed approach reflects in the systematic comparison of different
“smooth barrier” SyRM topologies via metamodel-based optimization. This offers a fair
topology comparison and finally proves that modified Zhukowsky-based topologies yield
the best results in terms of TPV and higher power factor.

We want to emphasize that the goal of the paper is to present the novel metamodel
based optimization method, and the comparison of SyRM rotor barrier types. This was
successfully shown in the case of the e-PTO motor. All design variants are optimized on
equal terms, which gives us confidence in the results. Since the conflicting optimization
objectives were maximizing TPV and minimization of losses, we are strongly convinced
that equal results in barrier performance differences would appear if a different application
example was selected. Therefore, the specifics of the e-PTO application and the selected
Pareto front combinations of TPV vs. total loss do not limit the performance of the method
and do not limit the generality of the method.

Furthermore, the presented machines are optimized for short-term maximum load,
which was determined as a critical e-PTO function. The main motivation for the project was
to minimize the cost of the machine. Reduced SyRM mass will increase the vehicle range,
while the shorter axial length and cheaper stator/rotor steel contribute to the production
cost savings. Machine efficiency has not been considered an optimization objective due to
the specific use scenario. If higher grade magnetic steel is selected, the efficiency would
increase.

Several follow-up projects are planned to be derived from the presented work:

1. Asymmetric rotor topologies with the purpose of torque ripple reduction without
skewing.

2. Torque ripple mitigation methods based on non-uniform rotor skew angles and
variable segment lengths.

3.Algorithm for the addition of precise corner fillets to arbitrary poly-line curves.
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Abbreviation Description
ASKA Adaptive-Sampling Kriging Algorithm
CoP Coefficient of prognosis
CPU Central processing unit
CrC Circular concentric barrier
CrVD Circular variable depth barrier
DE Differential evolution
e-PTO Electric power take off
EV Electric vehicle
FEA Finite element analysis
GA Genetic algorithm
HyFE Hyperbolic fixed eccentricity barrier
HyVE Hyperbolic variable eccentricity barrier
IM Induction machine
IPM Interior permanent magnet
MOP Model of prognosis
MTPA Maximum torque per Ampere
MZhED Modified Zhukovsky equal depth barrier
MZhVD Modified Zhukovsky variable depth barrier
NGnet Normalized Gaussian network
OA Optimization algorithm
OSL OptiSlang
PM Permanent magnet
PTO Power take off
SyRM Synchronous reluctance machine
TPV Torque per volume
THL Thermal loading coefficient
Zh Original Zhukovsky barrier
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